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Can rehabilitation be designed into a prison? by architecture students Justin Johnston and Sophie Hamilton-Grey ........................... page 28



the National Newspaper for Prisoners



A ‘not for profit’ publication /46,000 copies distributed monthly / ISSN 1743-7342 /Issue No. 130 / April 2010



Time out of cell: Calculations by prisons ‘not accurate’ says Chief Inspector Eric McGraw reports



14%



At fourteen Category B and C Training prisons, on average only 14 percent of prisoners spent 10 or more hours out of cell.



The Prisoner Survey responses reveal:



8%



At six local prisons, on average only 8 percent of prisoners spent 10 or more hours out of cell, leaving 92 percent of prisoners who didn’t meet the recommended number of hours unlocked.



10%



At three Young Adult prisons, on average only 10 percent of prisoners spent 10 or more hours out of cell.



13%



At three High Security prisons, on average only 13 percent of prisoners spent 10 or more hours out of cell.



At five Female prisons, on average only 18 percent of prisoners spent 10 or more hours out of cell, leaving 82 percent of female prisoners who didn’t meet the recommended number of hours unlocked. Ministry of Justice figures recently released for 2008-2009 show the average number of hours spent per prisoner in 135 prisons in England and Wales on purposeful activity, such as education classes, offending behaviour programmes, vocational training etc., is 5 hours every weekday. However, Dame Anne Owers, Chief Inspector of Prisons, was obliged to write in this year’s recently released Annual Report: ‘the calculations of the time out of cell by the prisons inspected was not accurate or credible in most cases…In some prisons, the figure calculated could not possibly reflect the experience of any prisoner, as it was not possible for it to be achieved even by a prisoner with maximum access to work and association.’ And another report published in March by the National Audit Office reveals: ‘Between a third and a half of short-sentenced prisoners, including the least motivated, are not involved in work or courses and spend almost all day in their cells’.



The Butler Trust Awards 2009-10 In her role as Patron of The Butler Trust, The Princess Royal presents prison officer Nick Wood of HMP Everthorpe with the Outstanding Achievement Award and a cheque for £1,000 at St James’s Palace. He received the Award for developing a wide range of services to support and meet the needs of prisoners who are veterans of the armed forces. More Awards pages 11,21 and 24



PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SPECIALISTS Serious & complex Crown Court cases Court of Appeal cases Applications to the Criminal Cases Review Commission Confiscation & Proceeds of Crime Act Proceedings Members of the VHCC Panel



IPP and Extended Sentences Parole Board Reviews Categorisation including Cat A Prison Discipline & Adjudications Judicial Review & Human Rights Cases



Carter Moore Solicitors



Contact Criminal Defence & Appeals Jeremy Moore Prison Law Hannah Gorman



13 St John Street Manchester M3 4DQ
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All Lifer Reviews Licence Recall & Reviews HDC Applications Sentence Calculation Jeremy Moore represented Barry George who was recently released after the successful appeal
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B



etween 82 and 92 percent of prisoners surveyed at 31 prisons said they did not spend the recommended ten or more hours out of cell on a weekday. The Prisoner Survey, carried out between September 2008 and August 2009 by the Prisons Inspectorate, is based on a random sample designed to be representative of the total population of the establishment being inspected.
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.
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Visiting order validity period



The curse of old age



.....................................................



John Allen - HMP Gartree



the national newspaper for prisoners published by Inside Time Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of New Bridge, a charity founded in 1956 to create links between the offender and the community.



Lee Holden - HMP Norwich



We know that old age comes to all of us in the end, but to those of us in prison it seems there is yet another sting in the tale: OAP unemployment pay.



a voice for prisoners since 1990



Inside Time is wholly responsible for its editorial contents. All comments or any complaint should be directed to the Managing Editor and not to New Bridge.
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a not profit



©



Initially, I served a long sentence and was not receiving any visits during that sentence. After being released (for a very short period) I was recalled and am now serving the same sentence as before. During my time out of prison, I re-established the relationship with my girlfriend and am now receiving visits.



Eric McGraw - Former Director, New Bridge (1986 - 2002) and founder of Inside Time in 1990.



I spoke to the wing SO and requested that my old unused VOs be re-issued and he authorised me 12 re-issued VOs. However, after using five VOs they were stopped, not by him but by someone at the booking line. I am now entangled in a battle to have my unused VOs re-issued. Can you tell me whether I can have unused VOs re-issued if I am back in prison on recall doing the same sentence as before?



John D Roberts - Former Company Chairman and Managing Director employing ex-offenders.



The Ministry of Justice writes:



Board of Directors



publication



Trevor Grove - Former Editor Sunday Telegraph, Journalist, Writer and serving Magistrate. Geoff Hughes - Former Governor, Belmarsh prison.



Louise Shorter - Former producer, BBC Rough Justice programme. © © a E. Smith B.Sc F.C.A. a Alistair H. not not - Chartered profit profit Accountant, Trustee and Treasurer, New Bridge publication service Foundation.
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Chris Thomas - Chief Executive, New Bridge Foundation.
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©



profit



organisation



There is no policy detailing the specific circumstances about which Mr Holden asks, however PSO 4410 states that the validity period of visiting orders is a local matter. The PSO also says that when a prisoner with unused visiting orders is transferred, the decision to extend the period of validity will be at the discretion of the Governor of the receiving establishment.



Email a Prisoner Sponsors of the Mailbag section



John Bowers



Rachel Billington



Writer and former prisoner



Novelist and Journalist



To find out more about the EMAP service see page 35 for details and look for the orange flash under the adverts of firms and organisations using the service.
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Eric McGraw



John Roberts



Author and Managing Editor



Operations Director and Company Secretary



Editorial Assistants Lucy Forde - Former prisoner education mentor Paul Sullivan - Former prisoner



Administration Assistant Sonia Miah



Layout and Design



.....................................................



Following the diagnosis of a serious medical condition and advice to ‘take things easy,’ I have recently - at age 75 - given up work and accepted the status of ‘unemployed pensioner’. Imagine my surprise to find that, in this prison anyway, my pay has plummeted to £4 per week, and to add insult to injury, £1 of this paltry sum is deducted for my in cell TV, leaving me with just £3 to spend as I like! It is appreciated that the level of unemployment pay (£2.50) for those under retirement age is set deliberately low to act as a spur to encourage those prisoners to engage in purposeful activities such as work or education, but surely those considerations should not apply to the OAP prisoner? Apart from the desirability of being able to afford small (overpriced) items from the canteen, the needs of this class of prisoner in terms of maintaining good connections with his family and friends are of paramount importance; yet the circumstances (exceptionally high canteen and telephone charges etc) continue to mitigate against this very basic human right. At the moment I am unsure what the national policy is; it seems that some prisons - even those in the same administrative area - pay their OAP prisoners differing rates. For instance ‘Jenny Richards’ in her excellent article on pension discrimination in your March issue says her husband’s prison (also here in Leicestershire) gives pensioners £10 per week. I would be interested to hear from any other pensioner prisoners how their rates of pay compare and to any who reply I will send a stamped envelope to repay the cost of postage.
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Putting the record straight ..................................................... Max Szuca - Bedfordshire I write after reading the item in your February issue: ‘Solicitors drum up childhood-abuse cases with jail ads’ for sufferers of abuse in the care system. I know many falsely accused carers, teachers and parents have found the adverts absolutely deplorable in cases they feel involve potentially dubious, malicious allegations. On a personal level I have mixed feelings - having won my appeal at the Royal Courts of Justice; been found unanimously not guilty at retrial; and having received a letter from the Justice Secretary saying that my claim for compensation does not meet the statutory test for compensation under section 133 of the Criminal Justice Act (he abolished ex-gratia compensation on 19 April 2006). During my time in prison I heard many stories of compensation being bantered around in cells and I can now put the record straight for those hoping for their convictions to be reversed and in turn receive compensation for wrongful imprisonment. There is no automatic entitlement to recompense for a conviction which is subsequently quashed. All applications for compensation received after the Home Secretary’s written statement in April 2006 abolishing ex-gratia compensation with immediate effect. In simple terms: at the appeal courts judgment, that evidence demonstrated clear innocence, conviction quashed with no retrial. CPS does not proceed with retrial. At a retrial, the sitting Judge directs the jury to give the defendant a not guilty verdict. Only in those above terms will it count for a compensation claim for your miscarriage of justice. In my case, I won my appeal and had all my convictions quashed pending a retrial. I won my retrial with a unanimous verdict of not guilty. But the Home Secretary states that I have not suffered a miscarriage of justice because it does not fit the above criteria. As I have said already, my feelings are mixed. Certain solicitors fight for compensation for victims of child abuse, and though I do not deny for one moment that there are indeed victims of such abuse, it is also clear that some children do in fact lie and there are victims in prisons today facing long sentences on the back of such malicious lies.



Colin Matthews - [email protected]



Correspondence Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. Accounts & Admin: Inside Time, P.O.Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. 0844 335 6483 / 01489 795945 0844 335 6484 [email protected] www.insidetime.org If you wish to reproduce or publish any of the content from any issue of Inside Time, you should first contact us for written permission. Full terms & conditions can be found on the website.



Subscribe Inside Time is distributed free of charge throughout the UK prison estate. It is available to other readers via a postal subscription service. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION CHARGES £30 or £20 for tax exempt charities, organisations and individuals. £40 for overseas addresses. Cheque or Card payments accepted.
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19 John Street LONDON WC1N 2DL Prison Law experts in:



• Adjudications • IPP • Parole • Recall • Lifer Reviews • HDC • Categorisation



We also have specialists in:



• Crime • Serious Fraud • Extradition • Immigration • Judicial Review • Housing • Family • Mental Health Law • Employment • Welfare Benefits
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Star Letter of the Month Congratulations to Nadine Wallace who wins our £25 cash prize for this month’s Star Letter



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Recall: more transparency needed ........................................................................................................ Tony Lee - HMP Wymott



Mailbag ......................... pages 2-9



Many individuals recalled to prison for breach of licence conditions are being denied their human rights by the justice system; with Gordon Brown stating that …’the justice system must be allowed to take its course (in response to the enormous public and media attention to the Venables recall) and Jack Straw maintaining that ... ‘it is not in the public interest to disclose what breach of licence conditions Mr Venables actually made’.



Newsround .............. pages 10-17



Thousands of people are recalled to prison each year, often for the slightest breach of licence conditions, so why can’t the Parole Board and Probation be more open about their decisions and be held accountable for these decisions, with an independent regulatory body brought into place to protect everyone’s interests – prisoners and the public alike.



........................................................................................................



‘Don’t make me laugh’ ....................................................



David Potter - HMP Hull



Nadine Wallace - HMP Holloway



I have followed my sentence plan and I’m not deemed to be a security risk. My Offender Supervisor did not mention on my RCI my OM’s recommendation but instead recommended that I remain Cat B as I have not been in prison long enough.



I have now had to start the next biggest phase of my life in prison, this being motherhood, as I was recalled again for ... wait for it ... ‘being challenging’ and ‘pushing boundaries’. These boundaries were asking for time with my family, which I had already progressed towards with a previous probation officer but hey … this progress was not documented. The Parole Board kept me on recall, with no offending behaviour to complete, but to have my baby in prison as adapting to a new life; is there any justice in my case? Rehabilitation... just what does this powerful word mean? I understand the word to mean an offender that has turned their life around, given up all that was previously risky for them; thus stunting out the practice of further violence; an offender that has secured employment and not re-offended. This is what the word ‘rehabilitation’ means to me; am I wrong in my assessment? I secured my dream job outside. I was at the top of my game in recruitment in the City of London and earning 30k plus commission... not bad for an ex-offender hey? However I was ‘advised’ by probation not to accept the position and was then further ‘advised’ to give the job up as I would not be back in time to report. Late night reporting last slot was 7.30pm on a Tuesday. Is it not for the probation service to support, encourage and praise achievement and attempt to work around your employment? Justice and rehabilitation … don’t make me laugh!



Health ....................... pages 18-19 Month by Month Rachel Billington ... pages 20-21



Astrology .......................... page 22 Religion



..........................



page 23



Scottish Focus ................. page 24



Category eligibility



Where is the justice when an ex-offender has had just a year out in the community in the last 10 years? This ex-offender’s index offence was GBH (11 years ago in 1999). This ex-offender has not re-offended and has evidently not violently re-offended since the index offence. The ex-offender is in fact me; now 28 years of age and having been in the system since I was 19. My original tariff was three years.



Contents



The recent recall to prison of Jon Venables has highlighted the need for the justice system to be far more open and honest reference its dealings with former prisoners out on licence.



Correct me if I’m wrong, but is it not a fundamental part of British justice that it has to be seen to be done? That means the public has the right to be informed of those reasons; how the system operates is very much in the public interest in that we should all be fully aware of how the Parole Board and Probation operate.



I noted with interest Eric McGraw’s interview with Alan Duncan in your March issue and particularly Mr Duncan’s response to a question relating to women getting recalled to prison.
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Comment ................. pages 25-38



I am a category B prisoner who has served 14 months of a 5½ year custodial, which will be followed by 5½ years on licence and have just had my OASys and categorisation review. My Offender Manager recommended recategorisation to C conditions.



Is there a minimum term a prisoner has to serve before recategorisation consideration takes place?



The Ministry of Justice writes: There is no set time for prisoners to serve before they are considered eligible for Category C. The categorisation process focuses primarily on the risk of harm to the public and every case is considered on individual merit. Prisoners are categorised objectively according to the likelihood that they will seek to escape and the risk of harm to the public they would pose if they were to do so. However, the length of the prisoner’s sentence, the time already served, the offence committed, progress with offending behaviour programmes and offending history are all given due consideration. Prisoners should not generally be allocated to open conditions unless they have less than two years to serve until their earliest release date.



GANS & CO



Jon Venables and the modern justice system by Erwin James ................................ pages 30-31



CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW SPECIALIST



Short Stories ............ page 39



SOLICITORS LLP



Has the justice system let you down? Why not contact our friendly team for free and friendly advice?



• Appeals against Conviction/Sentence • IPP & Extended Sentence • Re-categorisation • Parole/Recall Representations & Reviews • Mandatory Life Sentence Reviews • Lifers & Adjudications • ROTL & Early Removal Scheme • Determinate & Indeterminate Sentences • Judicial Review/Human Rights Issues



News from the House .................................... pages 40-41 Legal Comment .. pages 42-44 Legal Advice .................... page 45 Legal Q&A ............. pages 46-47 Book Reviews ................. page 48 DVD Review .................... page 49 Inside Poetry .......... pages 50-51 Jailbreak ................... pages 52-56



Nationwide Service



For an immediate visit, advice & representation please contact Angela or George on:



020 7469 7010 or 0793 053 2183 or write to



(24 hrs)



Gans & Co Solicitors LLP



214 - 216 Rye Lane, Peckham, London SE15 4NL Offices also in Deptford and Vauxhall



looking ahead May / 8 page ‘Poetry’ supplement June / New ‘Short Story’ section Please send in your short stories July / Launch of insidepoetry Vol 2
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



A nice little earner? Publicity stunt .................................................................................................... ..................................................... Jenny Richards



Abu Dira - HMP Long Lartin



I was both interested and horrified to read ‘A Disturbing Tale’ and ‘Supporting Evidence’ in your February and March issues reference solicitors and barristers. In my view, there’s something rotten with the state of our justice system. The police and the CPS conveniently ‘lose’ evidence; the accused are convicted without proof of guilt; and many defending barristers don’t care because they aren’t paid on results. In prison, the probation service fancy themselves to be psychologists and mind readers, all-powerful in their efforts to influence the parole board by happily writing imaginative reports based on their own version of events. Once they have you in prison, it seems they are determined not to let you out. The appeals procedure is slow, complicated and so ineffective it would be farcical if it wasn’t so tragic.



During a ‘snowed in’ period in January, I decided to pass the time by reading through 126 pages of what I consider to be repetitive and uneducated tripe entitled ‘Unlocking Al Qaeda’ published by the Quilliam Society. This report was their overview of Islamic radicalisation within the high security estate; focussing mainly on my ‘home from home’ … HMP Long Lartin.



Prisoners, especially those maintaining innocence, are all aware of this, as are their wives, families and friends. The many excellent support organisations know it too, as does anyone who reads Inside Time because it’s reported month after month after month. The trouble is that all this knowledge isn’t going anywhere. We are all just writing or talking to each other, constantly repeating what we already know, but no-one is actually doing anything about it. Last December there was a protest march in Edinburgh. Why can’t I find anything like this in England? We should all be doing whatever we can to raise public awareness of miscarriages of justice; not just individual cases but en masse. We need to inform the general public about how the system isn’t working because many of them may, at some time in the future, find their own lives ruined in the same way. Why is there no concerted effort by these organisations and by the public to protest about it? There are numerous solicitors and barristers who regularly write excellent articles in Inside Time in which they acknowledge the sad state of affairs in our legal system and give us their learned opinions and advice on various prison-related and judicial issues. Do these eminent lawyers ever try to change our unjust justice system? Perhaps if they publicly made very strong objections to their higher-ranking colleagues, and to MPs and Ministers, then the Ministry of Justice might be forced to make changes. Through Inside Time, I would like to ask these solicitors and barristers what they are actually doing about the problems within our justice system? Do they really care? Or are they content to enjoy the fruits of what must be, to the legal profession, a ‘nice little earner’? And will any of you actually answer my questions? Write to me c/o Inside Time. • Jenny Richards is a pseudonym for the wife of a prisoner maintaining innocence in Leicestershire Views expressed in Inside Time are those of the authors and not necessarily representative of those held by Inside Time or the New Bridge Foundation.



The first rather startling omission was any information about the Quilliam Society, including the authors of the report and any training, expertise or recognised credentials within the complex field of de-radicalisation. Another interesting fact was that this report was totally un-solicited; no governmental source actually asked Quilliam to undertake this venture. Therefore taken on face value, the entire exercise seems to be nothing more than a publicity stunt orchestrated to generate media interest. The report suggests housing so-called ‘radicals’ within dedicated units and the removal of their televisions on arrival. I do not envisage hordes of crying Muslims lamenting the loss of X-Factor! Many Muslims in Long Lartin and Whitemoor have handed back their televisions as they are viewed as nothing more than a distraction to religious study. And as for the naïve suggestion of flooding the HSE with books written by ‘moderate Muslims’, what makes the report’s authors confident that any prisoners will actually read let alone accept the viewpoint of those individuals who align themselves with occupational forces? In my four years of custody I have never seen any prisoner bullied into accepting the system of Al-Islam. All I have seen is warmth, compassion, kindness, unity and support from my Muslim brothers.



Inside Time writes: In a Report on Long Lartin in 2009 by the Chief Inspector of Prisons, it was reported that with 25% of the prison’s population now Muslim, prisoners told inspectors that people are converting to Islam for their own protection against growing gang-related violence. One prisoner said: “Yes, there is a gang culture here which is becoming an issue. A lot of people are becoming Muslim just because it is a bigger gang. There are issues with Muslim gangs wanting to overpower others”. Fifty-four per cent of Muslim prisoners at Long Lartin told inspectors they had been victimised, threatened or intimidated by prison staff.



Ross SR Samuel Solicitors Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists • Licence & Parole Issues • Categorisation • Recall to Custody • Ajudications • Tariff & Judicial Review



For Immediate Visit, Clear Advice and Effective Representation, write or call, Pedro Kika at:



Samuel Ross Solicitors 253 Camberwell New Road London SE5 0TH



0207 701 4664



N AT I O N W I D E C O V E R A G E
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Playing havoc with incompetence



..................................................... Veronica Hyland - HMP Askham Grange I read with great interest the article ‘Renaissance in Prison Law’ by Ben Gunn in your February issue, in which he says he is convinced that the number of ‘jailhouselawyers’ needs to be increased and suitably equipped with the proper tools. I am a person with some legal knowledge and when I was taken into custody it very soon became common knowledge among the other prisoners that I had been a solicitor; they were soon coming to me with all sorts of questions and queries, not necessarily relating to law, sometimes just because they considered me to be more intellectually able to answer their questions and queries. I recently attended a board for full risk assessment to enable me to have child resettlement leave. At the board, the full risk assessment was confirmed and application for child resettlement home leave granted. Whilst at the same board, the chairperson told me she wanted to take the opportunity to raise a concern with me about ‘legal advice I had given to other residents’. When I asked which residents and what legal advice, I was told by the chairperson that she did not know the details but just wanted me to be aware that there were ‘rumblings’ about me giving legal advice to other residents. I pointed out that I am no longer a practicing solicitor, do not have a practicing certificate, and therefore cannot give legal advice. I am having some difficulties with the prison authorities concerning disability discrimination and I am being very vocal about the issues concerned. Now some of you out there might think that raising ‘concerns’ about advice I may or may not be giving to other residents, that might or might not be considered of a legal nature, at a board that was specifically for my licence for home leave, a convenient coincidence; then again others of you might consider the fact that I may or may not be a potential thorn in the side of the prison authorities and the thought of me giving support (of whatever nature) to other residents that could also become potential thorns in the side of the prison authorities smacks too much of coincidence, so much so that it might even be considered intimidation, which incidentally is the conclusion reached by others who are not necessarily residents. As to the prison service and the jailhouselawyer, I would happily lend my own humble weight to try and level the playing field for those of us unfortunate enough to be incarcerated. However, I doubt the prison service is going to greet us with open arms, much less leave us in peace to play havoc with their incompetence.



Julian Young & Co



Specialists in all aspects of



PRISON LAW



including Adjudications, Parole Board and Oral Hearings and



CROWN COURT CASES & APPEALS Nationwide Service



Tu r k i s h , F r e n c h a n d I t a l i a n also spoken C o n ta c t J u d y R a m j e e t a t : JULIAN YOUNG & CO 57 Duke Street, Mayfair, London W1K 5NR



0207 4932211



Sean Hodgson, released on appeal after 27 years, was represented by Julian Young.
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Sexual activity a reality Serious ........................................................................................................ ramifications Chris Dunkley - HMP Risley .................................................... Can PSHQ advise on whether there is a national policy regarding consenting homosexual activity between prisoners and if there is, what is it? Is there a particular policy for HMP Risley? Secondly, can PSHQ advise whether a prisoner on an Assessment Care in Custody and Teamwork (ACCT) document who is viewed by night staff engaging in consensual sexual activity, can this be recorded on his ACCT document for all to read and potentially be used against him? Finally, if a prisoner has exhausted the internal complaints procedures and is still unhappy with the response, and asks the Prisons and Probation Ombudsman to investigate, is there any route of appeal against the Ombudsman’s decision and if so, what is the timescale to lodge the appeal?



The Ministry of Justice writes: On reading Mr Dunkley’s letter, it was not clear whether he was actually seeking confirmation of the policy on the sexual orientation of prisoners from an equality perspective or simply about sexual activity amongst prisoners. If the former, then he needs to contact NOMS colleagues in Race & Equalities Action Group here at headquarters, but if the latter we can provide the following. The facts of custody, including the need to protect vulnerable prisoners and to maintain good order and discipline, mean that it would be inappropriate for prisons to condone sexual activity between prisoners, but the Prison Service and NOMS recognises that sex in prisons is a reality. Sex between prisoners is not a specific offence under the Prison Rules, but there are some circumstances where prisoners engaging in consensual sexual activity could be charged under Rule 51 (20) - “uses threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour”, if whoever saw them felt (or might potentially feel) offended. A charge is most likely to be appropriate where the behaviour in question occurs in a public or semi-public place, rather than in a locked cell, but theoretically could still apply to a cell if, for instance, an officer were to enter in order to initiate a search and found the prisoners engaged in some form of sexual activity. There is also a recognised public health dimension – it’s not always appropriate to pursue this through adjudications but is a matter of judgement for staff. Prisons were advised in 1995 that they could make condoms available to individual prisoners, on application, if, in their clinical judgement, there is a risk of the transmission of HIV infection during sexual activity. The intention is to safeguard the health of prisoners and not to encourage sexual activity. With regard to the ACCT Plan, the main purpose of this system is to support the identification and care of prisoners at risk of suicide or self-harm. It should be stressed that suicide prevention is the responsibility of all staff, so whenever any member of staff believes a prisoner is at risk of suicide or self-harm they must open an ACCT Plan. Staff are also responsible for ensuring that they are aware of which prisoners in their care are on an open ACCT Plan, and what the key requirements of that plan are. It is important that all events relevant to the care of at-risk prisoners are appropriately noted in ACCT Plans and that colleagues are aware of what has happened and what the risks are. All staff (whether healthcare, operational or other) have responsibility for the maintenance of ACCT Plans of prisoners they come into contact with, and a responsibility to share risk information with others caring for the prisoner. If a prisoner is unhappy with the decision reached by the Prisons & Probation Ombudsman or the way in which the investigation was carried out, they can ask the PPO to look at the case again. If there are good grounds to suggest that the original conclusions reached were wrong, the PPO will probably look at the case again. If the prisoner still remains dissatisfied, and provided it concerns a prison complaint, they have the right to complain to the Parliamentary & Health Service Ombudsman, who can investigate complaints from individuals who claim to have suffered an injustice as a result of maladministration (poor service) by UK government departments and their agencies. However, any complaint would have to be referred to the PHSO by their Member of Parliament. Alternatively, they can take the matter up with their legal adviser and seek recourse action through the Courts (including the European Court of Human Rights).



TRINITY SOLICITORS PRISON LAW, CRIMINAL DEFENCE & MENTAL HEALTH LAW SPECIALISTS



A Personal Service and Unique Approach to Every Matter • Licence Recalls • Adjudications • Tariff Reductions • Categorisation • Judicial Reviews • Criminal Cases Reviews • HDC, MDT, VDT, ROTL



• Parole Board Hearings • Maltreatment Complaints • Appeals • Human Rights • Allocations & Transfers • Sentence Calculations & IPP • Lifer Hearings & Paper Reviews



Our dedicated and experienced team is always available to help. For immediate assistance and a prompt visit anywhere in the UK, please contact:



A b i , P a u l a , Vi c t o r o r R e m m y 61a West Ham Lane London E15 4PH



LET US HELP YOU DO NOT DELAY CONTACT US TODAY



0208 555 3030 or 01245 505399



24 hour Emergency Service: 07947 100880



Steven Relf - HMP Manchester After reading the item in your March issue whereby NOMS has confirmed that Muslim prisoners are not required to complete the Sex Offender Treatment Programme (SOTP), I double-checked the date thinking that April Fools Day had come early this year, but no ... it would appear that Muslims have been given a scripturally mandated reason to stick two fingers up at the British legal system by citing Islamic texts as justification for not doing the SOTP course. Such a far-fetched excuse would be laughable under ordinary circumstances, however the ramifications of this scandalous decision by NOMS are extremely serious. Since when did belief in a god become a government-department sanctioned allowance for not doing government-required courses? Does this mean that Christians, Jews, Hindus and Sikhs can cite their texts as justification for not doing courses? What would happen if the entire prison population decided to become Muslims? Would NOMS then confirm that the prison population would not have to do courses? In my view this is yet another example of the weak-spined, limp-wristed attitude displayed in this country when dealing with Muslims; from government to policing to the prison service. It’s easy to see how the appeasement of Muslims leads to a swelling of the BNP membership and this from a person who is not racist; I’m a mixed race atheist and, as such, my mind thinks for itself and doesn’t suffer from antiquated delusions. I have no problem with anyone believing what they want to believe, however I do have a problem with the use of religion in this manner. Presumably certain people believe that an omnipresent, omnipotent, omniscient deity finds it acceptable to watch his minions sexually assault and rape innocents - and then finds it equally acceptable to use holy texts as a convenient get-out clause.



CREIGHTON & PARTNERS SOLICITORS



FAMILY LAW SPECIALIST serving the southeast



Care Proceedings Contact with Children Divorce Community Care Contact the Family Law Team at:



Creighton & Partners 24 Bedford Square LONDON WC1B 3HN



0207 976 2233



Horse sense ..................................................... Caroline Sherwood - Glastonbury Monty Roberts’ father was as violent to his son as to the horses he ‘broke.’ Aged 13, observing wild mustangs on the prairie, Monty learnt to speak ‘Equus.’ Today, at 75, he tirelessly shares what he has learned about his gentle four-legged friends and how ‘horse sense’ so deeply applies to people, too. Before often huge audiences, he encourages a horse to run a quarter of a mile around a pen (the distance it would flee in the wild before looking back to check on its predator), then lets the animal get used to his non-aggressive presence. He is looking for the 3 signs: 1) innermost ear towards him (checking him out); 2) licking and chewing (a sign of relaxation in horses) and 3) the lowering of the head; indicating that Monty has been accepted by the horse as a potential leader. Finally, the horse willingly follows Monty quietly around the ring in ‘Join Up.’ As well as bringing up 3 of his own children, Monty and his wife have fostered 47 others. He has taught gentle communication methods, based on understanding, respect and co-operation in prisons in America and Australia. Monty Roberts visits the UK annually and will be back again in November. He is keen to share what he knows within the UK prison service. If you are interested, please get in touch with me, Caroline Sherwood, through Inside Time newspaper or [email protected]



RODMAN PEARCE SOLICITORS



FIGHTING FOR YOU !!!



Experienced representation in Criminal Defence, Prison Law and Immigration Matters 4 All Criminal Courts Proceedings



and Appeals



4 Parole Hearings 4 Licence Recalls 4 Judicial Reviews 4Recategorisation 4 Confiscation Orders 4Adjudications 4Lifer Panel Representations 4Human Rights Appeals 4 Miscarriage of Justice 4Appeals Against Deportation



-Nationwide Servicecontact



Barry Akilo or Christine Ayanbadejo



01582 424234



or write to: Rodman Pearce Solicitors Ltd 54 Wellington Street Luton Bedfordshire LU1 2QH
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Meaningless ‘apology’ .....................................................



Legal duty of care to diabetics



..................................................... Steve Browne - HMP Albany



Kevan Thakrar - HMP Frankland I read with considerable interest the article by Prisons & Probation Ombudsman Stephen Shaw: ‘When SORI is not the hardest word’ on restorative justice that features in your February issue. Mr Shaw mentions in the piece that an investigation by his office revealed that two members of staff had been ‘less than professional’ during a sentence planning meeting and were asked to write letters apologising for their actions. I was in fact the prisoner concerned at the sentence planning meeting (held at HMP Whitemoor), however the ‘apologies’ I received were two identically typed letters containing spelling mistakes and two different signatures. Mr Shaw says the idea of restorative justice is to put the victim at the centre of the process with the victim’s needs uppermost. He goes on to state that the aim is to help the victim recover from their experience and saying sorry is a good start. As the ‘victim’ in this case, I can very clearly state that I was not ‘at the centre of the process’ and my needs were almost entirely ignored. How could I possibly recover from the experience after staff went on to write false entries on my files and sentence plan which still remain. How many prisoners have been afforded the opportunity to say ‘sorry’ and avoid an IEP warning or have an adjudication dismissed? How can prison staff be expected to think twice about their potentially damaging conduct when the worst they get for abusing a prisoner is to have to sign an apology written on their behalf? I now intend lodging civil proceedings against the two members of staff concerned.
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Dangerous dabblers



...................................................................................................... Jon Keeler MA - HMP Long Lartin I write to support Jennifer Windsor’s petition (Inside Time March issue) in which she calls for the government to establish accountability for so-called ‘trainee psychologists’; those persons Keith Rose has on several occasions referred to as ‘psycho-babes’. Since prisoners themselves cannot sign this petition, I believe the other arm of a pincer movement should be direct complaints to the Health Professions Council, Fitness to Practice, Park House, 184 Kennington Park Road, London SE11 4BU. It is true that the majority of people employed in psychological interventions are neither qualified nor experienced enough to be registrants with the British Psychological Society (BPS) or with the Health Professions Council (HPC) - to whom regulatory functions were transferred in July 2009. It might surprise some to learn that this also includes Heads of Offending Behaviour Programme Units and Core SOTP Treatment Managers, as well as those cutting their milk teeth on unwitting and largely unwilling prisoners. However, it is not true to say that nobody is accountable for the ethical and professional conduct of these dangerous dabblers. Every region has a chief psychologist who will be registered with the HPC and should be responsible for the ethical conduct and professional standards of all those applying psychological interventions in his/her area. I began my own challenge to bad practice in my previous prison under three main headings; collusion with coercive management that links engagement with nominally voluntary courses to the IEP System; misrepresentation of research findings and evaluations of the effectiveness of psychological interventions; and clear breaches of BPS ethical guidelines on informed and free consent. Like others, I was told by the BPS and the HPC that the front line operatives were under-qualified to have their conduct regulated by these bodies - though qualified enough to meet the lower standards of the Prison Service it seems. In response to that parry, I have sought counsel’s advice (pending) on the Prison Service’s responsibility for ensuring that unregistered practitioners maintain the ethical standards of registered practitioners. In addition, I have pursued a complaint with the HPC against the registered area psychologist for failure to uphold the BPS ethical guidelines in the area for which he is responsible. The process has taken me a little over a year so far - due partly to the change of regulators. I have my suspicions that regulatory bodies are more concerned with their members, who pay subscriptions, than with recipients of the professional service in question. The latest letter from the HPC in December does nothing to allay these suspicions when it refuses to disclose to me (the complainant) the substance of the allegations that will be put to its professional member. If the response to my undisclosed complaint is also undisclosed then rest assured Inside Time readers will be the first to know. Keith Rose page 35



Talking sense Specialising in CRIMINAL DEFENCE and all aspects of PRISON LAW including:



LICENCE RECALL ADJUDICATIONS PAROLE HEARINGS JUDICIAL REVIEW IPP QUERIES For immediate help and assistance contact



Lisa Gianquitto on 01494 681442 or write to:



51 Amersham Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 2HB www.hinesolicitors.com



PARLBYS Solicitors SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISONERS’ RIGHTS PRISON LAW Adjudications & Appeals against Adjudications Parole Applications - Recalls/Paper & Oral Hearings Categorisation - Lifer Reviews Licence/OASys/Probation Problems Transfers - HDC Applications & Appeals ROTL Applications & Appeals IEP Queries - Security Queries Healthcare Problems - Obtaining Prison Records Judicial Reviews - Prisoner’s Rights



Agency Work Undertaken For free advice contact one of our dedicated prison law team today (Rachael, Leanne & Carol)



Parlbys Solicitors First Floor, 7 Whimple Street Plymouth PL1 2DH 01752 200402 (T) 01752-600933 (F)



In October 2009, I had a letter from the Prison Reform Trust saying they were writing to the Equality and Human Rights Commission regards ‘sweeteners’ for inmates with diabetes. I have recently received another letter from the PRT with a copy of the reply they received from the EHRC which says that … ‘a person with diabetes (whether controlled by diet or medication) is likely to fall within the definition of ‘disability’ (Section 1 DDA 1995). This means that the Prison Service, as a ‘service provider’, has a legal duty of care, in this case to prisoners with disabilities, including people with diabetes. Providing diabetics with sweeteners appears to come within ‘providing auxiliary aids and services’. It seems to me there are no standardised guidelines on the treatment of diabetes in prison and that the majority of those representing NHS healthcare within the prison system don’t even care; yet the reality is that prisoners should expect the same treatment inside as they would receive on the outside. The catering department based at Parkhurst, which covers all three prisons on the Isle of Wight, stopped giving diabetics weetabix and branflakes about four months ago; now we get the same cereals as everyone else, including chocolate rice crispies and sugar coated cornflakes; even sugar sachets and tea whiteners. So you either buy your own or suffer high blood glucose readings, which mean increased insulin doses. There were some alarming facts published in this month’s ’Balance’ magazine: • There are 2.6 million people already diagnosed with diabetes in the UK alone and by 2025, Diabetes UK predict there will be more than four million people with the condition; • It is estimated that there are some 500,000 people in the UK alone that have diabetes but have not yet been diagnosed or don’t even know they have the condition: • Diabetes UK says that the most deprived people (I would put some people within the prison estate in this group) along with people on low income on some of our poorer housing estates, suffer diabetes; • People with Type 2 diabetes are twice as likely to suffer a stroke within their first five years of diagnosis, compared to the population in general.
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Fear of wilful headlines



Prisoners’ pay



Eliminating discrimination



Allan Mears - High Wycombe



Michael Doyle - HMP Ranby



Anver Jeevanjee - Southampton



If someone in prison is employed in a workshop, and is therefore fully employed, does the prison have to pay you if they don’t require you to work because the workshop is full and it is not the prisoner’s fault? Surely it’s not fair if they pay you the minimum rate for something that absolutely isn’t your fault?



I write as a former member of HMPS Race Policy Advisory Group at PSHQ (7 years), BOV/IMB at HMP Winchester (13 years), Immigration Judge (23 years) as well as other areas of human rights and prison reform. In my view, racism is absolutely rife and has been allowed to become endemic within the Prison Service. This has sadly alienated many young people within our society.



..................................................... In his interview with Eric McGraw in the March issue of Inside Time, Alan Duncan MP displays a regrettable ignorance of the facts relating to the question of voting by convicted prisoners. He states: ‘You could either get Parliament to endorse a blanket ban ...’ No you could not! In the very same issue is the statement by John Winter from the Elections and Democracy Division of the Ministry of Justice that in October 2005, the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) found that the current UK blanket ban on all serving prisoners from voting contravenes the European Convention on Human Rights and has to be removed. That was five years ago! The UK Government is dragging its feet in the hope that votes will not be given to prisoners before the imminent general election and that an incoming administration, possibly formed by a different party, will incur the wrath of the red-top tabloids when the vote is given. As the Independent journalist put it …’government reluctance to do anything has more to do with the fear of wilful headlines than with the practical or moral problems’.



.....................................................



The Ministry of Justice writes: Current policy guidance on Prisoners’ Pay is provided in Prison Service Order (PSO) 4460, which can be viewed in your prison library. The Prison Service sets the minimum rates of pay but pay schemes and rates of pay which operate in establishments are a matter for local management. It is Prison Service policy that if a prisoner is willing to work but no work is currently available then they will receive unemployment pay of £2.50 per week (50p per day), or alternatively whatever unemployment rate the establishment has decided upon locally.



Alan Duncan then goes on to make much of the difficulties, as he sees them, in arranging for prisoners to vote. The Prison Service already has in place the arrangements for remand prisoners to vote by post and a former Chief Executive of NOMS confirmed that there were ‘no problems’ for voting by convicted prisoners. In replying to the second consultation on prisoner voting initiated by the Government, the Electoral Commission also saw no problems and stated: ‘prisoners should be given the same rights to a postal or proxy vote as any absent voter who could show that they have a good reason for not being able to attend their polling station’. On the matter of registration, the Electoral Commission stated: ‘Prisoners should be able to register to vote using a special version of the rolling registration form’. In December 2009, the European Committee of Ministers expressed serious concern on the Government’s continuing delay in implementing the ECHR judgement and promised to return to the case at its next meeting. This meeting ended on 4 March and a statement is daily awaited!



Haven Distribution Here at Haven Distribution we recently received a large donation of discontinued textbooks from the Open University Criminology department for the course: Crime, Order and Social Control (OU D315). This course examines the nature of crime and the various means, from policing and imprisonment to prevention, community safety and restorative justice, which have been designed to control and respond to crimes. The complete set of 4 books includes 2 edited by John Muncie. If you would be interested in receiving the full set of books, please write to us. If you can contribute anything towards the postage costs (£9), it would be a great help – just include your postal order (payable to Haven Distribution) with your letter and send to: Nathalie Griffin, Haven Distribution, 27 Old Gloucester Street, London WC1N 3XX.



.......................................................................................................



Ever since my contribution to your paper in November 2009 on the subject of closed ranks on racism within our prisons, I have had a large number of letters from prisoners throughout the system appalled at how they see some prisoners and staff treat others of a different race, therefore I wholeheartedly support the view that the ignorant fascist attitude or political agenda of prevailing institutional racism still flourishes behind closed doors. In my experience, successive Director Generals, in order to give their positions credibility, have devised glossy brochures over the past 40 years. However, it seems we are not much further forward with the implementation of policies already in place. Indeed the same applies to our addiction to drugs, alcohol or gambling. Stale excuses are offered over and over again of predictable failures, yet lessons are never learnt. I believe a significant change would occur if prisoners were allowed their full democratic right to vote. Former Lord Chief Justice Woolf supports the democratic right of prisoners, as no doubt do many enlightened people. What are politicians afraid of?



*The Ministry of Justice writes: NOMS is committed to eliminating discrimination in the Prison Service and actively works to pursue this agenda. The most recent assessment of race equality in the Prison Service was the Race Review (2008) which was conducted with considerable independent oversight, including Her Majesty’s Chief Inspectorate of Prisons and supported by an Independent Advisory Group chaired by Lord Rosser, former non-Executive Director of the NOMS Management Board, and Farida Anderson from Partners of Prisoners. The work of the review was highly praised by the Equality and Human Rights Commission for its rigorous and honest assessment of progress. The review found that considerable progress had been made but that the experiences of BME prisoners and staff had not been transformed. The NOMS Single Equality Scheme (SES) 2009-2012 sets out NOMS’ continued commitment to tackling all forms of disproportionality across the service. We are aware that instances of discrimination still do occur and disproportionate outcomes are still a reality for some, although fewer, prisoners. That is of course unacceptable and NOMS is committed to investigating thoroughly all allegations of discrimination and disproportion and, when those accusations prove founded, dealing appropriately and firmly with the perpetrators - whether they be staff or prisoners. Prisoners should report any allegations of discrimination through the Racist Incident Report Forms (RIRF) system which will result in a proper investigation. If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (concise and clearly marked) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. To avoid any possible misunderstanding, if you have a query and for whatever reason do not wish your letter to be published in Inside Time or appear on the website, or yourself to be identified, please make this clear. We advise that wherever possible, when sending original documents such as legal papers, you send photocopies as we are unable to accept liability if they are lost. We may need to forward your letter and /or documents to Prison Service HQ or another appropriate body for comment or advice, therefore only send information you are willing to have forwarded on your behalf.



CRYSTAL PARTNERS SOLICIT ORS PRISON LAW & CRIMINAL APPEAL SPECIALISTS



D EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY & APPROACHABLE FIRM OF SOLICITORS YOU CAN TRUST TO FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS



W e provide legal protection for Prisoners' Rights



W e can provide you with legal advice, assistance and effective effective representation in the following matters:



DDisciplinary adjudications, MDT'S Unauthorised possessions etc DLicence Revocation and Recall to Custody (prompt intervention & effective review with the Parole Board)



DParole Applications/Appeals DOral Hearings with the Parole Board (entire process) DRecall and Adjudications: Advice and Representation DRe-categorisation and Cat A Reviews DTariff Reviews and Minimum term Representations DCare proceedings DContact with Children: (Allocation to Mother and Baby unit) DCriminal, Magistrate & Crown Court cases/VHCC'S, DCCRC Cases (assistance with review applications) C r y s ta l P a r t n e r s S o l i c i t o r s 8 a Tu r n p i k e L a n e , L o n d o n N 8 0 P T



0 8 4 5



5 0 0 0



Know Your Prison Law Rights



It is important that you know your rights whilst in prison and that your rights are protected. Our prison law team are able to provide that help. • Re-categorisation • Disciplinary adjudications • Parole • Licence recalls • Offences committed in prison • Judicial review • Sentence calculation • Lifers • HDC applications We will assist you with your enquiries either on the telephone or in person and we promise to provide prompt, efficient and good quality legal advice.



2 4 0



Give yourself the best chance When it comes to seeking legal advice, give yourself an advantage and talk to one of the regions largest specialist Criminal Defence and Prison Law teams. With a wealth of experience and technical knowhow, we can represent you on Adjudications, Parole Hearings (Lifer, IPP, and Determinate sentence prisoners), Licence Recalls or Categorisation issues and claims for Unlawful Detention, as well as advice on claims for Judicial Review. Whatever the matter, we can provide you with excellent, effective advice or representation. Contact Rob Smith on 01782 324454 for a free, impartial consultation. 88-90 The Strand, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 2BP 25 Wardwick, Derby, DE1 1HA Offices in:



Mr. Chris Isichei Mob: 07737 146 733 Mr. Cosmas Emeti Mob: 07944 624 607 Mr. Godwin Ehujor Mob: 07828 159 638



Call Tim Greaves on 020 7874 8386 or 07659 111 192 (24 hrs)



N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E



Hodge Jones & Allen LLP, 180 North Gower Street, London NW1 2NB



FOR AN IMMEDIATE RESPONSE AND PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE



Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.



Burton upon Trent Derby Leicester Stoke-on-Trent Swadlincote
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Common sense approach refused



..................................................... Gary Grantley - HMP Hull Fair play to Chris Reed at Parkhurst Prison who, in your January issue, raises an extremely valid and familiar subject; this being the many people in prison who have building trade skills such as bricklayers, plasterers and carpenters and who could do new builds, rebuilds and refurbishments at substantially reduced cost to the taxpayer.



DHL monopoly ..................................................... Chris Reed - HMP Parkhurst In February, the Governor of the Bank of England sent an open letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer explaining why inflation had hit the dizzy heights of 4%. He was of course able to blame extraordinary circumstances; mainly the increase in fuel costs coupled with VAT going back up from 15% to 17.5%. So how does this apply to prison life? Well, we recently got new canteen sheets from prison canteen suppliers DHL and imagine my surprise on noting that certain items had gone up by more than 40% - for example Tetley Teabags, which I understand are zero-rated for VAT, have risen from 99p for 40 to £1.39p for the same size bag. It might not sound much when you calculate that each teabag has gone up by just one penny however if, like me, you get through a pack a week this increases your annual spend by £20.80p. Here at Parkhurst working on making pet rugs you earn £8 a week, so this increase of one pence per teabag relieves us of more than two and a half weeks worth of income over a year; thus the DHL monopoly means that if we want to drink tea we just have to grin and bear it.



We encountered a situation here at HMP Hull which took several chaotic months to finally resolve. A failed washing machine was left inoperative as the train of thought appeared to be ... ‘well, we have three more machines to serve our two adjoining wings’. So we continued with the washing routine which hammered the machine on our wing into submission - putting a strain on machinery, laundry workers and prisoners alike. With 25 years experience as a multi-skilled maintenance technician, several of them within an industrial cleaning environment at an appointed service engineer for one of Hull’s prominent laundry businesses, it seemed obvious that I should put myself forward to investigate the breakdown problem(s) and hopefully provide a prompt, cost-effective solution ‘at substantially reduced cost to the taxpayer’, as there was no security risk. In addition to this, the ‘job satisfaction’ of leaving previously inoperative equipment in an operative state always was my career motivation. However, this common sense, morale-boosting approach was refused, which left me wondering whether or not there is actually any sincere intention to encourage inmate skills development and sense of purpose, or is making a valid and wholly constructive contribution outside the remit of NOMS?



Have you been injured?



Don’t suffer in silence – make a claim for compensation



100% Compensation No win No fee Professional Lawyers Specialists in Personal Injury



Call First Personal Injury, the compensation lawyers now for free confidential advice on 0 1 6 1 9 2 5 4 1 5 5 or write to



Ashley House, Ashley Road, Altrincham, WA15 8EW



www.firstpersonalinjury.co.uk



First Personal Injury is a trading name of Jefferies LLP which is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority
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Banned DVDs If wishes ..................................................... Howard Woodin - HMP Wayland were horses ..................................................... When I arrived here at Wayland in January 2010, all my 18-rated DVDs were taken from me, even though I had purchased them through the IEP scheme. It was always my understanding that it was only 18-rated console games that are banned and not DVDs? So my query is whether I am allowed to have 18-rated DVDs in possession and if not why not?



The Ministry of Justice writes: Mr Woodin is correct in his understanding that no 18-rated console games are permitted. This is in accordance with Prison Service Instruction 32/08 which advised all establishments of restrictions in prisoner access to computer games consoles (including Playstations) and console games. The policy on the Incentives and Earned Privileges (IEP) scheme is set out in Prison Service Order 4000, Incentives and Earned Privileges. Governors have devolved responsibility to draw up their own local schemes that suit their prison population, however the scheme must operate on at least three tiers; Basic, Standard and Enhanced. Establishments may also make other privileges and incentives available via their local facilities list to suitable prisoners according to local circumstances. There is no definitive list of items which a prisoner can have in possession and it varies from prison to prison. The decision has been devolved to each prison governor to decide, bearing in mind what they consider appropriate for their local circumstances and to fit in with their locally devised IEP schemes. The main concern always is to ensure that goods sent or received into the prison do not compromise the good order and discipline within the prison. Wayland’s local IEP policy does not permit any prisoner to either purchase or have in possession 18-rated DVDs. This decision was made taking into consideration that Wayland’s population consists of a high number of violent and sexual offenders and the prison’s responsibility to address and reduce re-offending. In line with this policy, Mr Woodin’s DVDs will remain in his stored property whilst at Wayland and will not be issued to him in possession. Mr Woodin is not being treated any differently from any other prisoner residing at Wayland and is only being temporarily deprived of his possessions. He can apply to have his DVDs as part of his volumetric control allowance of in-possession property should he move to an establishment in the future which allows such items, or they will be given to him on his release.



birds solicitors



criminal defence and prison law specialists



Gerard McGrath - HMP Haverigg In early February a ‘Governor’s Notice to Prisoners’ was published which informed us that the population profile of this prison is to change. The total population is to be reduced to 500, with a significant number of foreign nationals (possibly up to 50%). Following publication of the notice, rumour was rife that once cleared of incumbent residents the refurbishment of the billets in which foreign nationals will be housed would see the installation of leather sofas in the association room and in-room plasma TVs. The rumourmongers just about stopped short of a Jacuzzi bath, trouser press and mini-bars in each room! Can you imagine - a trouser press! What are personal officers for one asks? Anyway, I digress. It is a matter of indifference to me what the refurbishment of the billets will include. What is not a matter of indifference were the ad hoc overtly racist and disparaging comments I heard from some fellow prisoners in respect of (disrespect is more accurate) the foreign nationals. Such unguarded and ill-considered comments reveal a lot about our nature in terms of attitude and prejudice, how liberal and secular we are - or are not. The adages: Many a true word is said in jest’ and ‘In vino veritas’ (In wine the truth) are truisms and analogous to a window through which the true nature of many a racist, misogynist and homophobe are clear to the view. I write this missive from the standpoint of one who has personal experience of racial prejudice. I am Irish by place of birth and parentage. I remember as a ten year-old boy in the fifties the seaside guest houses in Bournemouth, and elsewhere, where my family were not welcome to stay whilst on holiday. The signs in the windows read: ‘No Blacks, No Irish, No Dogs’. For all I wish there were, there are no words in my lexicon I can employ to disabuse anyone of their unsavoury attitude to another who does not share their ethnic origin. To quote another truism in adage form: ‘If wishes were horses, beggars might ride’. What makes the aforementioned comments of some all the more disturbing and sad is that they refer to fellow prisoners. In the final analysis whatever our ethnic origin, religious creed or age, we are all prisoners trying to survive our sentence as best we can. Yes, it would be naive of me to believe we can co-exist and survive our sentence without prisoner-on-prisoner conflict. By their nature, prisons will never be Utopia; but surely, founded upon self-interest if not largesse of spirit, we can be more empathetic. However, I am acutely aware that the quality of empathy is foreign to some.



A PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED LONDON BASED FIRM WHO VALUE THEIR CLIENTS AND BELIEVE IN FIGHTING FOR JUSTICE We offer specialist advice, assistance and representation in all areas of criminal defence, appeals and prison law, including:



• LIFER / IPP AND EXTENDED SENTENCES • PAROLE BOARD REVIEWS • PAROLE APPEALS • ADJUDICATIONS • LICENCE RECALL • JUDICIAL REVIEW • SENTENCE PLANNING • ROTL / HDC • CATEGORISATION / ALLOCATION & TRANSFERS



Please contact Kate Randall on 020 70 59 01 78 or write ‘Solicitors Rule 39 Applies’ to Birds Solicitors, No.1 Garratt Lane, Wandsworth, London SW18 2PT Service throughout England and Wales
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Cut out the hard luck stories



....................................................................... Anthony Hale - HMP Risley Never before have I read an article in Inside Time and been left spitting blood! I refer to your January 2010 issue and in particular the item: ‘Prisoners heroin addiction treatment undermined’. What enraged me most were the opinions of former prisoners Andrew Whalley, Barry Jones and David Bywater.



themselves with any excuse they can cling to so that in their own minds they have tried to ‘address’ their drug problems. Finally we come to Andrew Whalley and again, I ask why don’t you stick to the script that CARATS/IDTS set up for you before you left prison? You have your script; that means you get your daily shot of heroin substitute. So, if you’ve got your shot for the day, free by the way, you do not need to steal or shoplift – so why get out of prison and then commit more crime? You don’t need to commit crime, you just find it easier to rob good honest folk than face a hard day’s work.



In response to David Bywater, you are never, I repeat never better off in prison than outside. Try sticking to the script you are given on release by the IDTS/CARAT teams set up for you, whereby you get a drug worker outside and a chemist to pick up your methadone or whatever heroin substitute you are prescribed and get yourself to a local college and onto a suitable course. Be a man rather than shoplift. At some point in your life you have got to break the cycle … so give it a shot!



If you need it, and look hard enough, there is help to get you off drugs; however there seem to be many who can’t face reality and will use any ‘woe is me’ hard luck story or lies. Stop jumping on the bandwagon and in the process making life hard for the rest of us.



Barry Jones has obviously never heard of CARATS. In my experience there are people/provisions for users to de-tox and there is support available. What happens mostly with addicts is that they will shout the odds about wanting to stop taking drugs but the reality is they are more than happy to stay maintained on meth or subitex and do this by fooling



n I thought I would put pen to paper regarding the controversy surrounding the prison’s fairly new drug treatment programme, the IDTS or Methadone detox/maintenance scheme.



........................................................................



Jonathan Iles - HMP Isle of Wight (Camp Hill)



A radical shake up is needed because quite clearly the PASRO and RAPT, drug and alcohol courses are not having the desired
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effect or reaching targets. Roll out the IDTS, which I know after many appointments with the doctor was not done in haste and many of the skilled personnel needed were already employed within the system. Being an addict, you always try to put the ball in the other court for your failure to stop; however in my view the ball is firmly in your court and if you really want to give up you will … whether it be in prison or outside. With the help of skilled key workers and the direction of a qualified detox/maintenance doctor, using a controlled amount of methadone and 100% conviction, I can see the IDTS being very useful in either stopping or being maintained on release. The advantage of being maintained upon release for me would be the stability and not the instant craving for opiates, for not only does the methadone suppress, with higher doses it suppresses the effects of opiates; it also allays the cravings which have been found to be the major reason for relapse. I’m also released with instant appointments with outside key workers and drug agencies, which would have been hard to access without the help from the IDTS. Leave the IDTS alone and for goodness sake give it a chance – it could even save lives. I can only talk for the prison I’m in, but it is noticeable that the supply of heroin is diminishing. Disrupt the demand and the supply would no longer be needed!



Provision of materials for legal action What do we want Legal highs ....................................................................................................... from our prisons? Jamie Franklin - HMP Garth a drugs revolution ..................................................... ..................................................... Paul Stellato - HMP Woodhill Possibly due to the price and low purity, people have recently been turning away from cocaine and mdma to other legal drugs such as mephedrone. I personally was shocked that both myself and friends actually prefer mephedrone, a legal high, than mdma and cocaine; seeing as its effects are a mixture of both. Mark my words, a revolution in drugs and legal highs is about to occur, if it’s not already occurring. And this is because at first, people might be suspicious and cannot believe they offer effects on a par with or even better than illegal drugs. Tobacco is harder to get than mephedrone and other similar legal highs, and as long as (if you are caught selling it) you maintain it wasn’t sold for human consumption, an element not present with illegal drugs, nobody can actually do anything. In summary, hasn’t mephedrone or other legal highs got the same status as possession of dust or a piece of dirt on the floor or mud? If I get a urine test, I am calling the scientist to query the result as if any legal high could interfere with the results.



I am a lifer currently fighting an appeal. In previous establishments, governors have been supportive and paid for all legal letters, supplied (free of charge) stationery and postage, and on occasions not charged for photocopying.



Ian Ross - Chief Executive Officer, Outside Chance



However at Garth they refuse to offer any assistance at all, even though I am unable to pay myself. They say that it is not their responsibility. I have always been under the belief that prisoners who were representing themselves and struggling financially could apply for help, which would be given at Governor’s discretion.



The March issue of Inside Time brought together certain of the issues raised in our work with young offenders. In August 2008, Outside Chance was active in five male young offender units - today we are in just one; and all entirely due to the Prison Service annual budget cuts - sorry ‘efficiency savings’- now in their fourth year. One wonders just how ‘efficient’ prisons can become when their written remit (published outside every prison) is their duty to implement the decisions of courts and provide for the care and rehabilitation of offenders.



The Ministry of Justice writes: There is no obligation for prisons or the National Offender



Management Service (NOMS) to fund the costs of providing prisoners with the necessary resources for any legal actions they are involved in. While Prison Rule 39 (5) states that: “A prisoner shall, on request, be provided with any writing materials necessary for the purposes of paragraph (1)” i.e. when corresponding with their legal adviser or the Courts, it does not mean that these should be provided free of charge, it simply means that if needed they should be made available. If a Governor is of the opinion that there are exceptional circumstances, for example where it would have a significant, detrimental effect on the prisoner if they couldn’t afford to pay for these materials, then they have the discretionary power to provide them free of charge. However, this does not mean that if a Governor has exceptionally agreed to provide such materials, it will automatically follow that this will happen at another establishment the prisoner may transfer to. As was mentioned by Mr Franklin in his letter, while some prisons have supplied materials without charge, a number had in fact charged him for this provision. Prisoners are also given one free (statutory) letter per week, which covers paper, envelope and postage costs, so Mr Franklin has the option to use this provision to write to the individuals or organisations involved in his legal action. He can also ask family or friends to help with the costs by providing stamped addressed envelopes or by sending in monies to be credited to his prison account. Mr Franklin goes on to say that he cannot afford to pay for these materials himself and that he is representing himself (normally referred to as a self-litigant). If someone chooses to represent themselves then this is their sole decision and they are normally expected to fund their own legal costs. It was open to Mr Franklin to apply for legal aid but he has previously informed this office that this was refused and it can only be assumed that this was due to the fact that the Legal Services Commission were of the opinion that he had sufficient resources to fund his own legal costs.



MW



de Maids



McMillan Williams Solicitors PRISONERS LEGAL PRISONERS LEGAL RIGHTS  RIGHTS - CAN WE HELP? - CAN WE HELP?



We specialise in Criminal Defence work  & all aspects of Prison Law including:



• Adjudications • Parole Reviews • Categorisation • Transfers • Licence Recalls • HDC Please contact the  Prison Law Team at:



M c M i l l a n   Wi l l i a m s 9 Beddington Gardens Wallington  Surrey SM6 0HU



020 8669 4962



Outside Chance offered to deliver 6 bi-monthly accredited personal development workshops each year at HMYOI Feltham, one of the remaining 4 prisons where we were operational last year and which is practically on our doorstep, for a total annual contribution from the Prison Service of £1,160. We are usually successful in fundraising for the remaining 80% of a project’s ‘full cost recovery’ if we have some input from the prison in question – yet were told this could not be found, somewhat disappointing although wholly understandable when prison budgets are being squeezed.



solicitors & advocates “passionate about prisoners’ rights”



Police Station Service 24hr Emergency Call Out Magistrates Court Crown Court



Licence Recalls HDC/Early Release Adjudications Transfers Compassionate Release Police Visits/Productions Categorisation IPP’s Lifers Parole Applications



Business Regulatory Defence VHCC Members POCA Applications Specialist Fraud



Please Contact: Sarah de Maid de Maids Solicitors • 2 Park Court Mews • Park Place • Cardiff • CF10 3DQ 02920 23 55 75
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The Inspector calls ...



However, Inspectors were concerned to note that there were no one-to-one first night interviews; there was still a huge backlog in offender assessments and reviews, and no needs analysis to inform resettlement strategy. There were negative perceptions among black and minority ethnic prisoners; the needs of the large number of foreign national prisoners were not met; and more work was needed on anti-bullying.



Taken from the most recent of Chief Inspector of Prisons Dame Anne Owers’ inspection reports, Inside Time highlights areas of good and bad practice, along with a summary of prisoner survey responses, at HMP Liverpool, HMP & YOI New Hall Rivendell Unit and HMP Edmunds Hill Prisoner survey responses to questionnaires returned by 121 prisoners at HMP Liverpool (9% of the prison’s population) indicate that:



HMP Liverpool



Inspection 7-11 September 2009 Report published 2 February 2010 Liverpool has in the past been the subject of poor inspection reports, though the last inspection detected considerable improvement. This inspection did not detect noticeable slippage, but nor did it find that progress had been maintained in all areas. The prison worked hard to prevent the entry of drugs, but prisoners still reported them to be too readily available. Connected with this was an underlying problem of violence and bullying, which was not being tackled effectively. More than half the prisoners surveyed said they had felt unsafe at some time. Reception and first night procedures were not working effectively. There was some good care for prisoners at risk of suicide and self-harm, but this was variable and procedures to ensure support needed improvement. On the positive side, the segregation unit was exceptionally well run and use of force was low and well monitored. Liverpool was much cleaner and better kept than at earlier inspections, given the age of the buildings. However, as at the last inspection, there were a few cells which were simply unfit for use and should not have been certified. Staff-prisoner relationships in general were affable. Inspectors found up to 46% of prisoners locked in their cells during the working day. Time out of cell was also over-reported.



63% 24% 34% 66% 34% 41% 46% 55% 28% 



Prisoner survey responses to questionnaires returned by 101 prisoners at HMP Edmunds Hill indicate that:



said most staff treated them with respect; considered themselves to have a disability; had been in prison more than 5 times previously; hade children under the age of 18; had problems contacting family members when they first arrived; said staff had opened letters from solicitor or legal representative when they were not present. had not met their personal officer; do not have a sentence plan/OASys; have not had any visits.



26% have been in prison more than 5 times previously; 60% have children under the age of 18; 51% said they felt depressed or suicidal within the first 24 hours after arrival: 84% said they went on an induction course within the first week: 83% said most staff treated them with respect; 53% do not have a sentence plan/OASys. 22% said they had a drug problem when they came into the prison; 40% were currently involved in Education;



.....................................................



.....................................................



HMP Edmund’s Hill



HMP & YOI New Hall Rivendell Unit



Inspection 7-11 September 2009 Report published 4 March 2010



The Rivendell Unit at New Hall is a dedicated 26-bed facility for 17 year-old young women located in the grounds of HMP & YOI New Hall near Wakefield. When the unit was inspected for the first time in 2007, it was commended as a generally safe and respectful place, with plenty of purposeful activity and very good resettlement arrangements. On their return, Inspectors found there had been a number of further improvements and the unit remained essentially safe. This had been enhanced by improved safeguarding and child protection arrangements, including the appointment



Considerable progress had been made to expand the quality and quantity of purposeful activity, and resettlement needs were appropriately identified and addressed on arrival. Inspectors were also pleased to see that healthcare was much improved, as was work to prevent self-harm. Drug use was considered to be ‘commendably low’ and staff-prisoner relationships were generally



If you desire Justice you need to be represented



Contact



IPP, LIFER & PAROLE REVIEWS ROTL & HDC SENTENCE CALCULATION TRANSFERS LICENCE RECALLS ADJUDICATIONS CATEGORISATIONS VIDEO LINK FACILITIES AVAILABLE



Fosia Jury Darren Cousins Charana Sanjeewa Antonita Nagalingam Clint Ambrose 0207



639 0888



207 NEW CROSS ROAD LONDON SE14 5UH



We specialise in all aspects of Prison Law including: • Adjudications • Automatic & Discretionary Lifer Panels • Applications to CCRC • Categorisation • HDC • IPP & EPP sentences • Judicial Review • Licence Revocation & Recall • Parole Applications



12 - 20 Willow Street Accrington Lancashire BB5 1LP



The unit remained clean, although poorly ventilated. Good relationships between staff and young people, and a relaxed approach to supervision, helped to mitigate the rather claustrophobic communal areas. The personal officer scheme worked well and there were effective consultation arrangements with young people. Encouraging progress had been made in the management of race issues, although less progress had been made in work to support foreign nationals. Prisoner survey responses to questionnaires returned by 18 of the young women on the Rivendell Unit indicate that: 67% 29% 39% 75% 88% 69% 82% 38% 94% 



said there is a member of staff they can turn to for help with a problem; had been in a YOI, secure children’s home or secure training centre; had problems with drugs when they first arrived; had a problem not being able to smoke when they first arrived; said they felt safe on their first night on the Unit; had at some time been excluded from school. went on an induction course within one week of arrival: said they had emotional or mental health problems; took part in Education.



  The Justice Secretary Jack Straw has announced that he will be recommending to HM The Queen that Nicholas Hardwick is appointed to the post of Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Prisons (HMCIP) for England and Wales.   Nicholas Hardwick, currently the Chairman of the Independent Police Complaints Commission, has been selected as the preferred candidate to succeed Dame Anne Owers as HM Chief Inspector of Prisons.



Don’t take Chances with Your Freedom !



MACKESYS Solicitors Prison...



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



There was little bullying, but rates of self-harm were depressingly high. Inspectors were pleased to find that routine strip-searching had been discontinued, but they were concerned by the continued use of the inappropriate intensive supervision cell.



New hm Chief Inspector of Prisons announced



Inspection 27-31 July 2009 Report published 29 January 2010



Edmunds Hill had made slow and steady progress towards being an effective male training prison, but now faced further upheaval and amalgamation with neighbouring Highpoint.



of a senior social worker.



We also deal with: • Civil actions against the Police • Deaths in custody • Family Law • Criminal Law (including fraud, Crown Court & Appeals)



...Law



Contact Bernard Horne or Jane Goodier on



01254 606600



[email protected] www.farleys.com Accrington | Blackburn | Burnley | Manchester



Here are 5 good reasons to call us FIRST: 1. One of the UK’s biggest specialist defence firms 2. Led by lawyer previously shortlisted for criminal defence lawyer of the year 3. Proven, specialist expertise in Appeal work 4. Our Advocates are always ready to represent you 5. We don’t give up! Appeals • Adjudications • Parole Hearings Recall • Categorisation • Lifer Tariffs Crime • Housing • Family



“The lawyers here are not just going through the motions; as a barrister you have to be at your best at all times to satisfy the high standards set by them” (Chambers & Partners 2009)



gt



s



GT Stewart Solicitors



15 Bell Yard Mews 159 Bermondsey Street SE1 3TY



28 Grove Vale East Dulwich London SE22 8EF



020 8299 6000
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The Butler Trust Awards In its 25-year history The Butler Trust has presented over a thousand awards for good practise. This year, 332 nominations were received from 133 different prisons and probation areas including 18 nominations from prisoners. Here we focus on just a handful of the 32 people who received Awards and Commendations this year.



Britain’s rape laws to be rewritten A new approach to rape is needed. According to a Government Review by Baroness Stern there needs to be an overhaul of the way cases are handled. Lady Stern, former head of NACRO, called for: l more independent advisers for women who have been raped; l NHS doctors rather than the police to examine victims; l specially trained lawyers to represent victims in court.



“Prosecuting and convicting are, of course, important, but support and care for victims should be as high a priority.” She added that the figure that 6% of reported rapes result in a conviction was misleading – in rape cases that come to court nearly 60% of suspects are convicted. In England and Wales in 2008-09, 12,129 rapes of women and 964 rapes of men were recorded by the police. And nearly 2000 rape victims received compensation in 2008-09 with an average award of £15,582. The Government will publish an action plan in response to the Review later this year.



Hundreds escape with cautions for sex crimes Hundreds of youths arrested for crimes, such as rape and sexual assault, have been cautioned rather than being prosecuted, new figures show. A total of 509 out of 129,000 youth reprimands given out in the last two years related to sex crimes, a Freedom of Information request has revealed. More than half of the 45 police forces that responded said they had issued cautions for rape and sexual assault on children aged under 13. The Met Police said that was because dealing with children was difficult and challenging, ‘the best outcome is not always achieved through a criminal prosecution’.



Return to crime by short-term prisoners costs taxpayer £10bn Joseph Belso HMP Channings Wood For work contributing to the resettlment of offenders in a custodial setting Joseph, a senior officer at HMP Channings Wood, has demonstrated a high level of dedication and professionalism in developing strong links with community organisations, charities and voluntary sector agencies to promote resettlement work within the establishment - together with the skill and determination to embed them within the establishment culture.



Sarah Gibson HMP Grendon



For promoting the effective care and management of offenders in a custodial setting Sarah, a principal officer at HMP Grendon, has been the driving force behind the implementation of a number of important initiatives in the establishment - including taking the lead on planning and developing the Offender Management Unit in the establishment, which has dramatically enhanced resettlement arrangements for all prisoners leaving Grendon.



Re-offending by people jailed for less than 12 months costs up to £10 billion a year. Prisoners serving short sentences are left idle in their cells for much of the day because there are not enough classrooms and workshops for them. A report by the National Audit Office reveals how tens of thousands of people are in and out of jail with little being done to turn them away from further offending on release. About 60,000 adults are jailed for less than 12 months each year, costing taxpayers £300 million. On average, short-sentence prisoners have 16 past convictions, which is more than any other group of offenders. They are also more likely to re-offend: around 60 percent are convicted of at least one offence in the year after release. Most are in jail for three months or less and only 10 per cent for six months or more. This means that most short-term prisoners are in jail for less than six weeks, as they are automatically freed halfway through their sentence.



assistance” to help them to turn around their lives, the Report says. It adds: “Between a third and a half of shortsentence prisoners, including the least motivated, are not involved in work or courses and spend almost all day in their cells. There are few opportunities to learn genuinely new skills, as most of the work available is unskilled or semi-skilled, such as sorting recycled waste and cleaning.”



60% short-sentence prisoners who re-offend within a year after release



In jail they are not given “appropriate



Coninghams Solicitors Will help you protect your human rights while you are in prison.



Tom Woods



HMP Magilligan For outstanding achievement in prison management (supported by G4S) Tom is Governor at HMP Magilligan. He is credited with turning the prison around and developing a constructive and humane regime, with a particular focus on the provision of high quality educational and training opportunities for prisoners. He has been widely praised across the Northern Ireland Prison Service and secured the support of staff against significant original scepticism.



Rachael El Weshahi (pictured), Anne Hanley, Stuart Jenkins HMP Buckley Hall For work in supporting the children and families of offenders in prison Stuart and Anne from Buckley Hall and Rachael from SureStart have introduced a range of family-focused play activities and support services to the visits centre to enhance the visiting experience and help develop and maintain strong family relations. Their efforts have been recognised at regional and national level.



Will advise you on taking legal action if necessary and obtain compensation where appropriate. If you have a complaint about any aspect of your treatment, please contact



Julian Coningham Coninghams Solicitors Grosvenor Gardens House 35 – 37 Grosvenor Gardens London SW1W 0BS



0207 821 1960



AA LAW



solicitors



"If you treat prisoners like animals, locking them up for 23 hours a day, you only have yourself to blame if they come out embittered and immediately re-offend." (Lord David Ramsbottom, former Chief Inspector of Prisons for England & Wales 2001)



We are a highly specialised firm dealing with criminal defence and prison law cases including: Human Rights, Categorisation, Recall, Disciplinary Hearings, Adjudications, all other prison related grievances & issues.



AA Law Solicitors



Office 6b Skegness Business Centre, Heath Road, Skegness Lincs PE25 3SJ



01754 896970
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Mobile fingerprinting



The things people say…



The eleven members of the UK Supreme Court has only one female



Police forces in England and Wales are to be equipped with mobile fingerprint scanners to check the identity of suspects in the street. Up to 3,000 devices known as ‘The Lantern’ and the size of a mobile phone, will enable officers on patrol to cross-reference prints with national records. Scanned fingerprints will be stored only while they are checked and will not be added to any databases, the National Police Improvement Agency said. The mobile fingerprinting system assumes, of course, that everybody has their fingerprints on the national database; at present the database has only 8.3 million sets of prints, however, the Home Office wants to include fingerprints to link a person to their identity card, under the Government’s Identity Card Scheme - this would mean they would eventually get everybody’s fingerprints. The Identity and Passport Service told Inside Time, “ … Under the Identity Cards Act 2006, information from an individual’s entry on the National Identity Register may be provided to the Security and Intelligence Agencies, the Serious and Organised Crime Agency, the police and Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs for specified purposes without the individual’s consent.” Jail Guitar Doors, headed by Billy Bragg, has expanded its programme into American prisons. Billy Bragg and Tom Morello of Rage Against the Machine, among other musicians, played live and collaborated with inmates at the Austin prison. Since Jail Guitar Doors began in the UK in 2007, 32 prisons and donations of more than 300 guitars have been part of the programme.



Judicial Diversity The Advisory Panel on Judicial Diversity has released a report which recommends a package of reforms, including 53 recommendations, to increase the diversity of the judiciary. The panel, chaired by Baroness Julia Neuberger, was established by Justice Minister Jack Straw in April 2009 to identify the barriers to a more diverse and representative judiciary, and to put forward solutions. Mr Straw said, “‘I am determined that race, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation or disability should be no barrier to those with ability joining the judiciary and progressing within it [Judiciary system]. Becoming a judge must be, and must be seen to be, open to everyone with the right skills and qualities. … We are clear that whilst there can be no quick fix, the implementation of these recommendations as a package will deliver real change.” The Ministry of Justice said, “[The] report recommends a fundamental shift in approach one that addresses diversity systematically throughout a judicial career”. It proposes the creation of a judicial diversity taskforce to oversee the delivery of reform and to be responsible for progress.” At present, official figures show that only 129 (4.5%) out of 3,601 judges come from ethnic minority populations (742 judges did not state their ethnicity). Only 36 (7%) of High Court and Circuit Judges are women, and only 180 (5%) of all judges have a disability.



Grave concerns over OASys assessments Representatives from the NOMs OASys team were clearly taken aback by concerns raised about inaccurate details prison lawyers regularly see in their clients’ OASys reports and the ways in which the assessments were being conducted (John Roberts writes). During a very informative training day provided by the Association of Prison Lawyers on the 11th March, prison lawyers and barristers questioned the speakers about the OASys system. They voiced their concerns about inaccuracies in many reports and inconsistencies regarding the way the assessments are conducted. Throughout a lengthy and lively debate the speakers from NOMs were advised in no uncertain terms that assessors were often either failing to correct errors in the reports or claiming that the system would not allow them to make the necessary amendments. Several lawyers said they felt that they had far too little information about what the correct procedures are that assessors



EXPERTS ON ANY PRISON LAW MATTER



should be following and it was abundantly clear from the comments and questions that there were many different interpretations of the guidance procedures being adopted. In one instance outside probation officers were known to be conducting assessments during five minute telephone calls to prisoners in HMP Isle of Wight, in a desperate attempt to save travel costs. NOMs acknowledged that such assessments were unlikely to be very accurate or worthwhile. Perhaps surprisingly, NOMs do not publish their guidance procedures and have no plans to do so in spite of the claims that this made it almost impossible to challenge inaccurate reports that had been written by assessors who hadn’t followed what were effectively ‘secret’ guidelines.



‘We do not support giving convicted prisoners the right to vote, as a term of imprisonment should involve loss of civic rights - from freedom of movement to right to vote.’ Eric Pickles MP, Conservative Party Chairman In the March issue of Inside Time, Alan Duncan MP, Conservative Shadow Minister for Prisons, was asked the question: ‘Where do you stand on giving votes to prisoners?’ After outlining a number of options on how it could be done, he concluded: ‘All of these positions are defensible and logical and it needs Parliament to decide how they want to proceed. So we’d want to proceed on that. He added: ‘I think, it’s clear that the European Court will require Parliament to take decisions’.



Victorian Prisoner



The session ended with a call for an urgent investigation into the concerns raised and to give further consideration to the suggestion of publishing guidelines. Highly Subjective Assessment page 43



LIFER/ IPP/ ADJUDICATION ADJUDICATION SPECIALISTS



Robert Wence 2476



'Getting the Job Done'



Dedicated Prison Law Department We believe that many of our competitors are competent…however, we also believe that Competence is only the starting point! Experience and Feedback tells us our Prison Law Department is second to none. Not only in terms of the high standards of service we provide, but also and perhaps more importantly, the qualities and depth of knowledge combined with the expertise and insight of our Prison Law Department staff cannot be found anywhere else. We believe we are unique in our approach to the particular needs of this specialist area of the Law, and as a result are extremely successful in achieving the objective on behalf of our clients.



O'GARRA'S Prison Law Dept, 32 Park Square West, Leeds, LS1 2PF It's your future at stake contact us now! stake so don't hesitate, hesitate, contact [email protected]



01844 201 062



www.ogarras.com



Age (on discharge): ............................ 22 Height: .......................................... 5ft 9” Hair: ............................................. Brown Eyes: .............................................. Hazel Complexion: .................................. Fresh Born: .............................................. Kent Married or Single: ......................... Single Trade or Occupation: .................. Soldier Any other distinguishing marks: Flag, crown and star bracelet tattoos on right arm. Bracelet tattoo left arm Address at time of apprehension: ................ Wellington Barracks, London Date of Conviction: ........ 2nd July 1872 Offence: ........... Horse stealing & larceny Sentence: 12 calendar months hard labour Address on Liberation: ............. no home Researched by Louise Shorter at the National Archives
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HMP Styal



PRISON DEATH Styal wars THE Cheshire coroner has complained to prison and health authorities over blunders that allowed a mentally ill and suicidal young mother to hang herself in a specialist mental health unit in troubled Styal women’s prison less than 48 hours after being sent there on remand, reports the satirical magazine Private Eye.



Lisa Marley, 32, on remand for assault, killed herself in the jail’s Keller Unit in January 2008 after only “fleeting contact” with a mental health professional. Twelve women with mental health problems have committed suicide at Styal in recent years. Coroner Nicholas Rheinberg expressed his frustration at being told repeatedly at their inquests that the jail was considering creating a full-time registered mental health nurse post but then not bothering.



Prison officers failed to offer any real explanation why Lisa, who should have been observed five times every hour, was not observed at all through her door between 11.15 and 12.15 on the day she died. The coroner had heard evidence from Dr Leslie Klein, who conducted a clinical review on behalf of the Prisons and Probation Ombudsman and concluded that the Keller Unit was “not fit for purpose”. The inquest found that Lisa took her life while the balance of her mental health was disturbed, but said inadequate observation, inadequate training, a lack of awareness of danger signs and poor cell design all contributed.



The charity Inquest has called on the government to implement reforms to the women’s prison system, recommended by Baroness Corston three years ago after six women had killed themselves in Styal.



“As people’s family members are imprisoned further away from home, the cost of visiting is rising. No doubt there will be a few isolated cases of people attempting to exploit the system, however to cut off the opportunity for prisoners to spend what might be precious time with loved ones who are over 75 years-old, or who are disabled, seems to me to be a cut too far”.



Inside Time in Visitor’s Centres?



New Liverpool Resettlement Service



As from April, copies will be available in the Visitor’s Centre at Long Lartin and can be taken home by visitors, thanks to the librarian and visits centre. Residents are invited to ask their visitors centre if they could arrange for copies of Inside Time to be made available for their friends and family to take home.



Commenting on the decision, Andy Keen-Downs, Director of PACT (Prison Advice & Care Trust), told Inside Time, ”Following Lord Woolf’s investigation into the Strangeways Prison Riots in 1990, he emphasised how important it is for prisoners to retain their family ties and since that time, different Governments have supported the vital work of the APVU. Last year, PACT referred 3,967 family members to the Unit; this year we are referring even more.



PACT can be contacted at Park Place, 12 Lawn Lane, London SW8 1UD Tel: 0207 735 9535 Fax: 0207 735 3989 www.prisonadvice.org.uk



News in Brief



Nacro have launched a new service based in Liverpool helping people aged 16 and over leaving prison to find accommodation, maintain tenancies and develop the skills needed to improve their opportunities. They have excellent links within the community with both private landlords and supported accommodation providers, and access to a wide variety of services. Self referrals from and applications via third party agencies are welcome. Please contact: Nacro, Local Solution Building, Mount Vernon Green, Hall Lane, Liverpool L7 8TF. Tel: 0151 7081170 Fax: 0151 7080764.



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



ERICA PEAT & DIABLE N AT I O N W I D E A D V I C E & R E P R E S E N TAT I O N O N SOLICITORS A L L A S P E C T S O F P R I S O N L AW I N C L U D I N G : For a fast, experienced and professional service • Adjudications • Judicial Review • Categorisation • Parole Review • Licence Recalls • Tarrif/Minimum Term Reviews please contact: • Criminal Appeals & CCRC Cases • HDC Applications



Simon Diable 020 8533 7999 SERIOUS CRIME SPECIALISTS WITH A TRACK 24hr Emergency RECORD OF SUCCESS IN CASES INCLUDING: 07968 358 509 write to:Erica Peat & Diable Solicitors 314 Mare Street Hackney London E8 1HA



Action for Prisoners Families (APF) has revealed that the Ministry of Justice plans to discontinue reimbursing some taxi fares incurred by prisoners’ family members. The MoJ say: “A decision has been taken to cease paying taxi fares for a return journey from the visitor’s home to the establishment as from 1 April 2010. Assistance with these taxi journeys has been paid where the visitor is aged over 75 and/or a medical condition makes travelling by public transport difficult.” APF is concerned that this marks the first stage of a process where, in a climate of spending cuts, prisoners’ families will come to be seen as a low priority. The MoJ has invited responses in writing to: The Head of Assisted Prison Visits Unit (Taxi), APVU, Freepost BM2257, PO Box 2152, Birmingham B15 1SD.



Lisa, who had a history of drug abuse and personality disorder, was placed in what HMP Styal termed a “reduced risk” cell on the unit. Despite its name, a gap around the casing which surrounded the TV in her cell provided a ligature point in the only part of



Thanks to the efforts of Martin Powell, a prisoner at HMP Long Lartin, copies of Inside Time will now be available in the Visitor’s Centre for family and friends to take home! Martin became frustrated when not allowed to hand out copies of the paper to his family on visits, having been told that ‘the paper belonged to the prison’.



Assisted Prison Visits Scheme



Most distressing for her family was the coroner’s decision not to allow the jury to see CCTV footage that showed an officer laughing and joking outside Lisa’s cell while attempts were made to resuscitate her. He had agreed with the Prison Service’s claim that the footage was “too prejudicial” to show to the jury. Her family is demanding an explanation and will complain formally.



Last year Anne Owers, the chief inspector of prisons, also concluded that Styal “was not able to meet the scale and complexity of the needs of the women it held”. Meanwhile, the coroner is poised to hold another inquest into a Styal death next month: that of a 36-year-old mother who died in her cell a day after she was sentenced for theft.
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• Murder/Attempted Murder • Rape/Serious Sexual Assault • Serious Fraud • Drugs Importation & All Drugs Offences • Blackmail • False Imprisonment • Armed Robbery



One in 10 school children think the Queen invented the telephone and that the first man on the moon was Buzz Lightyear, the plastic space ranger from Toy Story; in addition almost one third believe Sir Isaac Newton discovered fire.



ZMS SOLICITORS SERVING TIME IN THE EAST MIDLANDS? NEED LEGAL HELP? Want to challenge an unfair decision? Independent adjudication? Recalled to Prison and don’t know what to do? Missed out on recategorisation again? Parole hearing coming up? Don’t wait...! Contact Simon Mears 6 yrs PQE experience Prison Law Specialist 11 Bowling Green St, Leicester LE1 6AS



0116 247 0790



Free advice & representation under legal aid



HENRY HYAMS



SOLICITORS 7 South Parade, Leeds LS1 5QE 0113 2432288 Categorisation Parole/Recall HDC Progression Adjudications Appeals/CCRC Lifer/IPP issues Judicial Review Contact our Prison Law Team Katy Cowans - Rebecca Seal Rachel Jamieson ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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Straw announces legal aid reforms



News in Brief



2008/09 – an increase of 5.3% a year. Meanwhile, the number of practising lawyers has more than doubled over the past 20 years and the distribution of legal aid funding is too often skewed toward a handful of very highly paid individuals.



The Ministry of Justice has announced new proposals for the tendering of criminal legal aid services with the aim of delivering significant savings to taxpayers and a more sustainable future for the legal aid budget. The proposed new tendering process would also lead to greater efficiencies for suppliers enabling them to be profitable and sustainable, say the Ministry of Justice, whilst ensuring that legal aid is available to those most in need. Justice Secretary Jack Straw said: ‘The legal aid budget has experienced an extraordinary rate of growth from £545 million in 1982/83 to about £2.1 billion in



‘I have said before that this must change – legal aid is there to help those most at need in our society and at a time when workers from all sectors are being forced to re-evaluate their earnings, we have a duty to ensure that the legal aid budget is used effectively and efficiently on behalf of the taxpayer. ‘Even with the necessary savings and reforms, our system of legal aid – civil and criminal – will still be far and away the best funded in the world.’ Jack Straw added: ‘In the early 1970s there were just over 2,500 practising barristers and about 32,000 solicitors, compared with 15,000 and 115,000 respectively today. This is equal to one lawyer for every 400 people. We are in grave danger of becoming overlawyered and underrepresented.’



Prison staff suspended over mobile phones Ten prison officers have been suspended on suspicion of smuggling mobile phones into top security Wakefield jail. Four women are thought to be among those under investigation. They face allegations of smuggling after eight mobile phones, top-up cards and receipts were found in a bag of sugar. Six officers were initially suspended, and that has now increased to 10, with two senior workers among them. The discovery came as part of a fivemonth investigation into an alleged phone racket. In October 2009, inmate Brian McBride sparked a huge security alert after being caught with several mobiles which he ‘hired’ to other prisoners. An ‘insider’ revealed: “It raises a number of serious security concerns, not least about offenders making contact with other criminals on the outside without our knowledge.” West Yorkshire Police confirmed they are investigating the allegations but said no arrests have been made.



Digital Television? With the changeover to digital television, and the installation of Freeview technology in prisons, many prisoners may not be aware of the current scope of Freeview. In answer to a letter in last month’s insidetime the Ministry of Justice said that only nine channels (BBC1, BBC2, ITV1, Channel 4, Channel 5, Sky Sports News, ITV3, VIVA {formerly TMF} and Film 4) would be available to prisoners. But what else is available on Freeview? There are currently over 50 channels available, plus about 25 digital radio stations accessed via the television. The television channels, to which the Prison Service could not object, are ITV2, BBC Three, BBC4, Sky 3, Yesterday, More 4, Dave, Virgin 1, Dave Ja Vu, ITV 4, E4, Five USA, Fiver, Quest, BBC News 24, Sky News and CNN (we have removed shopping, gambling and ‘adult’ channels). Some of the channels are specific to various areas; there are also foreign news channels. Channels such as BBC3 and BBC4 show some excellent educational and cultural programmes.



Foreign Secretary David Miliband manages to send the only member of the public listening to him asleep at the Iraq Inquiry.



Meanwhile Gordon Brown explains to the Inquiry that he was very much in favour of regime change but Tony Blair just wouldn’t go until he hit him.



Providing the radio channels via the prison televisions would obviate the need for prisoners to buy radios and would offset the withdrawal of wing newspapers. The Prison Service state that prisoners will not have flat screen TVs. These are smaller and lighter than CRT TVs, they are safer - in that they are less likely to be used as flying weapons, have no glass to break and do not contain high voltages. They cost the same to buy as the old CRT sets but use only 25% of the power. They are also easily fixed to the wall. The old 14 inch sets use about 200 watts whereas the equivalent flat screen uses only about 50 watts. Across the prison estate, if there were 50,000 TVs, that is a saving of 7,500 KwH which is about £825 per hour! That’s nearly £2 million a year across the estate!



The government’s plan to microchip dangerous owners, not their dogs, comes as a huge relief to John Prescott’s dog.



... and insurance for dogs is proving more difficult than expected.



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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Prison for young people costly and fails Community Programme Awards to reduce crime A new report from leading independent think-tank The New Economics Foundation, supported by the Prison Reform Trust, reveals that prison for young people is not only costly but fails to reduce crime. Sending a child to prison now costs £100,000 a year, considerably more than a place at Eton College. The report, Punishing Costs, launched in March, calls into question the plans of both Labour and Conservative politicians to invest in new prisons. At a time when almost all public services are facing drastic cuts, the report says it is more vital than ever to scrutinise spending on prisons and shows how the number of young people and children in prison could be drastically reduced, and how a change in the pattern of public investment can increase the safety of our streets.



The report found that: l England and Wales imprison proportionally more under-aged children than almost all other Western European countries. Relatively minor offences can result in custodial sentences: research by Barnardo’s showed that 82% of 12-14 year-olds in custody had never committed a violent offence. l Serving a prison sentence makes it more likely for children to continue offending after they have been released. l Time spent in prison also makes it more likely for children to be unemployed in the future, to have lower income, be disconnected from education and have unstable living conditions. l Holding a child in prison costs about £100,000 a year. The report also shows that the harmful consequences of imprisonment result in at least £40,000 of further indirect costs to the state. These include continuing crime and higher unemployment after release.



The Howard League for Penal Reform is inviting nominations regarding their annual Community Programmes Awards for the country’s most successful community programmes. Launched in 2005 as part of the Howard League’s aim of increasing public and government support for community sentences, these awards celebrate best practice in community sentencing – be it unpaid work, drug and alcohol treatment programmes or restorative justice. Among the many objectives of the Awards are to:



encourage and foster good practice; improve awareness and understanding of community programmes; u encourage confidence in their use; u promote excellence and creativity; u celebrate and recognise outstanding schemes. u u



If you require any further information on the awards please contact Catryn Yousefib at the Howard League for Penal Reform, 1 Ardleigh Road, London N1 4HS. Nominations have to be made by post by Tuesday 4 May 2010.
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The things people say…



‘It is entirely inappropriate for the Liberal Democrats to field a porn film producer, Ann Arrowsmith, as their candidate for Gravesham (Kent) at the General Election’. Former Conservative Prison Minster, Ann Widdecombe MP, speaking on Radio 4’s Any Questions. Miss Widdecombe has worked for the past 5 years for a porn film producer and continues to bank a reported £4,583 a month for her weekly column in the Daily Express, owned by Richard Desmond, who also owns the porn channel Television X - ‘advertising’, it says, ‘the broadest variety of filth.’ Meanwhile, Lib Dem leader Nick Clegg told GMTV: ‘I don’t know exactly what Ann Arrowsmith (pictured below) has being doing in the past. She’s not done anything illegal and cares passionately about her area.’



IPP Sentences may need to be scrapped The Chief Inspector of Probation, Andrew Bridges, and the Chief Inspector of Prisons, Anne Owers, have criticised the controversial IPP sentences saying that prisons have become swamped with prisoners whom the Probation Service did not have the resources to deal with. They say the sentences, dubbed by Juliet Lyon, of the Prison Reform Trust, as ‘ill thought out’ may have to be scrapped because their cost to the penal system outweighed any benefits. Since the sentences were created by Labour four years ago only 75 out of 6,000 IPP prisoners have been released. Now 1 in every 15 prisoners is on an IPP sentence. Mr. Bridges said, “A high number of IPP prisoners remain in the system and continue to enter it. There will continue to be huge numbers of such prisoners that neither the Probation Service nor the prison system currently has the capacity to handle effectively. “We consider that the present position is unsustainable. This suggests the need for a major policy review at ministerial level. Such a review would need to consider whether the resources needed to manage these sentences properly are proportionate to the benefits they might achieve.” Prison reform groups have welcomed the comments and say that IPP sentences are pushing the prison system to breaking point. In 2008, the Joint Committee on Human Rights said it was deeply concerned by the effect of IPP sentences on some prisoners. One problem is that the Parole Board will not release IPP prisoners unless they can show they no longer pose a risk - but, for many, there is no opportunity to progress to this point in overcrowded prisons.



trapped? Need help? Contact Michael Robinson:



52 John Street, Sunderland, SR1 1QN Sunderland 0191 567 6667 Newcastle 0191 284 6989



www.emmersons-solicitors.co.uk • wrongful convictions • unfair treatment • representation at hearings and appeals



GRAINGER APPLEYARD SOLICITORS



Prison Law and Criminal Defence Specialist areas include: • Parole Board Reviews & Hearings • Licence Recalls • Adjudications & MDTs • Categorisation • Judicial Reviews • Criminal Court Proceedings • Appeals & CCRC Referrals • Police Visits & Productions • Family Law



Contact Tyrone Yates at: Grainger Appleyard Solicitors 26-27 Hallgate, Doncaster South Yorkshire, DN1 3NL



Community Legal Service



01302 327257 [email protected]



Criminal Defence Service



They are at it again, although they do explain to their readers that prisoners who haven’t a job in prison are paid £2.50 a week - that’s 35p a day. Not enough to buy the Daily Express and hardly enough to make a phone call to family or buy some essentials like soap, toothpaste, shampoo and stamps. In fact, if a dog had a budget of 35p a day to live on, the owner would probably be prosecuted for abuse and neglect. The newspaper screams that 80,000 prisoners have been given a total of £100m in unemployment pay over a period of three years. It’s not entirely clear how they arrive at a figure of £100m when £2.50 x 52 weeks x 80,000 x 3 years actually equals £31m. Of course ‘£100 million in benefits for prisoners’ is a much better headline.



Coomber Rich Access to Justice



• Criminal Defence • Criminal Appeals • Police Interviews • MDT/VDT • Licence Recall/Revocation • Categorisation • Parole • Adjudications • Life Panel Representations • Judicial Reviews Contact Caroline Howell



Coomber Rich Solicitors



Yard House, May Place, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 7NX 0 1 2 5 6 8 1 2 2 0 2



[email protected]



Ann Arrowsmith’s nomination provoked a number of comments on The Guardian website. l ‘If Nick Clegg doesn’t know what she has done (she’s produced more then 300 porn films) how can he be sure it was legal’? l ‘Most people vying for my vote are undesirable, fat, greedy, most of whom couldn’t get a proper job if they tried. It’s a great idea and I’d like to see more of it – a lot more of it.’ l ‘Presumably Ms Arrowsmith is looking forward to participating in a hung parliament.’ l ‘Jacquie Smith’s husband will be pleased (Enough Ed)’
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Women’s Week in March International Women’s Week (8-12 March) is an event held every March. In different regions of the world the focus ranges from general celebration and love towards women to a celebration of the contribution women make to humankind (Eric McGraw writes) However, the original political and human rights theme specified by the United Nations runs strong and political and social awareness of the struggles of women worldwide are expressed and highlighted. Here Inside Time highlights - in this the centenary year of International Women’s Day – the many challenges facing woman today throughout the world.



Women by numbers 100-140 million



36%



females in secondary school education in Africa (males: 43%)



girls and women worldwide who are currently living with the consequences of female genital mutilation/cutting (2 million procedures every year)



5,000



women worldwide killed every year in ‘honour killings’



1 in 5



40%



girls in Niger West Africa who became pregnant before the age of 18



females in the world over the age of 15 who are illiterate



18.4%



5.3



average number of children per woman in Sub-Saharan Africa (world average 2.6)



1,800



ratio of women dying per 100,000 in Afghanistan while having babies (UK: 8)



current world average of women in national parliaments (UK: 19.5%)



66%



the world’s work done by women



22%



married women using contraception in Least Developed Countries (9% in West Africa)



53 years



life expectancy for females in Sub-Saharan Africa (world average 71)



50%



18.5%



females aged 15-49 with HIV/AIDS in Southern Africa (world average 0.8%)



80%



living on less than US$2 a day in the Least Developed Countries



the world’s food produced by women



11.5 metric tons



CO2 emissions per person in more developed countries. Less developed countries (excl China) 1.8 metric tons Source: United Nations (various)



Kicking off International Women’s Week was Kathryn Bigelow, director of the Iraqi war drama, ‘The Hurt Locker’. She won an Oscar for Best Picture and by doing so became the first woman in the 82 year history of the Academy Awards to earn that distinction, scooping a total of six Oscars for the movie.
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Confiscation Defence Experts Defence of Restraint and Enforcement Enforcement Judicial Review Asset Management/Receivers



Solving Your Problem



(0161) 200 1014 www.purelegal.co.uk



114 Washway Road, Sale, Cheshire M33 7RF
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cooper rollason solicitors The 24 hour Criminal Lawyers



PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



cooper rollason



NATIONWIDE SERVICE



w w w. c o o p e r r o l l a s o n . c o m



Criminal Defence and Appeals CCRC Applications Adjudications Judicial Reviews Lifer Panels Tariff Reviews Parole Hearings Recalls Licence Conditions Miscarriages of Justice Low Count DNA Privy Council Pemberton House, Stafford Court, Stafford Park 1, Telford, Shropshire TF3 3BD.



01952 204242 Emergency: 07976 851926



Contact the Prison Law Team • Simon Rollason • Sarah Cooper • Beverley Rizzotto
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m Do you know...?



world’s highest mosque (158th floor) and swimming pool (76th floor). Its elevators travel at 40mph.



• There are an estimated 4 million holes in UK roads at any one time – that’s one dug every seven seconds – and 300,000 of them are in London; in 2002, an 800m stretch of Camden High Street was dug up 144 times.



• A businessman is suing BA over its ban on male passengers sitting next to children they don’t know. Mirko Fischer, a 33-yearold hedge-fund manager, was asked to move on a flight from Gatwick because he was seated between his pregnant wife and a 12-year-old boy. When he said he didn’t want to leave his wife, the steward threatened to delay take-off until he obeyed. Mr Fischer, who says the ban is sexist and humiliating, has promised to donate any compensation to the NSPCC.



• 90% of GPs have opted out of providing out-of-hours care, leaving primary care trusts to rely on hired locums – Brighton and Hove PCT has one GP to serve 248,000 residents. • The NHS is trying to recover £22m from health tourists – anyone from outside Britain must pay for NHS treatment, but human rights laws insist that the NHS must treat anyone with a life-threatening illness; once cured, people have been leaving without paying the bill. • The government is borrowing money at a rate of around £6,000 every second, which means that every five seconds the government borrows more than the average British worker earns in a year.



• 85% of voters in marginal Labour seats say they are worried by estimates that Britain’s population will reach 70 million by the end of the next decade. 44% would be more likely to vote Tory if David Cameron put a cap on annual immigration of 50,000 or below. • 45% of Britons on skiing holidays plan to drink every night on their trip. 23% start the day’s skiing with seven units of alcohol in their bloodstream, left over from the night before - almost twice the legal drink-drive limit. • The average Scot consumes 12.2 litres of pure alcohol – equivalent to 46 bottles of vodka – per year: 25% more than the English and Welsh, and enough to exceed the weekly guidelines for consumption all year long.



• A new maths handbook for MPs covers such basic questions as: “What is the % button on a calculator?” The Commons library’s guide to percentages also advises that: “Percentages are useful because they allow us to compare groups of different sizes.”



• A groom reportedly interrupted his own wedding to update his status on Facebook and Twitter. As the minister pronounced the couple man and wife, the unnamed groom whipped out his mobile to Tweet: “Standing



Practise safe tax



• You can pay for university courses with Tesco Clubcard points - since February 2007, OU students have been able to use reward points earned from shopping to pay fees for their undergraduate degrees.



at the altar with Tracy Page where, just a second ago, she became my wife! Gotta go, time to kiss my bride.” He then handed his wife the phone so she could change her Facebook profile from “in a relationship” to “married”. • The annual retail spend on Oxford Street, Regent Street and Bond Street is £5.5bn – more than in Manchester and Birmingham combined. • Transport for London has apologised after a Muslim bus driver pulled over and knelt in the aisle to pray for five minutes. The driver of the Number 24 stopped in Gospel Oak, North London, laid out a jacket as a prayer mat, removed his shoes, turned towards Mecca and began to chant in Arabic. Passengers, who were unable to get off the bus, said they watched in silence, afraid that he might be a suicide bomber. • A Welsh council is considering scrapping a scheme that rewards workers for long service, on the grounds that it might be “seen as outdated and potentially discriminatory” by younger workers. Staff at Conwy Council currently get a gift worth £200 when they pass 25 years of service and £400 after 40 years. • Emma Watson was named as the highest-paid actress in Hollywood. The Harry Potter star, 19, banked £20m last year. Her co-star Daniel Radcliffe was the best-paid actor, with £26m.



• 65% of Britons do not believe their family will be better off in 2010. 69% say England will not win the World Cup. 73% say there will be no significant progress towards peace in Afghanistan. 63% believe the Tories will win the coming General Election. 40% intend to vote Conservative themselves, while 30% plan to vote Labour – a margin big enough to give David Cameron a majority of 22 seats. • The 2,717ft-high Burj Khalifa in Dubai is now the world’s tallest building, more than 1,000ft higher than the former record holder, Taiwan’s Taipei 101. The tower will use almost a million litres of water a day, and 20 Olympic swimming pools-worth of condensation will accumulate on its 1.5 million sq ft of façade every year. It has the
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• Cat owners were found to be better educated than dog lovers. Bristol university researchers say that people with degrees are 36% more likely to own a cat than non-graduates, but slightly less likely than non-graduates to own a dog.



Use a non-dom



• Some 119 pigs have been used in explosive tests at the Porton Down military laboratory since 2006, as part of research into blast injuries. Junior Defence Minister Quentin Davies said the experiments had “saved many lives” in Iraq and Afghanistan.



After ten years of refusing to clarify his situation, the billionaire Lord Ashcroft has revealed he was a ‘non-dom’. When he was put forward for a seat in the House of Lords in 2000, Ashcroft assured the then leader William Hague that he would become a permanent UK resident. But he has now revealed that under a deal with the tax authorities he instead became a ‘long term resident’ meaning he is still officially living outside the UK and therefore doesn’t have to pay UK tax on his foreign earnings. He doesn’t even pay tax in Belize where he has, it is reported, a 30 years exemption and owns more than the entire financial wealth of that country. CCRC Advert Portrait



• The Metropolitan Police spent £120,000 on sending 12 police officers to the Winter Olympics in order to pick up security tips in preparation for the London Olympics. 27/10/06
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We can look again



Criminal defence



>> www.insidetime.org Exciting ‘new look’ website launched for your family and friends!



all aspects of prison law including • • • • • 



Criminal Court Proceedings and Appeals Adjudications Parole hearings Recalls Categorisation



• • • • 



Police interviews in prison Mental Health Reviews Serious Crime Civil action against police



Please contact Katie Scott



01522 542211 email [email protected] website www.sillsonline.co.uk EAST MIDLANDS



YORKSHIRE



The Criminal Cases Review Commission is the independent public body which investigates possible miscarriages of justice in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. For an information pack and application form, please phone us on 0121 633 1800 or write to Criminal Cases Review Commission, Alpha Tower, Suffolk Street Queensway, Birmingham B1 1TT. www.ccrc.gov.uk
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Inside Health ...



for over 6 months it is likely that you will need to undergo a physiotherapy programme to restore normal movements in the groin by strengthening the muscle. The physiotherapist, after examining you, may suggest an ultrasound. If there are any badly torn muscles or ligaments then you may need surgery but most people improve with physiotherapy.



with Dr Jonathon and Dr Shabana



Q I am having problems with pain, pins and Providing this valuable service are Dr Jonathon Tomlinson and Dr Shabana Rauf, both GPs practising in East London. Dr Rauf is particularly interested in women’s health. If you have a question relating to your own health, write a brief letter (maximum one side A4 paper) to Inside Time (Health) Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. Everyone will receive a reply, however only a selection will be published each month and no names will be disclosed. You mention that you used to take painkillers and have an injection into the back. I am not quite sure why the prison doctors are not giving you medication. It may be worth seeing them again and clarifying this with them. If they feel you would benefit from an injection into the spine they will have to refer you to a hospital or specialist centre that does this. You correctly mentioned an association with the heart and AS. People with AS are more likely to suffer from heart disease although no-one is quite sure why. The most important things you can do to reduce your risk of having heart disease is exercising regularly, eating healthily and not smoking.



Q Q I have had a condition called Ankylosing



Spondylitis since 2004 for which I took medication. I have been in prison since the end of 2009 and I’m still not getting the medication that I need, Entrel injections and painkillers. My condition affects other joints and I am suffering progressive stiffness in the hip and shoulder joints together with limited spinal mobility and restricted chest expansion. I don’t want to end up with heart problems as a result of not having medication at this stage of the illness, can you offer any advice?



A Thank you for your letter. In it you give an



excellent description of how Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) affects the back and other joints as well as a clear reason for why treatment is needed.



I’m 34 and I have an ongoing problem with my groin, I used to play football and get groin strains. I stopped playing in August but still feel pain. I saw a physiotherapist about my knee, mainly, but also told her about my groin. She was unable to help but showed me some stretches. When I cough I feel intense pain in my groin area. Could you let me know what you think this may be and what can be done to help the situation?



A



It sounds like you may have a condition known as Groin Strain. This means that you may have stretched or torn a muscle or a ligament in the groin. Usually the damaged muscle or ligament heals by itself over time. This can takes weeks to months. The main aim of treatment is to make sure you can move the joint or muscle normally again. Because you have had the pain in the groin



needles and numbness in my hands and fingers and the inability to make a fist anymore. It is particularly bad in the mornings and when I’m writing. Sometimes I feel a stabbing pain in my arm; I am really worried about this.



A The symptoms you describe are consistent



with those of a trapped nerve. There are many nerves in the arm and it is likely that one of these may be being irritated. The irritation can be caused by trauma, arthritis or physical problems such as diabetes or an underactive thyroid gland. It is important to see the prison doctor so that he can examine you thoroughly. A good examination will be able to tell which nerve is being compressed and therefore what action needs to be taken. Some causes of a trapped nerve may settle on their own within 2-6 weeks. Pain medication may help ease symptoms.



Q



I am 18 and for the last 4 to 5 years I appear to sweat a lot, it doesn’t just happen as a result of exercise, I can be lying down or just sitting around relaxing. Even if I am really cold my hands and feet are sweating. I am getting very self conscious about it, particularly the sweat patches on my clothes. I thought it might be hormones or because of bad circulation but it hasn’t got better as I’ve got older. Will it stop or is there anything that will make it stop?



A



Excessive sweating is a really common problem and typically affects the palms of the hands, soles of the feet and armpits. The medical term for this condition is Hyperhidrosis. Just as you described, people who suffer from Hyperhidrosis sweat even when they are NOT exerting themselves so simply just resting they will find themselves sweating.



ALB LAW



Professional Specialist Lawyers



SENTENCE TOO LONG? WRONGLY CONVICTED?



No-one knows exactly why people develop this condition. It is thought it may be due to overactive sweat glands although it can also run in families. It usually starts under the age of 25 and can have a significant impact on your life; most people get very embarrassed by sweat patches. Fortunately there are treatments for this condition. Hyperhidrosis can be divided into 2 types. 1. Primary Hyperhidrosis - this is the most common. It means that sufferers have sweating in focal places like the palms of the hands, soles of the feet, armpits, face or scalp. Symptoms vary from time to time. Some people find that certain triggers i.e. upset; anxiety or spicy food can make it worse. Most people with this condition do not need further tests. Some people who sweat in focal areas can describe the cold feeling as you have described. 2. Generalised Hyperhidrosis - is less common. It means that you sweat all over. This is usually a sign that you may have an underlying medical condition and it is likely that if the doctor suspects you have this then he will need to examine you and do more tests. It is likely, from what you have told me in your letter that you have Primary Hyperhidrosis but I recommend that you see the hospital doctor so he may ask you a few more questions to make sure. There are many ways to manage this condition. Firstly it is to use deodorants, wear loose cotton clothing and avoid things that you think may make it worse. If normal deodorants don’t control it then your doctor may prescribe deodorants with aluminium chloride in them such as Driclor. These work by blocking the opening of the sweat glands so reducing the amount you sweat. Other treatments involve medication to reduce activity of the sweat glands, injections that can block the nerve that produces sweat or if none of these are successful then you may need surgery.



>> Please note our new address for all Prisoner correspondence: Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



If a member of the household has a conviction the insurer needs to know.



ALB Law are Nationwide specialists in shortening sentences and securing the release of the wrongly convicted. • Combined "in house" legal experience of more than 50 years • All aspects of crime Including murder, rape/serious sexual assaults, drug related cases and serious fraud



We are passionate about getting justice, justice being our priority.



Contact us on 01704 500771



We work to win ALB LAW 33 Hoghton Street Southport PR9 0NS Arthur L Blackhurst - Solicitor Advocate Mike Gibbons LLB - Solicitor www.alblaw.co.uk e-mail: [email protected]



Don’t lose everthing on a technicality !



Building and Contents Insurance for prisoners and their families



Advanced House 374-376 High Road Ilford ESSEX IG1 1QP



0800 038 9000
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What is colour blindness?



....................................................................... True colour blindness, in which the affected person sees the world like a blackand-white TV image, is very rare, almost unknown. But it is very common for people, especially males, to have a minor defect in the colour vision system of the eyes.



Colour blindness



Such a defect causes difficulty in distinguishing some colours from others, or in making out certain colours. This is what is generally referred to as colour blindness. Most cases are present from birth, are quite mild and they cause little trouble.
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person being tested must identify all the colours correctly to pass. There is no way to restore normal colour vision fully to a person with hereditary colour blindness. Some retinal diseases that cause colour defects can be treated, but loss of colour sensitivity is usually permanent. If you have red or green colour blindness you can enjoy almost normal colour perception by wearing a single contact lens tinted to the appropriate colour.



Classification of colour deficiencies



In white Europeans, about one male in 12 and less than one female in 100 have a problem seeing colours. Colour blindness is rarer in Asian people and very uncommon in Black people. The great majority of colour-blind people have difficulty with either green or red. It is very rare for a person to be insensitive to blue or all colours.



.......................................................................



The colours of the rainbow as viewed by a person with no colour vision deficiencies.



What causes colour blindness?



....................................................................... We see colours because the sensitive membrane (the retina) that lies at the back of each eye, like a film in a camera, contains cells (cones) that are sensitive to one of three colours. Each of the three types of cone contains a different coloured material (pigment) which picks up one of the three colours. There are cones for green, for red and for blue light. If all three pigments are present in normal amounts, then colour vision is normal. But if one or more is deficient there will be a loss of sensitivity to the corresponding colour. The pigments in the cones are produced as a result of the action of three different genes on our chromosomes. If the genes are all normal, colour perception will be normal. But if one or more of these genes is defective, colour blindness will result. The reason colour blindness is more common in males is that the genes for the red and green pigments are on one of the two sex chromosomes (the X chromosome). Men have only one X chromosome, so if the defective gene is present there the problem will certainly appear. Women have two X chromosomes and one of them is usually normal. For women to be colour blind, the cone pigment genes must be defective on both X chromosomes. Although women with one defective gene are unaffected, each son has a 50:50 chance of getting the affected X chromosome and becoming colour blind. For a daughter to become colour blind, both the father and mother must pass on an X chromosome carrying the defective gene. The gene for the blue pigment is not on a sex chromosome, but is on one of the others, and is hardly ever defective.



Protanomaly is a mild colour vision defect in which an altered spectral sensitivity of red retinal receptors (closer to green receptor response) results in poor red-green hue discrimination. It is hereditary, sex-linked, and present in 1% of males. Rarely, colour blindness can be caused by a disease of the retina that damages the cones. Unlike the common hereditary colour blindness, this disease will also usually cause a severe defect of general vision. Some of the retinal diseases that can cause colour blindness are also hereditary, but in this case the problem is not simply one of cone pigmentation.



How is colour blindness diagnosed and treated?



.......................................................................



The easiest way to test colour vision is to use special plates, such as those prepared by the Japanese expert, Professor Ishihara. These plates are covered with coloured dots arranged so that if your colour vision is normal you will see the dots that form a particular number. If you do not perceive the dots making up this number, you will see a different number, made up of dots that you can see easily. Colour vision can also be tested by asking you to match a number of pairs of coloured wool samples or to put a range of coloured discs into their correct sequence in the rainbow spectrum. For people who must be able to read colour signals correctly - navigators, aircraft pilots, members of the armed forces, and so on - colour vision is screened by means of the Ishihara test and then checked, in a darkened room, using a lantern, usually the HolmesWright lantern, which projects a small circle of light that can be changed randomly to red, green or white. The
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Advice & Representation on all aspects of Criminal Defence & Prison Law



family relationships run into trouble



including:



Parole Board Hearings Recats Recalls Adjudications Complaints Appeals



Deuteranomaly caused by a similar shift in the green retinal receptors, is by far the most common type of colour vision deficiency, mildly affecting red-green hue discrimination in 5% of males. It is hereditary and sex-linked.



Tritanomaly is a rare, hereditary colour vision deficiency affecting blue-yellow hue discrimination. Unlike most other forms, it is not sex-linked.



How will colour blindness affect me?



....................................................................... Colour-blind people seldom find their condition a drawback, and many are unaware that anything is wrong. It is only when some special requirement arises, such as reading electrical colour codes or coloured light signals, that they may face problems. Very few trades or professions demand perfect colour vision and even those people with severe defects usually have no problems with traffic lights, provided the sequence is familiar and the position of the stop and go lights is known to them.



Family disputes or relationship breakdowns can result in every aspect of family life being affected, so it is essential that you find a solicitor who you can talk to easily, who understands you and whom you can trust.



Advice given on all aspects of Prison Law Contact Michaela Hoggarth or Vanessa Welch at



FRANK BRAZELL & PARTNERS FOR ADVICE 0800 0832724 020 7689 8989



Everys provide legal services in the South West to HMP Exeter, HMP Channings Wood and HMP Dartmoor. Everys can help with all aspects of family law including: • Divorce • Contact with Children • Care Proceedings • Legal aid work undertaken For more information contact Lesley Powell, one of our Family Accredited Panel Members, at Everys, Hertford House Southernhay Gardens, Exeter, EX1 1NP. Tel 01392 477983.



We also specialise in all aspects of Family Work, Divorce, Contact with Children, Child Care arrangements for mothers in prison.



FRANK BRAZELL & PARTNERS 97 White Lion Street London N1 9PL



PROBLEM? WE CAN HANDLE IT! We guarantee a prompt response, friendly advice and thoroughly reliable representation from an experienced team.



Parole Hearings, Judicial Reviews, Recalls, Adjudications, & Categorisation reviews We are Criminal and Prison Law Specialists The latest video link interview facilities are available to speed up the processes and avoid delay in having your concerns addressed. Write to Mark Bailey Bailey Nicholson Grayson Solicitors 15 Bourne Court Southend Road Ilford Essex IG8 8HD or call



01689 886300



Representing our clients 24 hours a day, 365 days a year



Inside Time Family Law ad.indd 1



www.everys.co.uk 10/11/09 17:01:50



For a prompt service throughout the midlands and the south of England
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Month by Month by Rachel Billington



Rachel meets some keen new readers on the Toe by Toe project at HMYOI Brinsford and later in the month listens in as judges and magistrates react to a Clean Break drama



M



ost of us take reading for granted. We learned early at school, helped, if we were lucky, by practise and encouragement at home. Without being able to read, the world is a quite different place, far harder to negotiate and filled with threat and misunderstanding. Yet, the sad truth is that more than one in three people in prison have a reading level below that of an eleven year-old. Some can scarcely read at all. Obviously this has a huge impact on their ability to progress from a life of exclusion to a positive place in society. So I was very glad to be invited to meet young men in HMYOI Brinsford who are taking part in a very special kind of reading programme. This is the Shannon Trust’s delivery of the Toe by Toe programme which is designed to help people who have slipped through the net and reached adulthood without good reading skills. The Shannon Trust was founded in 2001 by Christopher Morgan who had the brilliant idea of getting prisoners with good reading ability to help those with less or none. The programme under its present CEO, David Ahern, is now up and running in 130 prisons. However the YOIs have turned out to be a harder nut to crack. Short sentences and a youthful lack of motivation are a big part of the problem. What it needed was a big push and in 2008, a pilot scheme with five West Midland YOIs, including Brinsford (near Wolverhampton) was set up. I was going to see the hub prison of the network where its project manager Susie O’Hagan has her headquarters and where the scheme is most advanced. The eventual aim is to spread through all the YOIs. We met in the educational department in a bright room kitted out as a barber’s salon but with a large round table in the middle. There were four learners, James, Reason, Suleman and Lee, and two mentors, Sam and Ricky.



Another expected mentor had been called away for a visitor. Also absent for personal reason was the highly valued facilitator, Jo. Instead I met Val, who works as a learning and skills assistant in the prison and also helps the lads with reading. I was interesting in finding out why these young men had found themselves with such a difficult limitation; how they’d managed without reading; why they’d decided to change; and whether the Toe by Toe project could actually turn things round. Question one was answered in ways as various as the lads around me. ‘I never went to school’. ‘I was dyslexic’. ‘I had Attention Deficiency problems’. One of the men had had an extremely successful teenage boxing career – 19 ABA wins with no losses – so perhaps reading didn’t seem too necessary. However in contradiction to this, he told me with a huge grin of pride that he had now moved from age 6 reading level to aged 8 and that he was on page 47 of the Toe by Toe reading book. Most of the lads seem to rely on the women in their lives to help them out when their lack of reading caused them problems and now that they were inside, on other prisoners. But all of them were obviously really happy to have changed things. Ricky was a learner first and both are now giving something back to their mates. Sam said that disruptive behaviour in school classrooms was always the difficulty for those who found reading a problem and almost always the reason that the kids themselves were disruptive (49% of prisoners throughout the system have been excluded from school.) Susie chipped in to say that behaviour was hugely improved among men who’d learnt to read in prison.



A scene from Clean Break’s ‘A Just Act’ It all sounded almost too simple. But of course the trick is to identify those men who really want to learn and are brave enough to get over the shame factor which everyone recognised as a big hurdle. Brinsford produces a Toe by Toe newsletter to get the word around. Surprisingly, once started on the course, almost none drop out and all manage to read. The main reason is that the course is effective in a very short period of time. In as little as a month there can be a big change in reading ability. This is just as well, for the average stay in Brinsford is 6 months, although a couple I spoke to were in their second year. The problem for Susie, as men are shipped in or out, is to make sure there are mentors available as needed and that a man who started the course in one prison can finish it in another. This is made easier because the lads actually own their fat, red Toe by Toe book so
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can take it with them to an open prison or indeed outside prison. The programme also offers mentors for lads who have finished their sentence. Great news for the programme is that funding has now been received from Lloyds TSB Foundation for England & Wales to roll the Reading Network out to all YOIs in England & Wales from the autumn. All in all, I was extremely impressed and hope that anyone out there, adult or YOI, who is reading this article, will pass on the news to anyone who isn’t because they can’t. Signing up for Toe by Toe could change their lives.



..................................................... Women prisoners often complain we don’t write enough about them in Inside Time and I tend to think that’s true; although it’s also true that women contribute much less



Twell & Co Advice and assistance in relation to all aspects of prison law. Contact Robert Twell or Shevette Adams - Rose



Twell & Co 3rd Floor, 48 Lugley Street Newport Isle of Wight PO30 5HD
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Insidetime April 2010 www.insidetime.org proportionately to our ‘Mailbag’ pages. But I do want to report on an event a couple of weeks ago performed and presented by some very talented women, many of whom were ex-prisoners. Clean Break was set up in 1979 by two women in HMP Askham Grange as a theatre and education company. They work both inside and outside prisons, hoping to give women a new perspective on their lives. They have a studio base in North London and commission writing relevant to women’s experiences in prison and in the criminal justice system. The short play I saw was called ‘A Just Act’ by E V Crowe, directed by Juliet Knight. It told the story of Karly, who has spent much of her life in prison and her daughter Cara who had just come before magistrates for the fifth time. Always before, she had avoided a prison sentence but would she be given another chance? The play was developed to raise this kind of



basic question with those involved in the process, so most of the audience, invited there by the Corston Independent Funders Coalition, were magistrates or judges. After the play an intense discussion followed in which magistrates debated the options presented by Cara’s case. Nobody pretended it was easy but positive alternatives like Womens’ Houses were flagged. Everybody seemed aware of the effect on a family – Cara had a baby – when the mother is removed. Cara herself has suffered by being handed over to relatives who didn’t want her when her own mother was in prison. The evening was an unusual way of educating people working with women in the criminal justice system, but effectively highlighted the importance of breaking the cycle of reoffending. As an observer, I came away thinking that more alternatives to prison and more information about those already in place seemed the most important objective.



Butler Trust Awards Danny Kruger (pictured), Emma Kruger HMP Pentonville For promoting the resettlement of offenders and diversion from crime through the arts Only Connect works with prisoners, exoffenders and young people at risk of crime and exclusion using theatre, music and film, in prisons, including HMP Pentonville, and schools. Danny and Emma Kruger are the originators and driving force behind this creative approach to offenders and their achievements have been widely praised.



Jonathan King writes ... This Easter I celebrated five years since my release from Her Majesty’s Estate and likewise five years writing this column. I found Inside Time a genuine prisoner’s friend during my time inside; reflecting views, providing solutions, carrying questions; and I vowed to write regularly for the paper for as long as they want me. My first Inside Time ‘fan’ emerged a few months ago at the counter at Greggs (I’m addicted to their sausage rolls). A young man recognised me from my photo in the paper – he knew nothing else about me at all – and said my column always cheered him up.



I’d like to write more about prison matters, but the editorial staff feel it’s better if I concentrate on entertainment and the world of music, in which I am an expert. Do let us know whether you agree! In the meantime, allow me to revisit Eurovision, taking place this year in Oslo at the end of May, since Norway won last year with a sweet ditty about a Fairytale.
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I have ‘history’ with Eurovision. I asked, back in the Nineties, to be allowed to take over ‘Top of the Pops’. The Head of Entertainment at the BBC had promised that role to someone else – a mistake – but offered me Eurovision instead. Intrigued by the chance of helming the UK search for a



Abba were finally elected into the Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame in March this year – alongside another band I discovered and named back in the Sixties – Genesis. I shall be watching Eurovision this year with my fingers crossed for Pete Waterman. With most of the world glued to their TV sets, and millions of future fans there to be impressed, it really is time we not only won for the UK again but launched another career from it, like Waterloo did for Abba back in 1974.
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Last year, Lord Andrew Lloyd Webber, a friend since we were teenagers, had a go but only managed fifth. This year another old friend, Pete Waterman, is trying. My opinion is that firstly there must be an instant melodic hook, since most viewers only hear it once, if that. Secondly, the performance must be great, as I learned from Gina G, who wasn’t, and Katrina, who was.



I was never much of a Eurovision fan but since I got involved I’ve met so many lovely people through it – I’m quite a hero to many of the Eurovision supporters, who know the show was due to be cancelled until I took over. And I do have a professional reason to be grateful to the contest; back in the seventies we signed up a band for publishing before it and we still publish Abba to this day.



S O LI C ITO R S Lifers



winner (we hadn’t won in 16 years) I first found Love City Groove by a mixed race band that brought in many younger and ethnic fans but only came tenth. For my second year entry, I put together what I felt was the perfect Eurovision song – Ooh Aaah Just A Little Bit and got Gina G, working on a Woolworth’s checkout counter, to sing it. I was devastated when it only came eighth and resigned. But the BBC begged me to stay on, so I agreed, found Katrina and the Waves, and we won in 1997 with Love Shine A Light. It had taken me three years but we got there in the end!



That is the point and I do hope it succeeds. Mind you, last month I also had a comment from a friend of a friend (you know who you are) who said he started to read it and lost the will to live; going into a coma of boredom.
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Realistic advice, practical assistance Prison Law and Criminal Law Specialists N o w welcomes



Hannah Bickerstaff



to their Prison Law Department Adjudications • IPP and EPP • All Lifer Reviews Parole Board Reviews • Licence Recall • Recategorisation • Cat ‘A’ Reviews • HDC • Judicial Reviews To request assistance please contact 2 4 H o u r s - 7 D a y s



our prison law department



0161 833 1600
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Astrology



Cycles of the Planets A monthly column devised by astrologer Polly Wallace exclusively for readers of Inside Time as a follow on to ‘Wheel of the Year’. In this new series the focus is the planets themselves - providing a set of profiles that showcase each planet in turn



Polly Wallace



Cycles of the Planets The Sun, a magnificent star, is like a king who rules over the sky. The Solar System is dominated by eight planets, including the Earth, which circle around him. These planets depend on the Sun for everything – including their brightness. For although they may shine like stars – the planets, unlike the stars, have no light of their own. Instead they reflect the light of the Sun.



Insidetime April 2010 www.insidetime.org Another key difference between planets and stars is that the planets move. Year after year, the same star patterns, or constellations, appear in the night sky during the same seasons. They follow one another like the pages of a story. In contrast to this regularity, early sky-watchers were puzzled to see several bright star-like points of light that behaved very differently. They moved around the sky and their positions could be seen to change in relation to the background of fixed stars. And so they became known as wandering stars – or planetes, a Greek word meaning wanderer. Since ancient times, the planets have been recognised as a very special group of individuals with a wide range of size, appearance and behaviour. For centuries they have been closely observed. This has resulted in the scientific knowledge of astronomy – alongside the inspired stories of mythology and the belief systems of astrology.



Mercury Astronomically, Mercury makes a good starting point as this planet is closest to the Sun. It lies at a distance of 36 million miles (58 million km) from the Sun, compared to 93 million miles between the Earth and the Sun. Mercury is the smallest planet. It is only about half the size of the Earth. With a diameter of just over 3,000 miles, Mercury is not much larger than our Moon. Mercury is affected in several ways by being so close to the Sun. It has an extremely erratic surface temperature that ranges from over 4000 C down to -2000 C. Like the Moon, Mercury has almost no atmosphere, making life as we know it virtually impossible.



A good viewing tip is that planets often appear first in the evening and then linger on last in the morning. This is because they are so much closer to us than the stars. So when you see just one or two big bright starry shapes fairly close to the horizon at twilight or dawn, these are likely to be planets.



Like all the planets, Mercury is first and foremost a real physical entity and an intrinsic part of the solar system. Essential facts about astronomical Mercury provide the best foundation for understanding his role in mythology and also his meaning in astrology.



Mythology For the ancient world, Mercury was one of the twelve gods of Mount Olympus. His special role was as the messenger of the gods. He was also protector of travellers and patron of commerce. Mercury was the son of Jupiter and Maia. He proved to be an extremely precocious child. Adept with his hands, his first act was to create the first musical instrument – a lyre fashioned out of the shell of a tortoise, upon which he improvised a song. Mercury’s second adventure was to steal cattle that belonged to Apollo, the Sun god, and somehow persuade these clumsy animals to move backwards in order to disguise their hoof-prints! Mercury was caught – but he cleverly charmed his way out of trouble by offering Apollo his lyre. Apollo became the god of music. Jupiter, impressed by Mercury’s energy and inventiveness, made use of these skills by making him the messenger of the gods. Mercury was no ordinary errand-boy! He was able to move freely between three realms – the heights of Mount Olympus, the world of men, and the depths of Hades, the underworld. As well as his messenger duties, Mercury also ruled activities such as science, magic, writing and all forms of communication, arbitration – including the judging of the dead. In art, Mercury is often portrayed as a young athlete. His symbols include the winged shoes which enable him to move so fast. On his head he wears either a winged cap or a broad-brimmed traveller’s hat. Mercury’s emblem is the caduceus, a wand around which two snakes are coiled.



In order of distance from the Sun, the planets are: Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Since 2006, Pluto has been re-classified as a dwarf planet, along with a group of recently discovered distant objects. So when we look up into the night-time sky and see it crowded with shining jewels, how can we tell which are planets and which are stars?



Mercury’s position so close to the Sun makes it really difficult to catch sight of this tiny planet. Much of the time, Mercury is lost in the Sun’s glare – and, at sunset, like a loyal companion of the king, Mercury also disappears from the night-time sky.



Another feature is that Mercury takes the shortest time to go round the Sun. You could imagine the planets as a race circuit – with Mercury occupying the inside lane. Mercury takes just 88 days to orbit the Sun – compared with Pluto, slowest of all in the outside lane, which takes 248 years to complete one orbit of the Sun!



Howard & Byrne



The Roman God Mercury has parallels in many other cultures: Coyote in North America, Raven of the Inuit, Loki and Odin of Norse mythology, Woden of the AngoSaxons, and Thoth of the Egyptians.



Astrology Just as astronomical Mercury hangs out close to the Sun, so in the birth chart or horoscope
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• Adjudications • Parole/ Lifer Boards • Recalls • Your problems



Contact Jacky East, Pippa Carruthers or Caroline Aaron



148 Lawrence Street York YO10 3EB 01904 431421
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these two are never far apart. They occupy the same zone of the chart – and often the same sign of the zodiac. Basically, astrological Mercury symbolises our thought processes – a part of ourselves that can often be hard to separate out from the central character of our Sun sign. After the character outline of a Sun sign, astrological Mercury offers more detail. He shows how the way that we think makes each one of us unique. He describes the interests, the approach to life, the learning styles and above all the self-expression that make each one of us such an individual. Mercury is youthful god – with a strong sense of curiosity. He shows where and how we are hungry for knowledge and information. Mercury’s love of activity can make him restless, both physically and mentally. His chart position shows where we’re likely to seek variety, change and room to move. Mercury also describes how we make connections with the world around ourselves. Here the winged messenger is clearly at work! He is the vital link that keeps us connected with all the different levels of our experience. This can be through journeys and meetings, or through any form of communication. Mercury must be in his element in our modern world - where innovations such as mobile phones and Facebook make it possible for communication to be a non-stop feature of everyday life! As the winged messenger, Mercury moves around effortlessly between different realities. This versatile god inspires us to be active out in the world – and is equally happy in the private zones of our imagination. For Mercury is a playful creature with unlimited ideas for creating alternative realities. He inspires us with dreams and visions that bring colour and vibrancy to our inner worlds. And Mercury has the skills to make these real. It could be that as he moves swiftly through our days and our nights, this god scatters all those words that we pluck out of the air in order to express ourselves... Here’s an idea for exploring how Mercury works for you. You can do this alone or with other people. Start by thinking of an everyday project, preferably one that needs a bit of planning, such as a day trip with friends. Imagine where you’d like to go and how you’d organise this. Then compare your own approach with what you could expect from a couple of people you know quite well. You’ll probably find you all have different ideas – and different ways of going about the project. This is Mercury – in action!
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Baptists In an extension to the popular World Religions series featured recently in Inside Time, Charles Hanson highlights lesser known religious denominations - beginning this month with Baptists



Charles Hanson



R



eligions have many divisions and belief systems, which has given rise to the establishment of various nonconformist churches; from Methodists to Baptists and Quakers to Mormons, the list is almost endless if we also include the various obscure Christian sects. Between the 17th and 20th century, various breakaway churches established themselves after centuries of there being a very rigid system of state controlled Christianity through what we know as the Protestant Church of England and at other times, Catholicism. Of the breakaway churches the Baptists, who are found in almost every country in the world and have about 40 million members, form the fifth largest Christian church in the world. The name ‘Baptist’ comes from the Baptist practice of immersion in water. It was coined in the 17th century by opponents to the new movement but rejected by followers themselves, and it wasn’t until the 19th century that Baptists accepted the use of the label to describe themselves. The core belief of Baptists is that the Bible, not church tradition or religious creed, is the guide in all matters of faith and practice. The church should be made up of believers only and not of all the people born in the local parish. Moreover, the church should be governed by those believers, not by hierarchical figures like Bishops. The primary external qualification for membership of a Baptist church is Baptism. General Baptist churches will accept into membership people who have made a profession of faith but have not been baptised as a believer. These are included as members alongside baptized members. Some Baptist churches do not have an age restriction on membership, but will not accept, as a member, a child who is considered too young to fully understand and make a profession of faith of their own volition and comprehension. In such cases,



the pastor and parents usually meet together with the child to verify the child’s comprehension of the decision to follow Jesus. There are instances where a person makes a profession of faith but fails to follow through with believers’ baptism. In such cases they are considered saved and usually eligible for membership. Baptists do not believe that baptism has anything to do with salvation. It is considered a public expression of one’s inner repentance and faith, and that the act of baptism is a symbolic display of the death, burial and resurrection of Jesus. Most Baptists are evangelical, but Baptist beliefs can vary due to the congregational governance system that gives autonomy to individual local Baptist churches. Historically, Baptists have played a key role in encouraging religious freedom and separation of church and state. Shared doctrines amongst Baptists would include beliefs about one God; the virgin birth; miracles; atonement through the death, burial and bodily resurrection of Jesus; the need for salvation through belief in Jesus Christ as the son of God, his death and resurrection, and confession of Christ as Lord; the Kingdom of God, that Jesus Christ will return personally and visibly in glory to the earth, the dead will be raised, and Christ will judge everyone in righteousness; and evangelism and missions. Most Baptists hold that no church or ecclesiastical organization has inherent authority over a Baptist church. Churches can properly relate to each other under this policy only through voluntary cooperation, never by any sort of coercion. Furthermore, this Baptist policy calls for freedom from governmental control. For something to become a matter of faith and practice, it is not sufficient for it to be merely consistent with scriptural principles. It must be something explicitly ordained through command or example in the Bible. This is why Baptists do not practice infant baptism. They say the Bible neither commands nor exemplifies infant baptism as a Christian practice, even though nowhere does the Bible forbid it. More than any other Baptist principle, this one when applied to infant baptism is said to separate Baptists from other evangelical Christians. Baptists do not believe that baptism is
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A window depicting John baptizing Jesus at the sanctuary of Beulah Baptist Church in Greeneville USA



necessary for salvation. Therefore, they do not consider it to be a sacrament, since it imparts no saving grace. Some churches will re-baptise those who were baptised as infants in another Christian tradition, others respect that various denominations do things differently. The baptism is carried out by full immersion. Most Baptist churches have a baptistery, which is more or less a pool (about 4m by 3m) in the church. During a baptismal service the minister and the person being baptised enter the water. The minister, holding the person will lie them back in the water so they are totally immersed, and then bring them back up again. Baptists believe this practice is in line with the New Testament practice of baptism, as carried out by John the Baptist. Baptists believe everyone, ordained or lay, is responsible before God for his/her own understanding of God’s word and what it means to them. They believe God created every individual as being competent and with the skills to be a priest for themselves and others. It means that in Baptist churches which appoint a minister, he or she is an equal



member in the church meeting but with special responsibilities as outlined by the congregation. In Britain, 2,150 churches belong to the Baptist Union of Great Britain, between them having 150,000 members. In the USA, Baptists are the largest denominational group of born again Christians with particularly strong roots in the Southern States, where whole communities define themselves as Baptists. Unlike the major churches, which have seen a drop in attendance over recent years, the Baptist churches continue to grow and certainly as exemplified by the Baptists of the Southern States in America they’ve tended to become a community within the community where one’s whole life tends to centre on the local Baptist church and the practicing of their beliefs. Charles Hanson is a lifer formerly at HMP Blantyre House
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Scottish Focus
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Survey of Scottish Prisoners Each year the Scottish Prison Service conducts an anonymous survey of its prisoners to find their views on various issues relating to their imprisonment. The results of the 2009 survey have just been published. RELATIONSHIPS Relationships between prisoners and staff were judged to be positive by the vast majority of prisoners. A majority of respondents described their relationship with prisoners in their ‘hall’ and ‘prison generally’, in positive terms (94% and 91% respectively). Similarly, the majority of respondents rated relationships with female officers (93%) and male officers (92%) as either ‘very well’, ‘fairly well’ or ‘ok’. HEALTH Three-quarters of prisoners reported that they had attended the doctor (73%) and nurse (75%). One third of respondents indicated that they have attended the dentist (37%), and one in five respondents had been seen by mental health staff (20%). CONTACT WITH FAMILY & FRIENDS Nine in ten prisoners (92%) were in regular contact with someone outside the prison. The most common forms of contact were telephone (76%), followed by letter (70%) and visits (61%). HYGIENE & FITNESS The majority of prisoners reported having access to hand washing facilities before meals (98%), during the day (96%) and after using the toilet (96%). Over eight in ten prisoners reported access to clean underwear (89%), cell cleaning materials (88%), and a shower (81%) on a daily basis. DRUG USE & DRUG SERVICES A fifth of prisoners (22%) reported that they had used drugs in prison in the month prior to the survey, with a minority of prisoners (3%) reporting injecting drugs in prison in the month prior to the Survey. OVERCROWDING Almost half of respondents (45%) reported that high prisoner numbers have had an impact on both their safety and privacy in their cell. Six in ten reported that high



prisoner’s numbers had an impact on their access to medical services (62%), opportunities for training & education (61%), and quality of life generally (58%). ALCOHOL USE Prisoners were asked a number of questions about alcohol use/dependency inside and outside prison. Half of those who completed a questionnaire (50%) reported being drunk at the time of their offence, an increase of 10% on 2005 figures of 40%. A quarter (24%) reported that drinking affected their ability to hold down a job and over one third of prisoners (38%) noted that their drinking affected their relationship with their family. SMOKING Three quarters of prisoners (76%) reported that they were smokers and just under half (43%) reported that they shared a cell with a smoker. On a more positive note over half (58%) of those who smoked expressed a desire to give up smoking.



Scottish liver disease trebles in 15 years and is still rising Scotland’s rate of chronic liver disease has almost trebled in the last 15 years and is still rising, according to figures released by NHS information centre Scotland. More than 9,000 people had hospital treatment for the disease in 2008 and the condition was the cause of more than 1,000 deaths, says ISD Scotland, while death rates among 30 to 39-year-olds have risen by almost five times since 1984. Chronic liver disease rates in most other European countries have fallen over the same periods. Other figures released by the division show that alcohol related hospital discharges have risen by 9 per cent over the last five years, with an average of 115 discharges a day across the country. Discharges rose by 22 per cent among 30 to 34-year-olds and 19 per cent among 35 to 39-year-olds. The cost of alcohol misuse in Scotland has been estimated at £3.6bn per year, the equivalent of £900 for every adult. The government’s Alcohol Bill, which includes proposals for a minimum price per unit of alcohol (DDN, 30 November 2009, page 4), is currently making its way through the Scottish Parliament. ‘These shocking statistics make grim reading and provide yet more evidence that we must turn the tide of alcohol harm,’ said health secretary Nicola Sturgeon. ‘Scotland’s love affair with drink is well documented and we’re taking radical and decisive action to tackle pocket money prices which - as the World Health Organization recognises - help to drive consumption and harm.’ ‘Most worrying’ was the increase in alcohol-related ill health in young people, she said. ‘Cheap alcohol is making a serious situation even worse. By linking price to product strength, minimum pricing will put an end to the sale of high-strength alcohol for less than the cost of bottled water.’ Source: www.drinkanddrugsnews.com



FOOD Eight in ten (81%) respondents were content with the time meals were served and seven in ten prisoners (69%) rated the way in which food was served in positive terms. CANTEEN The majority of prisoners were content with the accuracy of their order (87%) and the system for handing out bags (85%). SAFETY Prisoners who reported fearing for their safety (18%) were asked to indicate who made them fear for their safety. Two thirds of respondents (60%) highlighted that another prisoner made them fear for their safety, 47% feared for their safety from a group of prisoners and 27% from a prison officer.



SCOTTISH PRISONERS Has the justice system let you down? Need help getting your conviction and/or sentence reviewed?



Scottish Prisoners Parole Tribunals Appeals Recalls



• Appeals (including late appeals) • Referrals to Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission (SCCRC) • Parole Applications (including Lifer Tribunals, Recall etc.) • Generally all aspects of prison law



Solicitors to fight your case!



HMP Edinburgh For work in supporting the children and families of offenders in prison All six award winners have made a significant contribution to the visitors centre at Edinburgh, which is managed and run by the Salvation Army in partnership with a number of other agencies, and provides access to an outstanding range of high quality services to meet the needs of prisoners’ families and help maintain strong family relationships.



SCOTTISH PRISONERS



Bruce & Company Solicitors For a fast, reliable, efficient Advice & Assistance in all aspects of prison law inc:



Review Commission)



• Immigration • Repatriation • Categorisation and Transfer



If you are in a prison in Scotland and require a visit regarding any of the above, please contact:



For an immediate response and visit to any prison in Scotland, write or telephone:



01241 430660



Robert McIntyre, Alan Montgomery, Anne Munro (pictured), Kerry Knox, Susan Donaldson, Kerry Watson



• Parole Board Representation • Human Rights • Appeals (Including Late Appeals) • Referral to SCCRC (Scottish Criminal Cases



Benefit from our years of experience and get specialist advice on:-



Susan Rhodes Bruce & Co 89 - 91 High Street Arbroath DD11 1DP



Butler Trust Awards



Contact Jim Litterick Higgins Morledge & Litterick 2 Candleriggs Alloa FK10 1EA



01259 725922



you call, we’ll be there



Grant Bruce Bruce & Company 24 West HIgh Street, Forfar DD8 1BA



01307 460666 ( 24 hr answering machine )



Solicitors to fight your case!
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n a few days time I will celebrate my 21st birthday. I was ten when my Dad was sentenced to two Life sentences for murder and armed robbery. I was too young to be at his trial but Mum told me that my Dad attacked his supposed friend and victim, Dave, because he believed he had ripped him off for his full share of the money from the robbery of a jewellery shop. My Dad, Dave and another guy robbed the jewellers at knife and gunpoint; the female manager was viciously pistol-whipped to make her open the safe. Apparently, Dave alone dealt with the buyer of the stolen jewellery who came up a few grand short with the agreed money; promising it at a later date. My Dad didn’t believe Dave and there was an argument. The night after the argument, Dave was ambushed by my Dad who stabbed him to death. My Dad was no stranger to prison when he got the Life sentences. He was serving a two-year stint when I was born and one of four years when my younger sister was born. To describe him as an ‘absentee parent’ is being kinder than he deserves; the truth of him is that he is no kind of parent at all, for all he claims to love me and my sister, insofar as he understands and defines love. During a visit to him a year ago he tried to justify his lifestyle by telling me that he did the things he had done for me, my sister and my Mum. In his book it was acceptable to make money to support his family by more or less any means. It was the hypocrisy of that callous statement which was the last straw for me and a couple of days after the visit I wrote him a heartfelt letter. I won’t quote the letter verbatim but I got a lot off my chest. Call what follows ‘edited highlights’. Essentially, I wrote to my Dad that he personifies the term ‘self-centred selfish bastard’, as he has always been about himself. In his book, the Life sentences were everybody’s fault except his; he seemed to expect sympathy - portraying himself as the victim of circumstance. Stabbing his pal twelve times and pistol-whipping a defenceless woman were minimised as ‘mistakes’ rather than the despicable, disgusting, ruthless acts they were. When he was not in prison he spent more time in the pub and stoned with his so-called mates than he did at home. He was controlling of my Mum, who he treated like a slave.



wasn’t enough, he emotionally blackmailed her to pay his drug debts for the smack habit he developed. He sent people to our house to collect money from my Mum which she put herself into debt to get. This went on for years in all the prisons he was sent to, until Mum just couldn’t cope with his demands anymore; she became suicidal and had a breakdown which saw the doctor put her on anti-depressants. My sister was very nearly taken into care by social services.



Written from the perspective of the hypothetical son of a long term prisoner, Gerard McGrath refers to the often forgotten secondary victims of crime She was expected to be at his beck-and-call, to wash his clothes and cook him a meal whenever he felt like eating. He never gave her any consideration or respect and rarely took her out; seldom spent any time with me or my sister. He took no interest in my schoolwork. Secondary school was tough for me and my sister. It was a few weeks after he was sentenced that I entered the local Comprehensive and kids can be pretty cruel to one another. Dad’s trial had been all over the news and I got a lot of stick about him being a murderer and a thief. I was humiliated, embarrassed and angry. I got into a lot of fights. There’s nothing ‘cool’ about being the son of a jailbird. Matters weren’t helped by the school authorities missing that Dave’s son was a year ahead of me. Once they twigged it, I was moved to another school the other side of town and the council re-housed my Mum about the same time. For a couple of years, things weren’t much better in the



new school and I could easily have followed in Dad’s footsteps were it not for one teacher in particular who took an interest in me and saved me from myself. If it was tough on me and my sister it was tougher for my Mum. For years after he was sentenced, her misplaced sense of loyalty saw her stick by him. Every month she would visit him with me and my sister in tow. Being on benefits, Mum couldn’t really afford the visits but somehow she scrimped and borrowed to pay train and bus fares. In his self-centred way, Dad continued to manipulate and control, quizzing her as to if she went out and where she went. He actually expected her sexual fidelity, not that she was interested in men - given his appalling treatment of her. It pissed me off that Mum had to ask his permission and approval if she wanted to have a rare evening out with the few friends she had. He tried to make a prisoner of her. As if that



Prison Problems? We Care AN ESTABLISHED FIRM WITH A NATIONAL REPUTATION. Advice and representation on all aspects of prison law:



Adjudications Categorisation Parole Lifers IPP’s HDC and Release Recall Parole Board Hearings Appeals against Conviction • Licence conditions



Specialists in Prison Law & Criminal Defence work Access to sound legal advice in prison can be a worry.We provide a professional and sympathetic service. 



Serious Crime Specialists including Terrorism and Fraud plus:



• • • •



Public and Human Rights Law Actions against the police Inquests and Deaths in Custody Personal Injury & Clinical Negligence



For free legal advice Call us today on 0113 200 7400 Contact: Rajan Mawji or Ranjit Kaur



Harrison Bundey Solicitors 219-223 Chapeltown Road, Chapeltown Leeds LS7 3DX



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



As we grew up and matured, my sister and I were more helpful to and supportive of Mum. We were and are a tight unit. Three years ago, the doctor referred Mum to a counsellor which was to prove the making of her. The counsellor helped Mum free herself, boost her confidence and self-esteem. She was funded and went to college part-time, studied at home and got a couple of ‘A’ Levels. Soon she begins work as a part-time receptionist for a firm of accountants. After speaking to my sister and me about it, and refusing to be emotionally blackmailed any longer, Mum did what she should have done years ago and filed for divorce about eight months ago. Mum is a different woman these days happier, able to laugh, confident and optimistic. Now she gets out more, has a social life, my sister and I hope she meets a decent guy who will love and respect her.



Suffer little children



Prison Law



• • • • • • • • •
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Licence Recall & Reviews Adjudications & Prisoner’s Rights Lifer/IPP Reviews Re-categorisation & Transfers Home Detention Curfew Police Visits & Productions Criminal Defence Family Law Housing/Debt Problems c o n t a c t Paul Philpott or Julie Carr



01633 242526 14 Baneswell Road Newport South Wales NP20 4BP



put the matter in our hands - we can help you!



As for me, I graduate next year with a degree in Sociology thanks to a caring teacher who helped me when help was needed. I want to do post-graduate training as a social worker and work for and with kids. My sister is training to be a nurse. My Dad was only ever a father in the biological sense, a sperm donor. He is where he deserves to be as a consequence of his actions. He never gave any thought to the consequences of his actions for me, my sister and my Mum. All of us were shamed and humiliated by my Dad. People treated us with contempt. We were social outcasts. Even now it is difficult for me to tell a newfound friend where my Dad is and why; such is my own Life Sentence and that of my sister and Mum - not that it is of any consequence to my Dad. Gerard McGrath BA Hons is currently resident at HMP Haverigg
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SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW



JUST HAD A KNOCK BACK? FAILED TO GET THE CATEGORY YOU WANTED? For a prompt response and proactive advice and assistance, articulate and vigorous representation in all aspects of Prison Law including: • Licence Recall • Transfers • Parole Application/Hearing • Appeals • Categorisation • Adjudications • Court of Appeal Cases • Confiscation and Proceeds of Crime • All Lifer Hearings and Paper Reviews • Judicial Review and Human Rights Cases Contact: Rosemary or Alvinjust at



R.C. HALL SOLICITORS Gibson House 800 High Road Tottenham London N17 0DH



TEL:020 8801 2345 FAX: 020 8801 2555
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W



ell then! You’ve been taken down; sat in the holding cell for what will seem like hours - and may actually be hours; and courtesy of Serco taken off to your first ‘port of call’.



If it is your first time, you’ll have no idea of what to expect (in fact you’ll have no idea that there are ports of call); if it is not your first time, you’ll know what to expect. What you won’t know - even if it is not your first time - is how you are going to interact with the people who for the next X amount of weeks, months or years will be perhaps the most dominating influences on your day to day life - prison officers, or ‘screws’. Most of us have seen the film “Shawshank Redemption”. Remember the prison officer in that, and the line that goes “…….you eat when we say; you sleep when we say; and you s**t when we say!”? Well, it’s not going to be like that I hope (although nor are we likely to come across as amenable a soul as officer Barraclough in TVs ‘Porridge’). Having concluded a good stretch in prison, some 22 months in a Cat ‘C’ followed by 26 months as a Cat ‘D’ (my first and last time inside!), I thought I would share my experiences and, for what they are worth, my thoughts on the types of prison officer I encountered in my travels (and travails!) in the hope that some of what I say may amuse, or help, or provide pointers; or perhaps a bit of each. In any event, reading this and the rest of this month’s issue of Inside Time may kill a bit of time! If you are only in for a matter of weeks, or even a few months, then probably it matters very little what the officers you come across are like. Absent real ‘thugs’- and there are probably not actually many, if any, of these, it is all a matter of ‘grin and bear it’. However in the case of a heftier period inside, what I think is abundantly clear is what I said above. The prison officers you come across will be a dominating factor in or influence on
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The good, the bad … and the ugly! with apologies to Clint Eastwood In the first of a three-part series for Inside Time, former prisoner Michael Fielding examines the influence officers have on the lives of those in their charge your life for the duration of your time. And whether the misery, isolation, boredom, estrangement from life, loneliness, and all the other good stuff that is part and parcel of a prison sentence is made bearable; or is relieved; or is made even worse, will depend to a significant extent on your inter-reaction with these guys. So they are indeed important. The House of Commons Justice Committee agrees with me. In October 2009, after months of hearings and deliberations, it issued a long, 203 section report on ‘The Role of the Prison Officer’. This was issued in large part in the context of the plans – being abandoned it seems on a piecemeal (but comprehensive) basis almost month by month - for ‘super-jails; but it is clear that the members were inevitably reviewing these plans in the context of what they felt was -or should be - the current role of the prison officer. Whilst I am not going to go into that report in any detail here, (or any place else for that matter!), it is probably worth summarising some of the conclusions and findings which appear relevant to what I say below. They are:



u The work of the prison officer demands extensive life skills which allow him or her to build appropriate and positive relationships with the prisoners in his or her care; uThere is also a need for a specific component on ‘people skills’ both in terms of dealing with a community of prisoners and helping to motivate individual offenders to seize opportunities to aid their rehabilitation, and reduce the likelihood of further offending after release; u The prison system is able to function because prisoners, on the whole, yield to the system while the system, on the whole, treats them fairly and decently. This can only work if prison officers remain confident that they are not ‘turnkeys’ but professionals carrying out an important and difficult role. I cannot resist finishing this bit of the article by mentioning part of the crisp and clear response of the Government to this report:



u A comprehensive review of the role of the prison officer was a long time coming;



u The Government does not agree with this
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u The complex work demanded of the prison officer is best informed by “life experience” rather than formal qualifications;



SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE WORK AND PRISON LAW in particular



ADJUDICATIONS LIFER PAROLE ORAL HEARINGS RECALL HEARINGS &



ALL ASPECTS OF PRISON LAW Contact Sarah Holland or Belinda Ariss at: Millerchip Murray Solicitors The Quadrant Business Centre 3 The Quadrant Coventry CV1 2DY 02476 243615 serving the midlands
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conclusion. [It does not accept that either of the factors identified – prison building plans or Workforce Modernisation – suggest ] the need for it now to embark upon a review of the role of the prison officer; and, u We are clear about what prison is for. Prison is first and foremost a punishment - it removes the liberty of offenders, forcing them to comply with a structured, disciplined and tough regime where everyday choices, usually taken for granted, are removed. No room for discussion there! And if you agree with the Government, don’t bother to read on. I do not think I am over-dramatising the key role of the prison officer because as even the Government recognises, part of all that ‘comes with the territory’ in prison, and doing prison time, is that things which on the outside world are minor, commonplace and taken for granted - making a phone call, receiving a photograph of your children, providing comfort to a loved one, and of course seeing your family will, in prison, be regimented and controlled. The officers in charge of all of these things, or more accurately how the regimentation and control is implemented, will influence all of that. They can be ‘good’. They can be ‘bad’. And they can be downright ‘ugly’. Don’t go away … I’ll be back in May to explain what I mean!



• Michael Fielding was a City of London lawyer who was a senior partner in one of the largest law firms in the UK until 2001. He resigned in 2001. In 2005, he pleaded guilty to charges of theft committed whilst he was working between 1998 and 2000 and was sent to prison. He has now been released and, as he puts it …”largely succeeded in beginning to rebuild his commercial and domestic life”. He says “... my marriage and friendships in large part, incredibly and with the inevitable scars, survived the trauma”. He is currently working in a senior position in the property industry.



Criminal Defence and Prison Law Experts We act for prisoners on matters of • Adjudication • Parole & HDC Applications • Recalls • Lifer Reviews • Categorisation and Transfer We deal with serious allegations including; Murder Fraud/Theft/Robbery Terrorism Allegations Drugs Importation/Production/Supply Serious Sexual Allegations Our team offers a reputable & excellent service for our clients from our East London Offices.



Neil Donnelly Alexander Johnson Solicitors 246 Bethnal Green Road London E2 0AA 0207 739 1563
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ell, they had to let me out sometime, didn’t they? Yes, on the 17th February 2010, I ended my seven and a half year relationship with Her Majesty’s Prison Service. There was no tearful farewell. No, “I’ll miss you darling, are we doing the right thing?” No arguments over who keeps the CDs or the cat. No, it was definitely the end of the most boring, monotonous, loveless, not to mention sexless relationship of my entire life; one which I have already nearly forgotten about. However, getting released isn’t as easy as some people think, especially if you’ve served a good stretch, maintained your innocence throughout and spent your entire sentence in two Cat B local nicks like I had. By being true to myself, I wasn’t allowed to progress through the system and was denied being let down gently via the de-categorisation route.



who is to reside in a hostel after release is to write a letter and introduce yourself a few weeks before your actual release date. I did and I also expressed concerns reference some of the hostel rules. This letter paid great dividends as the concerns I had were dealt with before I ever got there, and also I had created some rapport with hostel staff, including the manager. On arriving at my destination, the few fears I had were soon put to bed the moment I walked through the door. I was shown my room and was pleasantly surprised. No bars, no cell bell, and no pad mate – I was to be on my own. Having blagged a single cell for over seven years, sharing a room was something I wasn’t particularly looking forward to. But I was assured that during my first few nights I would be sleeping on my own. The rules were explained to me – nothing heavy – “Sign in between five and six. Be here between 11pm and 7am, and keep off the piss. The rest of the day is yours”. How hard is that?



In 2002, I entered into my prison relationship a cat B, 36 year-old, opinionated gobshite. In February, I walked out of the relationship a cat B, 44 year-old, educated, opinionated gobshite. “What was all that about?” “Is Brian Adams still number one?” “Now, where was I?” These were just a couple of the many thoughts which ran through my head as I walked through the big iron gates of HMP Doncaster and out into the free world. In less than five minutes I was being whisked away in my good friend’s Ford Focus with forty-four quid’s worth of discharge grant stashed in my pocket; my destination - a hostel in the North. During my sentence I’d heard some pretty bad stories regarding hostel life and the way those in authority can terminate your freedom at the drop of a hat. “They can’t wait to get you back inside.” “They get commission for a recall, you know.” “All I did was to miss a probation appointment.” “I forgot to wash my cup up and they breached me – the bastards!”
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Out and about In the first instalment of a series focussing on topics sur-



I’d heard many such stories whilst inside, rounding release from prison, Andy Thackwray (pictured) though their validity is something I always questioned, especially as the majority of them says he will never again take freedom for granted came from who wouldn’t have Howards adindividuals PPD:Layout 7 I22/10/09 11:21 Page 1 trusted with a bargepole. A tip for anybody
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Andy Thackwray is formerly resident at HMP Hull and HMP Doncaster
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FAMILY LAW - Care Proceedings - Social Services involved with your children contact us now!



0161 872 9999
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So until then, ride your time, your day will come. I’ll be in touch next month.



SEB Solicitors



Ring now and speak to Ben Kaufman or write to: 489 Chester Road, Manchester M16 9HF www.howardssolicitors.com [email protected]



All in all, these first few weeks of hostel life have been brilliant, though not without the occasional little trauma or two. Yes, it’s fair to say that my newfound relationship with freedom is blossoming; in fact we plan to marry. Though, like with any relationship in its infancy, I’ve had to get used to new, everyday things too, like bendy buses, breast feeding in public, Primark, security guards in jobcentres, and bus stops that talk to you, to name but a few. But freedom is something I savour now. A walk to the shops ... being able to come and go as I please, are just two of the many things I used to yearn for whilst I was banged up inside. If prison has taught me one thing, it’s that I’ll never again take freedom for granted. My new series of articles will focus on various topics concerning release. Next month’s issue will revolve around the subject of benefits and explain the difficulties I had (and still am having) with the benefit system – boy will it be a good ‘un!
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12 Victoria Avenue Blackley Manchester M9 6QL
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We are a specialist Criminal and Prison Law practice based in East London. We are willing to fight the Prison Service system for you and can provide effective advice and assistance in the following areas:



Licences recalls -Sentence Calculation Recategorisation & allocation HDC conditions & breaches Lifer reviews - Tariff reduction Parole - Criminal appeals and CCRC Adjudications - Human rights issues MDT and Independent urine tests Judicial reviews Criminal Defence - Appeal and CCRC Transfer to other prisons



Please contact Ms Shewli Begum or Mr Tuoyo Eruwa at SEB Solicitors, 328b Bethnal Green Road, London E2 OAG 0207 729 9042 or 0207 033 9697 We shall be pleased to visit you as soon as we hear from you
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he British prison system has the highest prison population per capita in Western Europe and a high proportion of prisoners find themselves in an endless cycle of criminal behaviour. The reluctance by successive governments to spend money on the treatment and rehabilitation of prisoners has led to the ‘warehousing’ of inmates.



system goes so far as to actually allow families to reside alongside prisoners in family wings within particular prisons for the duration of their sentence. The notion of conjugal visitation within the UK system has, and no doubt will, continue to fail the ‘public acceptability’ test, but until we are able to recognise prisoners as citizens and afford them basic human rights there is unlikely to be any improvement to the system.



Select a national tabloid newspaper on any given day and you will invariably find an article highlighting the failings of our prison system. The standard portrayal is that prisoners are either getting it too easy; that prison conditions do not reflect the severity of the crime; or else the need for ever more prisons to be built. Despite the one-dimensional media coverage of the prison system there are evidently inherent failings with the rehabilitation of prisoners. The issue of rehabilitation within the prison system is tied into the very question of what we expect from our prisons: are they a place to punish or a place to reform behaviour? The situation in the UK is however not reflective of the rest of Europe. The most progressive prison regime is found in Scandinavia where, interestingly, population per capita is at its lowest. Denmark’s seventy-seven and Finland’s seventy-five prisoners per capita contrasts starkly against the UK’s one hundred and forty-eight, coming in at just under half. Lower still is Norway’s prison population at sixty-six. Undoubtedly, the strength of Norway’s economy allows greater expenditure on public services, but the success of the Norwegian prison model is equally attributed to a refreshing attitude to prisoner reform. At the most basic level is the distinction between their attitude to ‘the prisoner’ and ours. The UK is much closer affiliated to the age-old tradition of corporal punishment and retribution while in Norway, where prisoners retain ‘citizen status’ (including the right to vote) they have placed more emphasis on reform and preparation for a life outside the confines of the prison cell. A greater emphasis is placed on the individual, with smaller prisons that put into place individual frameworks for each prisoner. Providing them with basic training and employment and most importantly, somewhere to live and work once their sentence is completed. One major factor that differentiates the situation in the UK is the intensity of media scrutiny, which seems to dictate so much of what occurs within our prisons. The Public Acceptability Test, the measure against which politicians gauge what activities, if any, are



Can rehabilitation be designed into a prison? Architecture students Justin Johnston and Sophie HamiltonGrey highlight the importance of rehabilitation and consider the determining factor in prison design seems to be cost rather than the betterment of society allowed to take place in prison, appears to outweigh at every turn any question of how best to rehabilitate offenders. While many of our European neighbours have taken a more progressive approach to incarceration, here in the UK changes to policy, particularly if they place emphasis on the rights of the prisoner over the victim, are hampered by the reactionary attitude of our mainstream media. What can we learn from our European counterparts about how to successfully manage our prison population and curtail re-offending? We have realised that one answer to this question is an emphasis on the importance of



You’re inside. Get us onside. Clarion Solicitors are experts at helping with: • Cash seizure and forfeiture proceedings • Restraint orders • Confiscation proceedings • POCA civil recovery proceedings • Third party interests • Enforcement proceedings • Certificates of inadequacy • Appeals against confiscation orders
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We can take on proceedings after conviction or after a confiscation order has been made, for a free initial consultation either call or write to: Steve Milner - Confiscation and asset recovery. “….knows the law inside out…’ Chambers 2009. Rob Rode - Appeals and other criminal matters. “…always does a fantastic job”. Chambers 2009.



Clarion Solicitors LLP Britannia Chambers, 4 Oxford Place, Leeds, LS1 3AX Tel: 0113 2460622



family connections. Private and conjugal visits for example, which are commonplace in other European countries. France, Spain, Germany, Portugal and the Netherlands all allow some extent of private or conjugal visitation and all have witnessed greater success in reintegrating prisoners back into their communities. Visitation can last anywhere between three and seventy-two hours, depending on location and candidate. Meetings can occur in simple private rooms or in small apartments away from the general prison population. In Belgium, the facility goes further and allows three-night home stays at regular intervals. In Denmark, the
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Research of the prison system has involved discussions with prison officers, governors and inspectors, all of whom have provided an insight contrary to the one provided by the press. HMP Altcourse in Merseyside was mentioned on a number of occasions as an establishment that is seeking to assist prisoners in making real changes to their lives and prompted us to arrange a tour of the prison. During our visit, we were encouraged by the training, resources and on-site work facilities that we witnessed. The staff were keen to stress the importance of supporting inmates within the prison and engaging them with the local work-community prior to their release. Our overall conclusion however is that the UK system simply does not go far enough. It seems that the determining factor in prison design is cost rather than the betterment of society. Whatever the financial considerations of our prisons, the societal cost of failing to rehabilitate and end the cycle of criminal activity ultimately leads to a much greater cost. When we consider that, in general, inmates are characterised by having troubled family backgrounds, limited qualifications and in some cases a history of mental health issues or substance abuse, it is evident that we are dealing with some of our most vulnerable citizens and policy should, we believe, reflect this. Our aim is to arrive at an architectural solution that reflects a strong orientation towards the needs of the individual, with prominence placed upon rehabilitation rather than punishment. Furthermore, we have chosen a site in a city centre location that, while controversial within our political climate, emphasises our belief that by placing the prison in an urban centre one can discourage the sense of alienation and shame that blights prisoners and their families. Only when we embrace the crisis of our prison populations will we move towards a culture of rehabilitation and reform. Justin Johnston and Sophie HamiltonGrey are studying architecture at the University of Liverpool and have chosen to study the design of prisons within the UK for their final year thesis project.
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British prisons to relocate overseas? Apparently the relocation of British prisons to the Indian subcontinent is on the cards, claims Matt Adlard



F



irst it was business call-centres being relocated from Britain to India as a cost-saving move. Now the Ministry of Justice is believed to be studying plans to relocate some low security category prisons to the Indian sub-continent. They could include prisons planned as part of the Government’s £4.24 billion new build programme.



Nepal, sentenced by English and Welsh courts, could be more easily repatriated to their mother country upon release. Although nationals from these countries only account in total for just over 1,000 of the 11,546 foreign inmates presently in prison, collectively they represent the largest ethnic group. This is closely followed by prisoners from Jamaica (963) and Nigeria (752).



Described as ‘blue-sky thinking’, this relocation plan reflects the desperation facing senior officials within NOMS (National Offender Management Service and the agency responsible for the prison and probation services) when tackling prison overcrowding. NOMS plans to increase jail capacity from the present 86,000 places to 96,000 by 2014. This has resulted in a radical scheme to ‘export’ prisons.



While there is no evidence that foreign nationals in Britain are more likely to commit crime, the significant proportion in prison reflects the large number of immigrants now living in Britain. Tory immigration spokesman Damian Green was recently quoted in the media claiming that: “Britain has become the United Nations of crime ... there are obvious dangers in overloaded prisons, as well as being a burden on British taxpayers who have to pay for this.”



It is believed within NOMS that, subject to necessary approval from the host country’s Government (most likely India), the first low security category prison could be operational by the start of the financial year commencing 1st April 2011. Senior NOMS officials have been tasked with literally ‘thinking the unthinkable’ when coming up with money saving ideas. Increasingly they are looking to the private sector which presently operates 11 prisons under contract in England and Wales. Private operators will also be responsible for building and running the three new 1,500 prisoner jails already approved. There is no disputing the need for additional prison places. Even the Conservatives are



considering re-introducing prison ships should they win the General Election. However NOMS recognise that the Prison Service’s experience of HMP The Weare, moored for eight years in Portland Harbour, Dorset, was only a short-term answer to a long-term problem. For no-one believes there will ever be a return to the halcyon days of the late 1940s and early 50s when the prison population actually decreased.



Only private sector operators with experience in running prisons in the UK will be invited to bid for those to be located on the Indian subcontinent. This region of the world is deemed to offer a number of operational and cultural benefits, particularly the widespread use of English. An added advantage is that prisoners originally from the Indian sub-continent including Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and
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There is a view within NOMS that relocating prisoners overseas fully complies with its: ‘Strategic priorities for 2011’. Within this strategy document, NOMS is clearly committed to aligning supply with demand for correctional services. This states that NOMS will ‘continue to deliver a major building programme to ensure there is sufficient prison capacity to meet demand (based on current projections); and carry out day-today monitoring and management of supply and demand for prison and probation resources’. Matt Adlard is currently resident at HMP Whatton
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Jon Venables and the modern justice system We shouldn’t be surprised by the Bulger killer’s return to jail, says Erwin James to rehabilitation, what we provide in relation to the scale of the need barely scratches the surface. This, I believe, is why there is little chance of us ever making any serious headway into the reoffending figures (around twothirds of all prisoners re-offend within two years of being released), and until we can make our mind up what it is we want from our prisons – punishment or rehabilitation – things are likely to stay pretty much the same for a long time to come.



Erwin James



T



he arrest of Jon Venables, convicted alongside Robert Thompson of the murder of James Bulger in November 1993, calls into question the idea that people convicted of serious offences, especially those convicted of murder, can ever be “rehabilitated”.



If we did decide that we would rather just have punishment on the other hand, the situation would most certainly get worse. William Weld, former two-term governor of Massachusetts and a devotee of punishmentonly solutions for criminals famously declared that his state prison would be “a rock-breaking tour of hell”. It was a policy that led to ever-increasing recidivism rates and caused a new head of the state’s department of correction, Harold Clarke, to announce a retreat.



Or does it? That depends, I guess, by what we mean by rehabilitation. Certainly you would be hard pressed on a prison landing to find anyone who could give a coherent definition of the word and at the same time keep a straight face. A prison governor once told me that his problem with rehabilitation was that, “as a society we believe in it – but we are not sure how rehabilitated we want prisoners to be”. That is because, first and foremost, we insist on inflicting punishment on those who cause us serious harm and distress. We want them to suffer. Perhaps if they suffer enough they might stop harming people. Although if we think about it, we also want perpetrators to come out of prison less likely to do it again to us, or to anyone else. So we provide a measure of rehabilitative facilities in prison; education programmes, counselling, work skills training. But not sufficient to provide rehabilitation for the majority. For that to happen we would have to make changes so radical and so politically precarious that it is unlikely any British government in the foreseeable future will ever commit to promoting the idea of our prison regimes being primarily rehabilitative.



Weld’s policy, said Clarke, justifying the reversal of the strategy, had made society less safe and failed to provide exiting inmates with the basic skills needed to lead lawful or productive lives. “We got tough and what have we gotten for that? Do we feel any safer?” he said in a Boston Herald interview in 2008. “Rates of recidivism are climbing. We are going in the wrong direction and this is getting worse.” But what are we to make of the return to prison of Venables? We know little about his life and that of his co-accused in the years since they were convicted of murdering Bulger. At the time when they killed the toddler they were both 10 years old. It was obvious to anyone who read about their lives before the crime that their formative years had been abusive and damaging. These were not two well brought up little boys who went to a posh school. They were rough kids who



The problems that cause criminal dysfunction in those we imprison – mental health issues, social inadequacies, behavioural and psychological difficulties – are varied and myriad and because of our reluctance to commit seriously
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Insidetime April 2010 www.insidetime.org had experienced more of life’s degradations than any child should. They knew about life on the streets. Perhaps “feral” would have been an appropriate adjective to describe what they had become. But those in power used more potent words. The popular press labelled them beasts, bastards, evil, brutal, cunning, freaks. Three days after Bulger’s body was found, the then prime minister gave an interview to a Sunday newspaper calling for society to “condemn a little more and understand a little less”. And that is what we did. Lynch mobs gathered outside the court where the two boys first faced charges. The van transporting them to “secure accommodation” was attacked with stones and bottles. People in the street called for them to be hanged. But whatever we feel about what they did, they were still only children. Yet we tried them as adults and sentenced them to be detained at “Her Majesty’s pleasure”, the juvenile equivalent of life imprisonment. Their trial judge said they should serve at least eight years in custody. The lord chief justice later raised this to 10 years. Initially the home secretary, Michael Howard, resisted media clamours for a higher “tariff.” But after a 300,000-name petition was handed to him from a tabloid newspaper, he summarily raised the tariff to 15 years. This was later quashed by the court of appeal, who described Howard’s actions as “institutional vengeance”. On account of their “progress” in custody, their expressions of remorse, personal development and educational achievements, the tariff was changed again by a different lord chief justice, who reduced it to the original eight years, and the boys, by then young men, were released. According to various reports and undisclosed sources, in the years since their release Thompson and Venables have been given ongoing help with their education, finding jobs and accommodation. Worldwide injunctions have helped to maintain a veil of secrecy over their lives, though intermittent leaks and whispers indicate that both have been able to form loving relationships. It is known that Venables, believed to be a born-again Christian, had settled down and was planning to marry. But he is also reported to have been involved in several aggression-related incidents over the years, including one in December 2007 when he was said to have been stabbed after accusing someone of chatting up his girlfriend. It is Venables therefore who appears to have had the most difficulty with rehabilitation. As yet we do not know what has led to his return to prison. It is unlikely to have been a “standard” recall – this is when conditions such as the requirement to



report to a supervising probation officer or the forbidding of communications with victims or co-accused have been breached. Venables has almost certainly been incarcerated as a result of an “emergency recall”, which happens only when an offence has been committed, usually quite a serious offence, which has caused or threatened personal harm. Indeed, speaking on the television news, the home secretary, Alan Johnson, defended his reluctance to divulge the reasons for Venables’ recall, saying, that he “ . . . must in no way prejudice the future criminal justice proceedings”.



James Bulger’s killers traumatised not just a family but a nation. And in return we traumatised them Erwin James



Between 1 January 2003 and 17 February 2009 there were 758 releases of mandatory life sentence prisoners, all of whom had been convicted of murder. Of those, 48 were later recalled and subsequently convicted of further serious offences. One was convicted of another murder.
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The evidence shows that the rate for the successful rehabilitation of murderers is high. As a child offender Venables received more help than his adult counterparts could ever have hoped for. So should we be surprised at his failure? Venables and Thompson were subjected to more public opprobrium than perhaps anyone since Myra Hindley and Ian Brady. Perhaps, therefore, we should be more surprised if, after all that they had been through since their arrest and incarceration, they actually succeeded in achieving a totally rehabilitated life and lived contentedly and constructively into a peaceful old age. After all, they traumatised not just a family but a nation. And in return we traumatised them. For sure, after we made them suffer, we gave them help, from probably the finest childdevelopment specialists in the country. But even those well-motivated people could never be a real substitute for loving, adoring, security-giving parents.



What is in the public interest is different to what is interesting to the public ...



The specialists undoubtedly worked hard to root out the damage that had been done to them and which drove their horrific actions. But what they did can never be eradicated from their memory. And they know, and will always know that they carry the brunt of a large section of the nation’s fury and outrage on their pathetic shoulders. Despite their ability to speak “fluently about their emotions and remorse”, as has been reported, there will barely have been a day that has passed when they have not thought about what they did as children. And they will be aware that across the country they are considered to be monsters – in their private moments they will still feel monstrous, because they know what they did and only they alone can live with it – every day, every night, for the rest of their lives. Knowing this, we should never have expected them to live through that without stumbling at least occasionally. If Venables has committed a serious crime then due process must be followed. But for this failure, however trivial or grave it turns out to be, we all must share some of the responsibility.



Exclusive



According to Dr Bob Johnson, former consultant psychiatrist for five years at maximum security Parkhurst prison, where he instituted a radical therapy regime for some of the most dangerous murderers in the country and where his methods achieved unprecedented results, “all murder is a tantrum/revenge, and when murderers ‘grow up’, they will/can/ have no possible need to murder again – once the damage is cleaned out 100%, then it is gone for good. All murder is infantile in origin, the cure is emotional maturation. Once this is achieved it is better to exercise social skills than killing skills.” Whatever Venables has done he will still need our support. So long as he has not caused serious harm to another person he should be released back into a supportive network in the community at the earliest opportunity. My fear is that he will never be safe in prison, for prison is the most difficult place to keep secrets. The longer Venables is in there, the more he will be at risk of having his secret identity blown - and with it any chance at all of resuming his rehabilitation. And that would not be justice for James Bulger.



Erwin James is a former prisoner and is now a regular correspondent for the Guardian. Reproduced by kind permission of Erwin James and the Guardian © Guardian News and Media Ltd 2010



Exclusive March 11: ‘Jon Venables is a big fan of tough talking telly cop shows, the Daily Star can reveal.’



March 14: ‘Jon Venables will be sensationally let off child charges the News of the World can reveal.’



Exclusive March 15: ‘Jon Venables has been transferred to a new jail to keep him safe from other prisoners the Daily Mirror can reveal’.



Exclusive March 19: ‘Jon Venables was grabbed from his prison bed by armed cops - to face a further grilling The Sun can reveal’. Clearly someone inside is selling a story! Nothing new about that of course. But if the Ministry of Justice wants to keep the identity of Jon Venables secret, letting armed police storm into a Cat A prison ‘to grab him from his prison bed’ doesn’t sound an entirely sensible idea. And why go to all the public expense of an armed police escort when a Cat A prison is likely to be far more secure than a local police station for the purpose of conducting further enquires. A former prison Governor of several high security prisons and with 40 years experience in the Prison Service told Inside Time: ‘Armed police sounds a bit unlikely. I never had armed police inside a prison I worked in’. And a past Governor of a Cat A Prison gave Inside Time his initial reaction to the story: ‘I cannot see why it would be necessary or requested or approved by anyone senior in either the police or prison services.’ The Judge in the Bulger case, Baroness Butler-Sloss, addresses the House of Lords page 41
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A farewell to arms Prisons and Probation Ombudsman Stephen Shaw writes exclusively - and for the last time for Inside Time



A



fter nearly eleven years as Ombudsman, I am stepping down in May for a fresh challenge in a new walk of life. This will therefore be my final contribution to Inside Time – words some readers may find very pleasing. The opportunity to look back over what I have written in this paper over the years is too enticing to resist (Oscar Wilde famously said that he could resist everything but temptation; I fear many prisoners have lived out that maxim too). What I have tried to do is share some of the insights I have gained from overseeing many thousands of complaints investigations and – very sadly – many hundreds of inquiries into deaths in custody. I have sought to emphasise decency and respect – and the idea that they cut both ways. I know there are officers who find it difficult to refer to prisoners as Mr or Ms, but that is no excuse for prisoners to speak disrespectfully to staff. If letters to the Ombudsman contain abusive terms for staff, we have no hesitation in requiring our correspondents to moderate their language. Honesty is the best policy too. If you inflate your lost property claim (all those Versace jeans and Gucci watches that go missing), you undermine not only your own credibility but that of fellow prisoners who have genuinely lost items. Likewise, if you are foolish enough to have failed an MDT, don’t claim it was a roll-up that someone spiked without your knowledge or ask someone who is to be released tomorrow to take the blame. I have also tried to encourage prisoners to take charge of their lives and aim for a better life on release. There is not much of an upside to crime, save for a few months of bling and conspicuous consumption. Doing harm to others has nothing to be said in its favour, and



Criminal Defence & Prison Law Specialists



there is no such thing as a victimless offence. And think of the impact on families: crime and punishment wrecks relationships with parents, lovers and children alike. My articles are also intended to be stretching. Everything in Inside Time is well written, and I have endeavoured to keep up the same standard. No one in their right mind would willingly spend time in prison, but it is a great opportunity to improve your literacy skills and expand the range of your reading. If you can also help other prisoners in the process, so much the better – which is why I have promoted Toe-by-Toe and other peer learning schemes. There is a huge amount of talent in prisons, and we ought to be maximising its potential. Finally, I have wanted to share a sense of mischief and fun. You could not survive prison – or last for eleven years as Ombudsman – without a sense of humour. So, while I don’t like the actions, I do admire the gall of the prisoner who gave his mobile phone number as a contact on his complaint form! Or the chap (perhaps it was the same person) who wanted to do a deal with staff – offering his wife, his Nissan Sunny and a curry (in that order) as incentives! Looking ahead, and to end on a serious note, I am anxious about how the Prison Service will develop in future years. The gap between what it is legitimate for prisoners and the public to expect, and what the Service is funded to deliver, seems likely to grow. That is likely to give rise to more grievances, and the need for the Ombudsman’s office to act as an independent referee will therefore be all the more critical. However, it is time for someone else to take up that baton. I wish you all well. * Inside Time’s Eric McGraw will be interviewing Stephen Shaw in our May issue.



OMBUDSMAN’S CASES A selection of the Ombudsman’s cases taken from the Prisoners’ Advice Service’s Prisoners’ Rights Bulletin Mr W had been granted special licences on an ad hoc basis to attend the psychology sessions since August 2008. He wanted ROTL each Monday in order to continue his attendance. However he was advised that his attendance would continue to be approved by monthly special licence until March 2009 and that he would then need to use Resettlement Day Release (RDR). Mr W considered that it was unfair to be asked to choose between attending his daughter’s appointments and his Saturday RDR. The Investigator obtained copies of letters to the prison from Mr W’s daughter’s General Practitioner and Clinical Psychologist. It was the professional opinion of both that Mr W’s attendance at his daughter’s counselling sessions had been of benefit to her. The Investigator also discussed the complaint with the Governor. He felt it was not appropriate to be issuing regular special purpose licences for an open-ended activity. He considered that Mr W had to make a choice, albeit a difficult one, in how to use his RDR. The Ombudsman was sympathetic to Mr W’s desire to offer as much support as possible to his daughter. However, having examined Prison Service Order (PSO) 6300 on ROTL, the Ombudsman was satisfied that it was not appropriate to continue to issue regular special purpose licences indefinitely. The PSO makes it clear that regular activities should be dealt with by RDR. The Ombudsman was also satisfied that, by providing Mr W with a monthly special purpose licence until March 2009, the prison had acted sympathetically towards him. It had given him time to make arrangements with his family to spread his contact with them as best he could. The Ombudsman did not therefore believe that it was unreasonable that Mr W was now asked to make a choice between spending his RDR with his daughter at her appointments or with other members of his family. The Ombudsman did not uphold this complaint. Page 1 of 1



However, the fundamental issue was whether Mr S had access to a change of clothing. Unless the prisoner arrived in Reception without suitable clothing, the onus was on the prisoner to request a change of clothing once they had been placed on a wing. At the time of Mr S’s arrival, this would have taken five to seven days after completing a change of clothing form, which the Ombudsman considered to be too lengthy a procedure. However, the Ombudsman noted this had since been changed and that requests for a change of clothing were now entered onto a computer and the clothing was usually ready within two to three working days. There was some discrepancy as to when Mr S’s prison issue clothing had been ordered. However, whatever the reason for this discrepancy, it was clear that Mr S only had one set of clothing from his arrival on 20 January until he was provided prison issue clothing on 13 February – a total of 24 days. The Ombudsman considered that this was unacceptable. The Ombudsman also considered that the complaint which Mr S submitted at the prison on 10 February should have alerted staff to the problem, and he should have been given prison issue clothing immediately. In view of the changes already implemented, the Ombudsman made no recommendations for speeding up the process for issuing prison clothing. However, he recommended that the Governor should issue Mr S with a letter of apology for the delay in providing him with prison issue clothing, which was accepted.
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Mr S arrived at the prison on 20 January 2009, his property arrived on 4 February, and he was supplied with it ten days later on 14 February. Whilst the Ombudsman would not normally consider such a delay reasonable, the Ombudsman was satisfied that, on this particular occasion, the prison had dealt with Mr S’s property as early as circumstances allowed after they had received it.
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Prison Service Order 2750 Violence Reduction Former Prime Minister Harold Wilson once famously said: “A week in politics is a long time”. That was the week that was, because it has recently been reported that within a week at Frankland Prison, 3 prison officers were stabbed with a broken bottle, and Ian Huntley had his throat slashed by a fellow prisoner.



PSO



watch In his monthly feature exclusively for Inside Time, former prisoner John Hirst simplifies Prison Service Orders. John spent a total of 25 years in prison (his tariff was 15 years - discretionary life sentence for manslaughter) and is the author of the Jailhouse Lawyer’s blog. Prior to release in May 2004, he proved to be the most prolific prisoner litigant of modern times and, he says, unlike Perry Mason and Rumpole of the Bailey, he never lost a case against the Prison Service jailhouselawyersblog.blogspot.com



In the Executive Summary to PSO 2750 it states that under the heading ‘Statement of Purpose’: “To reduce violence, promote a safe and healthy prison environment and foster a culture of non-violence among all staff and prisoners.” And under the heading ‘Desired Outcome’: “Prisoners, staff and others feel safe and able to function effectively, free from fear of violence, threatening behaviour, intimidation or bullying. Prisoners, staff and the Prison Service are able to demonstrate a contribution to a safer society.” I was in Frankland Prison in the early 1990s, and recall that some prisoners who had been sent from Frankland to Durham Prison under Circular Instruction 37/90 (which replaced CI 10/74) on a “lie-down” were returning and reporting that they had been assaulted by prison officers in Durham Prison. I was so incensed that I confronted the then Chief Officer, Eddie Stoker, with the allegations and a threat that if any more prisoners returned in the same condition I would take one of his officers out in retaliation (a tactic I had learnt from the IRA). Eddie Stoker then put in what was called a “Chief to Chief” to Durham Prison to make them aware that their actions were endangering the life of a prison officer in Frankland and that those prisoners from Frankland are ‘untouchable’. It may have been an unorthodox approach to the problem, but it had the desired effect of violence reduction. PSO 2750 states: “The cost of violence when it happens is significant, both in resource and human terms. Implementation of a Violence Reduction Strategy locally may lead to reallocation of resources to improve



cost-effectiveness, e.g. spending time helping prisoners resolve low levels of conflict or installing CCTV in known sites of violence can result in less time and resource being spent reacting to incidents and dealing with the aftermath of incidents”. There is sufficient evidence that the militant Prison Officer’s Association is not beyond manipulating some prisoners into a course of action when the union is in conflict with the Prison Governor over an issue, such as the present situation in Frankland Prison. For example, it is not beyond the realms of possibility that the attack upon Ian Huntley could have been instigated by prison officers. However, there is no evidence of any direct link in this particular case. Recently, Erwin James admitted in the film ‘The Fear Factory’ (yet to go on general release), that he used to go into the cells of prisoners with a baseball bat to do the screws dirty work for them with troublesome prisoners. And in the USA there are examples where jailhouselawyers have been killed by other inmates at the instigation of prison guards. PSO 2750 states: “The Prison Service has a responsibility to keep prisoners and staff safe. Although in the context of prison life not every incident of violence is preventable, “everything must be done to foster a culture of non-violence, equality and respect for difference and to promote conditions which reduce conflict and aggression”. How much less preventable is violence in the outside world with less control measures in force? And yet, the times that the gutter press highlight a knife crime and demand that it is stopped altogether from occurring? This PSO takes account of local experience and development in violence reduction, an operational review and the recommendations of the report into the death of Zahid Mubarek. It brings together policy on violence reduction, anti-bullying and cell sharing risk assessment under one PSO. This PSO replaces PSO 1702, PSI 32/2005 and PSI 36/2006. What I found particularly interesting within PSO 2750 is that: “Research shows that, in prison settings, perpetrators are likely also to have been victims. The strategy for



responding to prisoners who persistently harm others must show that the reasons for the difficult behaviour have been fully investigated and that active steps are taken to enhance the perpetrator’s sense of safety”. It should be noted that the violence of self-harm, and those who self-harm and are also violent towards others, is covered separately in PSO 2700. Whilst I can see the need for in some cases taking into account the Protection from Harassment Act 1997, I feel that we should be cautious (especially when compiling statistics) about blindly accepting the Prison Service definition of what constitutes violence. The definition of violence for the Prison Service is as follows:



“Any incident in which a person is abused, threatened, or assaulted. This includes an explicit or implicit challenge to their safety, well-being or health. The resulting harm may be physical, emotional or psychological.” This PC crazy and too widely scoped definition could lead to some prisoners being labelled as violent in reports if a particularly thin-skinned prison officer claimed he suffered emotional and psychological harm by being called a screw by some prisoner. Similarly, there is the “catch-all” nature of this definition: “A racist incident is defined as any incident that is perceived to be racist by the victim or any other person” (see PSO 2800 for more on this issue). Whilst we are on the subject, I note that in a report just published, Amnesty International accuses the UK of ‘grave’ human rights violations which have occurred since 9/11. More evidence of those so-called law-abiding hypocrites breaking the law themselves… Readers are reminded that the Prison Service Orders on this page have been summarised. The full text of the PSOs can be viewed in your library.
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Tired of banging your head against the cell walls? No-one listening to you? Know your rights and know how to stand up and make yourself heard. Whatever your status - if you need legal advice or representation - MK Law can guide you through to the light at the end of the tunnel.... Specialists in all aspects of criminal defence and prison law with a dedicated team committed to the following areas:



• • • • •



Adjudications Oral hearings Licence recalls Categorisation Parole Applications



Contact Helen Churchill, Paul Cameron, Manisha Knights or Mr Hesham Puri @ MK Law on 0208 692 2694 and speak to someone who WILL listen.... or write to us @ 24 Deptford Broadway London SE8 4PA
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Prisons ineffective as crime control tools With Britain following trends dangerously similar to those which exist in the United States, John Bowden highlights the launching of a public campaign geared against prison expansion



T



he prison population in Britain has nearly doubled in the past 20 years, largely due to changes in sentencing policy. Although overall crime rates have not generally increased during that period, the number of people locked away behind bars has risen dramatically. The government is currently embarking on a £3.2 - £4.7 billion prison building spree (while savage cuts to the education, health and social welfare budget are being threatened), which will create 20,000 new prisoner spaces in Britain by 2014. This adds to the 23,000 new prison spaces already built in Britain since 1997 under the New Labour administration. The British government is also massively expanding its immigration detention facilities, with plans announced in May 2008 to create 1,300–1,500 new immigration detention spaces. There seems an inexorable drive towards greater incarceration in our society fuelled by economic crisis, social panic and fear, and a growing climate of political intolerance. Prisons are also used increasingly as warehouses for the poor and homeless; those with mental health issues; people of colour; migrants; and those with disabilities. Among those currently incarcerated are approximately 3,000 children. Britain is following prison expansion trends dangerously similar to those which exist in the United States, which now locks up one in every 100 adults. Yet, as made painfully clear in the US context, prisons do not reduce crime. Prisons have failed to protect communities and have failed to stop violence, particularly against women, migrants, people of colour, homosexual and transgender, people with disabilities children and youths. Dr Carol Hedderman, a former senior Home Office researcher, has stated: “Prison will never be an effective crime-control tool



concern within their group. We will then use the collective sign-on statement as a basis for public education and dialogue with other groups. We will also use the statement as a platform from which to pressure government, businesses and social agencies who are currently involved in, or complicit with, prison expansion plans. For example, we might choose to boycott companies which have put in bids for new prison contracts; we might pressure local councils to end service contracts with companies in the prison industry; or we might take up protests and pressure campaigns against the Home Office, Ministry of Justice and UK Border Agency.



Plans for a new prison on the site of the former Runwell Hospital (pictured) were submitted to Chelmsford Borough Council by the Ministry of Justice in January 2010. The proposed 1,500-place prison at Runwell will take a mixture of both Category B and Category C prisoners.



because the evidence clearly demonstrates that it actively creates or compounds the factors that contribute to offending.” In fact there is no clear or credible evidence that more prisons or detention centres will actually make communities safer. On the contrary, considerable evidence shows that more prisons would actually contribute to even more harm and violence, and further embitter and alienate those who are incarcerated. Britain does not need more prisons; it needs community-based responses that prioritize prevention through restorative justice and focus on the root causes of crime and offending behaviour.
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• Adjudications:(MDTs, Unauthorised articles etc) • Tariff Reviews and Minimum term Representation • Parole Applications/Appeals • Oral Hearings with the Parole Board (entire process) • Re-categorisation and Cat A Reviews • Family Law, Care Proceedings & Contact with children • Criminal, Magistrate & Crown Court cases/VHCC's/CCRC We also provide specialist immigration services on a privately funded basis. For immediate assistance please call
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To that end, the Communities of Resistance (CORE) has launched a public campaign against prison expansion called: ‘Many Reasons for Social Justice - No Reasons for New Prisons’. The main aim of the campaign is to gather together community organizations, individuals and groups who will endorse a formal statement against prison expansion in Britain. In addition to signing-on to the short anti-expansion statement, groups will also add their own specific reasons for opposing prison expansion. This will allow different organizations to support the campaign in broad terms, while also highlighting the specific priorities and issues of
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An established firm with a reputation for success • Adjudications • Recalls & Oral Hearings • Parole Board Review (Including Pre Tariff Review) • Re Categorisation Reviews and Transfers • IPP Issues and Lifer Reviews • HDC Applications • CCRC / Appeals • Human Rights Issues • Judicial Review arising from the above • Any matter arising from your treatment in prison



Prompt response and proactive advice throughout your case



Contact Matthew Bellusci - Prison Law



Petherbridge Bassra Solicitors



Vintry House 18 - 24 Piccadilly Bradford BD1 3LS



01274 724113 or 07791784701



Regularly attending prisons in Northern England



N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E Member of the Association of Prison Lawyers



Our main priority is to create and strengthen ties with groups and organizations who share a common perspective on issues of imprisonment, policing, immigration detention and criminalization; so if there are ways you’d either like to or can offer support then do let us know. If you have upcoming events or current campaigns you are working on then again, please let us know. We very much welcome input from prisoners, even if just messages of support for the campaign.



For more information about the Many Reasons Campaign and information generally about the work of CORE contact: Communities of Resistance, PO Box 66754, London WC1A 9BF. www.co-re.org communities. of. [email protected] 0871 266 8511 (fax) John Bowden is currently resident at HMP Glenochil
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How to waste £200 million If only Justice Secretary Jack Straw had read Inside Time he would have saved £200 million, says Keith Rose



T



he above statement has far more than a grain of truth in it. Virtually from the introduction of psychobabes into the prison system, Inside Time has been carrying complaints about their ‘activities’. Most of these centre on the arrogance and ignorance of psycho-babes, frequently pointing out the ineffectiveness of their offending behaviour courses and condemnation of their use by psychologists and psychiatrists. I may even have been mildly critical myself. When repeated criticism of the use of psychological constructs such as the Hare PCL-r is made by such people as Professor Robert Hare, creator of the Hare Psychopathy Check List-revised, or by Dr Bob Johnson, former Consultant Psychiatrist to the Home Office, you might think somebody might take notice. Unfortunately Jack, our man of Straw, only reads and dances to the tune of the Sun and Daily Mail. Politicians love headlines, especially Straw, our ‘wannabe’ Prime Minister, so in 1999, using as an excuse the 1996 killing of Dr Lin Russell and her 6 year-old daughter Megan, a radical and highly controversial psychology pilot scheme was launched at great cost; namely the Dangerous & Severe Personality Disorder (DSPD) units. Four new units were set up, one each at Rampton and Broadmoor special hospitals and one each at Frankland and Whitemoor prisons. The DSPD scheme was, from the outset, contentious, as many eminent forensic psychologists, not employed by the Prison Service, argued that there was no such thing as a ‘dangerous and severe personality disorder’. It had no medical basis but was a political invention, a headline grabbing scheme. The DSPD units claimed to be able to treat violent and sexual offenders who most psychiatrists considered untreatable. Assessment
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for a DSPD unit tended to be the Hare PCL-r and prior to 2002, a score of 30 or more in a PCL-r assessment meant transfer to a unit for assessment was highly likely. Post 2002, the goalposts were moved and a score of 25 was sufficient for a 6 month assessment in a DSPD unit. Sad to say for the accuracy of the PCL-r, it is quite possible for an ordinary person to score in excess of 20 when subjected to the PCL-r evaluation. Furthermore, as a large part of a psychopathy assessment is based on the opinion of the trainee psycho-babe conducting the test, people can be sent to a DSPD unit purely due to the preconceived prejudice of the assessor.



The only way someone with personality disorder is going to make progress is through their own efforts. They can be helped by professionals, but nobody else can do it for them in terms of arriving at their own responsibility for what’s happened Professor Tony Maden, head of the DSPD unit at Broadmoor Hospital



The way risk assessments are carried out on prisoners, and the accuracy of these ‘actuarial risk assessment instruments’ (ARAI), has been slammed again and again by leading psychologists and psychiatrists. In the British Journal of Psychiatry, [198
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(Suppl 49) s60-s65], Professor Stephen D Hart, one of the world’s leading experts on psychopathy, Professor David J Cooke, Scotland’s leading forensic psychologist, and Christine Michie of Glasgow Caledonian University concluded in 2007…’The ARAIs cannot be used to estimate an individual’s risk for future violence with any degree of certainty and should be used with great caution or not at all’. The trio continued … ‘the potential implications of these findings for the practice of forensic mental health are profound ... low predictive accuracy not only makes reliance on ARAIs ethically problematic, it also means that they do not meet legal standards for the admissibility of expert or scientific evidence’. All prisoners should note that the term ‘ARAI’ also includes assessments such as OASys, CALM, CSCP, psychopathy etc.



Professor Tyrer told Channel 4 News, “The amount of energy and effort that has gone into providing treatment for this group [around 300] seems to have been largely ineffective”. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Justice has stated that a full evaluation of the DSPD programme was underway, and due to report later this year. Perhaps Jack Straw can draw some conclusion from the fact that if you spend around £200 million on 300 prisoners, the cost works out at around £666,666.66p per prisoner. Is there some significance in this figure, or could it be Michael Howard’s home telephone number? In conclusion, prisoners facing parole hearings, CSCP or PCL-r assessments, or other psychological evaluations, should acquaint their legal representatives with the articles mentioned above.



Back to our DSPD units, which have now been running for more than a decade at an estimated cost in excess of £200 million; Professor Tony Maden, head of the DSPD unit at Broadmoor Hospital told Channel 4 News: “...the principles are the same as those that are used in cognitive behavioural treatment of depression or something like that”. He continued: “The only way someone with personality disorder is going to make progress is through their own efforts. They can be helped by professionals, but nobody else can do it for them in terms of arriving at their own responsibility for what’s happened ... As doctors and nurses we tend to want to look after people and make them better ... to take responsibility away from them. And that’s the wrong approach to personality disorder”. It will therefore come as no surprise that a DSPD research paper, due to be published soon, has concluded that this whole programme has been largely ineffective, and should now be abandoned. Once again, this is no academic assessment but the opinion of its lead author, a former government advisor. The paper, under review for the journal ‘Medicine, Science and The Law’, questions whether the DSPD programme has had any effect on violent offenders. Professor Peter Tyrer and his co-authors state: “The collective conclusion of all the trials and treatments for this condition [DSPD] is that only some forms of cognitive behaviour therapy show any promise …” T.Osmani & Co. is a leading East London quality accredited legal aid law firm delivering a dedicated criminal appeals only service. We can assist you with applications to the Criminal Cases Review Commission and to the Court of Appeal. Find out if you qualify for free help - contact T.Osmani & Co. ,121 Woodlands Avenue, London E11 3RB [email protected] “When life knocks you down you have two choices- stay down or get up.” Tom Krause
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This article could not have been written without contributions from Channel 4 News, Neil D Robertson MA (Psych) MSc and Jennifer Windsor who, as highlighted in the March 2010 issue of Inside Time, has a petition website at: http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/Trainees The petition seeks to review and revise the issue of allowing trainee psychologists working in the prison service not being answerable to a higher body, and making decisions on prisoners’ lives without having the experience for that level of responsibility. Get your family to sign up.



Keith Rose is currently resident at HMP Long Lartin
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I



feel that follow-up comment to an article: ‘The Inside Story’ by Chris Stanton (Inside Time March issue) is a ‘must’ if only to draw some balance to his assertions about Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and the praises he sings about them.



prison officials were wrong to penalize an inmate who had stopped attending AA meetings because he said he was an atheist. The court ordered prison officials not to tie the man’s eligibility for a family reunion programme to his refusal to take part in the AA sessions at a state prison.



Yes, of course he is absolutely right that many offenders have found themselves in prison because of the ‘demon drink’. He then goes on to specifically deal with AA in the general prison setting. My take on this is that if it gives one an escape, comfort, or a way of socialising then who can knock it? However if they believe that they are now teetotal (very easy to say in prison), and all because of AA, then I certainly have serious doubts. Prison is hardly the place where one can indulge in the way that one did outside. There is no local pub or off-licence at the end of the landing, and enforced abstinence is not the same as long-term cure. In any event, incarceration is only a blip in the life of a prisoner with alcohol problems for the pub awaits him (or her) upon release, and with an almost 70% rate of prisoners being reconvicted within two years of their release from prison, and a significant number of recalls to custody, all these wonderful prison courses clearly do not work in the way it is claimed - including AA. I have serious reservations about the concept held by AA that alcoholism is a disease, and so disabling that one continues to suffer from it for the rest of one’s life; and remain as such in some so-called endless recovery. The only illness where one is ‘recovering’ till death … please! We do not say the same about those who quit smoking or the taking of drugs - so why alcohol? If it is indeed a disease, then it is the only disease without germ or virus; it cannot be X-rayed or be detected through blood or urine tests; and is the only one that is bottled and sold over the counter for a profit and brings in enormous tax revenue for the government. If it is a disease, then it is the only disease that turns our boys into criminals and our girls into prostitutes. Why is it that we do not call cocaine or heroin addiction a disease? Why? Because to do that would be absolutely ridiculous! We know that is not the truth. Why is this same standard not applied to the most dangerous drug manifest in this country, ‘alcohol’? Alcoholism is a disease that has its origins in AA and not in medical science. Nowhere has it been proven that the disease exists. Read any literature and the results will not confidently state it is a disease. Simply calling behaviour a disease does not make it one, even if doing so assists in creating sobriety. Is the treatment policy based on bad science? Yes. Is there any chance that this attitude will change in the near future? Very unlikely!



An AA meeting is essentially a devotional service. The Higher Power receives worship, confession is heard, the group invokes the serenity prayer and the Lord’s Prayer and the 12th step instructs AA members to go forth and spread the word



A purveyor of myths and propaganda Charles Hanson is convinced alcoholism is not a disease and that AA is not what it claims itself to be Alcoholism carries with it a stigma that says the person afflicted cannot control their use of alcohol. That they are powerless over alcohol and spiritually lacking, and need to surrender their will to a higher power, and that they have this disease for the rest of their life, which provides the catalyst for doing something about it - especially if AA is claiming, as they do, that the AA ’12-step’ programme is the only true and effective way to bring about sobriety. I have a problem with such an outlandish claim, for not only is it false but AAs own statistics not only show the rate in which those with drink problems attended AA but the alarming rate at which they leave. By AA’s own accounting, 50% of participants drop out within thirty days and 95% within a year. Of those who continue, few, less than half, remain sober for five years.



It is unfortunate that we have transformed the term ‘alcoholism’ into a limited definition of a disease. For though it is not a disease but a belief, the mere fact that people believe it is a disease makes it harder for them to escape it’s clutches. I believe it does a disservice to those who struggle with alcohol because it promotes powerlessness and dependency. To look at alcoholism as it truly is (a belief) is to understand and take control of one’s own individual role in overcoming it. Beliefs can be powerful, but so can the truth.



Even when chosen, the 12-step programme is an ineffective approach that actively prevents people from taking personal responsibility to summarily quit alcohol for good. Instead, it



In a June 1996 ruling, a New York court held that Alcoholics Anonymous ‘engages in religious activity and religious proselytisation’. New York State’s highest court declared that state
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diverts participants into a lifelong devotion to AA, spiritual searching, and programme proselytising. It is shocking that planned abstinence is disregarded as a viable alternative for addiction recovery, when it is very well known that addicted people recover most readily and most often by simply quitting independently for personal reasons.



or Freephone 08000 141 493
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In November 1999, the US Supreme Court upheld the decision that AA is ‘religious in nature’. An AA meeting is essentially a devotional service. The Higher Power receives worship, confession is heard, the group invokes the serenity prayer and the Lord’s Prayer and the 12th step instructs AA members to go forth and spread the word. Many inmates and parolees have been required to submit to unwanted 12-step indoctrinations as a condition of parole even though it is not an accredited offending behaviour course. Some have also been recalled solely because they have conscientiously objected to the 12-step programme. I gave up smoking some three months ago. Am I a recovering nicoholic? Do I have this disease ‘nicoholism’ for the rest of my life? And do I hide behind a pseudonym when announcing to anyone who wants to listen that I have this disease? Teaching disease, victimhood, personal powerlessness, group dependency, endless recovering and tentative sobriety, the 12-step recovery group movement and its business arm, the addiction treatment industry, remains a purveyor of myths and propaganda which also continues to be self indulgent but more to the point self-deluded, for in my view, AA is not what it claims itself to be.



Charles Hanson is formerly resident at HMP Blantyre House



The nature of the beast Mark Sleman is angered by the prison system’s continued attempts at legitimising its charade of rehabilitation



I



first came into the prison system in 1985 aged fifteen; at the time there were about 40,000 prisoners. Although it has never been a barrel of laughs, the process of serving a sentence was more purposeful and in some ways quite constructive, and there was a greater understanding of where we stood. It wasn’t perfect, far from it, and having both suffered brutality at the hands of screws and witnessed it being practiced on others, I welcome the reduction in brutality and the passing of the bully-boy mentality reference certain individuals. Nowadays, inconsistency and confusion seems to reign for everyone connected with the system, with prisoners expected to mould their issues to fit the latest, perceived solutions; and screws expected to be custodians, social workers and administrators. Governors have become expert spin doctors and politicians, with little direct knowledge or desire to know what is actually happening at shop floor level in their jails. In a material sense the prison service has made progress, with no more slopping-out and in-cell TV to name but two avenues of development; however such improvements have been implemented with the primary objective of benefiting the system, and any benefit derived by the prisoner is merely a by-product. The public need to be educated and warned that their interests are not being served by
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allowing the government to reflect their ‘News of the World’ mentality into policies. The tendency to rely on public opinion when dealing in specialist areas may serve their interests but doesn’t contribute much, if anything, to the business of public protection, rehabilitation and reintegration; along with the insidious infestation of the prison service and its policies by the discipline of psychology. Using prisoners and their issues as a training tool is not only morally wrong, it also defies common sense. In March 2008, I finished a four and a half year stretch for robbery and due to a licence breach was released without supervision. I was given my forty-six quid and out I went; no address, no preparation and no support. To cut a long story short, in June, and still homeless, I committed another robbery for which I got seven years. In the two years prior to my release, I repeatedly explained to anyone who would listen that due to having spent almost my entire adult life in prison, I felt ill-equipped to automatically slip back into society and that some preparation and meaningful support when I got out was essential if I was to succeed. I accept that ultimately I am responsible for reacting badly to a bad situation, but is that obligation of responsibility more on me than it was, and is it to a degree on the back of the system for their contribution to the bad situation? The recent ‘problem prisoner’



Need Inside Advice? David Phillips and Partners can help out. We offer legal advice and representation on:· • CAT A Reviews • Independent Adjudications • IPP and extended sentences



transfer stunt that Pentonville and Wandsworth prisons pulled is a classic example of the system using this double standard of responsibility. I could be wrong, but I haven’t heard any of these people suggest the possibility that maybe it would have been more productive if the same amount of resources and time it took to transfer those men had instead been used to address whatever issues it was that led them to being identified as ‘problem prisoners’ in the first place. I’m not trying to portray myself or cons generally as being total ‘victims of circumstance’; after all, most of us are inside as a direct result of our actions. However, there needs to be some clarity as to the actual purpose of the prison service. If its aim is solely to take criminals off the streets then fine, fair comment, but in that case don’t pretend to be anything other than warehouses to be filled to bursting. The system’s continued efforts to legitimise its charade of rehabilitation with unfulfilled mission statements and window dressing will only ever serve to reinforce the already jaded perceptions of anyone even remotely connected to or affected by the criminal justice system. One of the things that prison has taught me about life these past twenty-five years is that if you have authority and control, you can pretty much justify anything you do to those you have authority and control over. What you choose to do with that power is pretty much all that separates good men from bad, and whilst I appreciate there are individuals who live and work within the prison system who do try to contribute in a positive and constructive manner, such people are constantly undermined by what has become the nature of the beast. I don’t want to be in prison. I hate it as much now as I always have done. Yet the prospect of release as things stand fills me with dread. And the sad fact is that my own situation is far from unique, with thousands of inmates jus as f**ked up as I am.



• Lifer hearings and Paper Reviews • Parole Reviews • Recall Reviews • Tariff/ Minimum Term Reviews



0151 236 3331 "I would like to thank DPP and most of all Rachel Barrow. I feel no other legal firm could do a better job! Even the Prison Governor commented on David Phillips and Partners by saying he had never known in his time any solicitor to put so much hard work into a case. Thank you once again." Wesley Lafferty
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‘The overuse of prison does more harm than good’ Paul Mendelle QC



Some crimes are so serious and some criminals so dangerous that prison is the only possible place for them; nobody disputes that. Even so, why have prison numbers rocketed by nearly 40 per cent since 1997 to a level where we now imprison more per 100,000 of population than any other country in Europe? Where we have more ‘lifers’ than Russia? How has it come to this? An answer can be found in ‘Cutting Crime: The Case for Reinvestment’, a report by the House of Commons Justice Select Committee. It concluded that the constant growth in the prison population was caused by a toxic cocktail of sensationalised or inaccurate reporting of difficult cases by the media; relatively punitive overall public opinion; a self-defeating over-politicisation of criminal justice policies since the late 1980s; and the sentencing framework and sentences. This means not just that we are sending too many people to prison for too long; we are also sending too many of the wrong people to prison - too many mentally ill people, drug addicts, minor offenders, young people and women. But we cannot go on like this. Locking up more people for longer plays well with the populist press. But the costs of this policy are huge and increasing and there is little to suggest that the policy works. Our prison policy is an expensive way of doing more harm than good. The author is chairman of the Criminal Bar Association The Times March 11 2010



Mark Sleman is currently resident at HMP Stafford
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Short sentences are not the answer Francesca Cooney, Advice and Information Manager at the Prison Reform Trust, says prisons need a breathing space



PRISON REFORM TRUST



A



recent report from the National Audit Office (NAO) confirms what many people knew already - short sentences just do not work. The NAO report looked at what short sentences cost and whether they offer the taxpayer value for money. It concluded that 60% of short-sentenced prisoners commit another crime within a year of getting out. This reoffending costs the country between £7 billion and £10 billion a year. Currently, around 60,000 people are put in prison for less than 12 months each year. This costs taxpayers £300 million. People serving short sentences are usually convicted of theft or minor violent crimes and make up nearly one in ten of the prison population. The NAO also found that many prisoners on short sentences were left in their cells for most of the day, without any form of purposeful activity. Overcrowding means that there are not enough spaces on activities, offending behavior courses and in workshops. Waiting lists are too long and the prison service only allocates a small part of their budget to working with short term prisoners despite the high reoffending rates. In addition, many people come into prison homeless, unemployed and addicted to drugs or alcohol and leave prison the same way. The majority of people on short sentences spend as little as 45 days inside before being released without supervision or support. This does not give the prison service adequate time to work with someone on their rehabilitation or resettlement needs and people do not have an opportunity to make changes in their lives. Homelessness, unemployment, substance abuse, and mental health difficulties affect short sentenced prisoners more than other prisoners.



There is clear evidence that community penalties involving treatment for addicts, mental health care and assisting with housing and work are more effective than a short prison sentences. Calls to end short sentences have come from a variety of sources, including judges and police chief constables. Iain Duncan Smith’s Centre for Social Justice has also said that sentences of less than 2 months are ineffective. A recent change for short sentenced prisoners is the removal of the End of Custody License. This came in during June 2007 and finished on the 12th March. The scheme allowed some prisoners to be released eighteen days early on license. Nobody will be released on this scheme from 10th April onwards. The scheme was introduced as a temporary measure to help ease overcrowding. The prison service has increased the numbers of people they can accommodate to 86,000. This means that they have decided to withdraw the scheme. The government should look at introducing more permanent measures to avoid people with low risk offences being sent to prison. The Ministry of Justice and NOMS are currently developing a new strategy to improve the management of prisoners who are sentenced to less than 12 months. However, more support is needed before people get a sentence. Prison Reform Trust would like to see further work on diverting more people away from prison and building public confidence in community sentences and probation. Cutting the numbers of people on short sentences dramatically would give prisons a breathing space. Prisons could then concentrate resources on longer sentenced people that do need to be given custody.



If you have any questions about our work, or if you want to receive any of our publications, please contact us. Our freephone: 0808 802 0060 is open Mondays 3.30-7.30pm and Tuesdays and Thursdays 3.30-5.30pm. We also have a freepost address: Prison Reform Trust Freepost ND6125 London EC1B 1PN. Keep up to date with PRT news, campaigns and reports www.prisonreformtrust.org.uk/newsletter
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I get up more times than I fall Prisoners should focus on the positive rather than dwell on the failings of the system, says Steve Wells



I



’ve come to realise there is often a great deal of negativity in readers’ letters to Inside Time, although I too am guilty as charged of having had letters published which point out the various failings of the prison service. I am soon to leave prison and certainly not proud of the fact that during the last decade, I will have spent 40 months behind bars. It’s enough time to have observed, experienced and realised what damaging effects prison can have on individuals. I could easily write line after line complaining about prison and the many issues that impact on each and every inmate, no matter what establishment they find themselves in. Tempting as this is, I feel the need to focus not on what is wrong but rather what is positive - or if that word is too strong for some then what is beneficial. The way I see it, once we are in the system it’s far better to accept it rather than fight against it. I’m not suggesting you have to like it; I’m simply saying that complaining about your circumstances isn’t going to bring your release date any nearer. In fact if we live in a complaining and negative environment, our release dates will almost certainly feel even more distant. Those nearing release often tend to be more cheerful and optimistic about life; they’ve done their bang up, freedom is near. Well, why not adopt this mindset? It’s actually easier than you think! Use the system and the establishment to your advantage. Learn a new skill or trade such as woodworking, gardening, plumbing or cleaning. Sure, you may not want to choose a career in any of these fields when you leave, however one day you may benefit from these skills and save yourself time, effort and money. Update



your literacy and numeracy, no matter what your educational background. Plan for and invest in your future. I know prison wages are dire, but save what little you can week by week and begin to feel proud of yourself as you see your profits rising. There will inevitably be calls to attend offender behavioural courses and awareness programmes. I know what you’re thinking, but remember when you were a kid and grown-ups told you to do your homework, tidy up after yourself, do chores around the house and go to bed well before you were even ready for sleep? Well, they did that for a reason; not to be mean, but for what was best for you. It’s only as we grow up and look back on those times that we understand and appreciate why they did those things. When I was told it would be beneficial for me to attend offending behavioural courses, I recall I did so while dragging my feet as I entered the room with a deep, set frown upon my forehead and muttering all manner of expletives of disapproval. Months later however, more often than not I realised that they were actually beneficial. If I dwelled on what I have lost as a result of my time behind bars I’d be a broken man. Instead, I have chosen to focus entirely on what I have yet to come. I shall leave with a wealth of new skills and qualifications and, more importantly, with my head held high in the sound knowledge that the system has not broken me but moulded me into a better person. Don’t drown in despair – join me! Steve Wells is currently resident at HMP Ranby



Have you ever served in the Armed Forces? Do you or your partner need help? If the answer is yes, you may be entitled to assistance from The Royal British Legion and SSAFA Forces Help - two charities assisting the Service and ex-Service community, working together to reach all those eligible for assistance. Whether you are still serving your sentence or are due for release, we may be able to provide financial support to you and your family. · · · · · · · · ·



Household goods Clothing Rent deposit guarantee Education and training courses, including distance learning Equipment and/or Work Tools Relocation Costs Advice and Guidance on getting a job or learning a trade Advice and Guidance on applying for a war pension Assistance for your partner and family



Regretfully we cannot make cash grants. Nor can we offer legal or appeals advice.



If you would like further information, or a visit from one of our caseworkers to discuss assistance please write to: TRBL / SSAFA Forces Help (Ref Inside Time) Freepost SW1345, 199 Borough High Street London SE1 1AA



Or tell your partner to telephone Legionline on 08457 725 725 or SSAFA Forces Help on 020 7403 8773 or they can log on to w w w. b r i t i s h l e g i o n . o r g . u k o r w w w. s s a f a . o r g . u k
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I drove home with the dog on the front seat beside me. When I reached the house I honked the horn twice. I was helping my prize out of the car when Dad shuffled onto the front porch... “Ta-da! Look what I got for you, Dad !” I said excitedly. Dad looked, then wrinkled his face in disgust. “If I had wanted a dog I would have gotten one. And I would have picked out a better specimen than that bag of bones. Keep it! I don’t want it.” Dad waved his arm scornfully and turned back toward the house. Anger rose inside me. It squeezed together my throat muscles and pounded into my temples. “You’d better get used to him, Dad. He’s staying!”



Old Man and the Dog by Catherine Moore “Watch out! You nearly broadsided that car!” My father yelled at me. “Can’t you do anything right?” Those words hurt worse than blows. I turned my head toward the elderly man in the seat beside me, daring me to challenge him. A lump rose in my throat as I averted my eyes. I wasn’t prepared for another battle. “I saw the car, Dad. Please don’t yell at me when I’m driving.” My voice was measured and steady, sounding far calmer than I really felt. Dad glared at me, then turned away and settled back. At home I left Dad in front of the television and went outside to collect my thoughts ... dark, heavy clouds hung in the air with a promise of rain. The rumble of distant thunder seemed to echo my inner turmoil. What could I do about him? Dad had been a lumberjack in Washington and Oregon . He had enjoyed being outdoors and had revelled in pitting his strength against the forces of nature. He had entered grueling lumberjack competitions, and had placed often. The shelves in his house were filled with trophies that attested to his prowess. The years marched on relentlessly. The first time he couldn’t lift a heavy log, he joked about it; but later that same day I saw him outside alone, straining to lift it. He became irritable whenever anyone teased him about his advancing age, or when he couldn’t do something he had done as a younger man. Four days after his sixty-seventh birthday, he had a heart attack. An ambulance sped him to the hospital while a paramedic administered CPR to keep blood and oxygen flowing. At the hospital, Dad was rushed into an operating room. He was lucky; he survived. But something inside Dad died. His zest for life was gone. He obstinately refused to follow doctor’s orders. Suggestions and offers of help were turned aside with sarcasm and insults. The number of visitors thinned, then finally stopped altogether. Dad was left alone. My husband, Dick, and I asked Dad to come live with us on our small farm. We hoped the fresh air and rustic atmosphere would help him adjust. Within a week after he moved in, I regretted the invitation. It seemed nothing was satisfactory. He criticized everything I did. I became frustrated and moody. Soon I was taking my pent-up anger out on Dick. We began to bicker and argue.



Alarmed, Dick sought out our pastor and explained the situation. The clergyman set up weekly counselling appointments for us. At the close of each session he prayed, asking God to soothe Dad’s troubled mind. But the months wore on and God was silent. Something had to be done and it was up to me to do it. The next day I sat down with the phone book and methodically called each of the mental health clinics listed in the Yellow Pages. I explained my problem to each of the sympathetic voices that answered in vain. Just when I was giving up hope, one of the voices suddenly exclaimed, “I just read something that might help you! Let me go get the article.” I listened as she read. The article described a remarkable study done at a nursing home. All of the patients were under treatment for chronic depression. Yet their attitudes had improved dramatically when they were given responsibility for a dog. I drove to the animal shelter that afternoon. After I filled out a questionnaire, a uniformed officer led me to the kennels. The odour of disinfectant stung my nostrils as I moved down the row of pens. Each contained five to seven dogs. Long-haired dogs, curly-haired dogs, black dogs, spotted dogs all jumped up, trying to reach me. I studied each one but rejected one after the other for various reasons too big, too small, too much hair. As I neared the last pen a dog in the shadows of the far corner struggled to his feet, walked to the front of the run and sat down. It was a pointer, one of the dog world’s aristocrats. But this was a caricature of the breed. Years had etched his face and muzzle with shades of grey. His hip bones jutted out in lopsided triangles. But it was his eyes that caught and held my attention. Calm and clear, they beheld me unwaveringly. I pointed to the dog, “Can you tell me about him?” The officer looked, then shook his head in puzzlement. “He’s a funny one. Appeared out of nowhere and sat in front of the gate. We brought him in, figuring someone would be right down to claim him. That was two weeks ago and we’ve heard nothing. His time is up tomorrow.” He gestured helplessly. As the words sank in I turned to the man in horror. “You mean you’re going to kill him?” “Ma’am,” he said gently, “that’s our policy. We don’t have room for every unclaimed dog.” I looked at the pointer again. The calm brown eyes awaited my decision. “I’ll take him,” I said.
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My man’s in jail … the story of a mad bitch



Dad ignored me. “Did you hear me, Dad?” I screamed. At those words Dad whirled angrily, his hands clenched at his sides, his eyes narrowed and blazing with hate. We stood glaring at each other like duelists, when suddenly the pointer pulled free from my grasp. He wobbled toward my dad and sat down in front of him. Then slowly, carefully, he raised his paw. Dad‘s lower jaw trembled as he stared at the uplifted paw. Confusion replaced the anger in his eyes. The pointer waited patiently. Then Dad was on his knees hugging the animal. It was the beginning of a warm and intimate friendship. Dad named the pointer Cheyenne. Together he and Cheyenne explored the community. They spent long hours walking down dusty lanes. They spent reflective moments on the banks of streams, angling for tasty trout.. They even started to attend Sunday services together, Dad sitting in a pew and Cheyenne lying quietly at is feet. Dad and Cheyenne were inseparable throughout the next three years. Dad’s bitterness faded, and he and Cheyenne made many friends. Then late one night I was startled to feel Cheyenne‘s cold nose burrowing through our bed covers. He had never before come into our bedroom at night. I woke Dick, put on my robe and ran into my father’s room. Dad lay in his bed, his face serene. His spirit, though, had left quietly sometime during the night. Two days later my shock and grief deepened when I discovered Cheyenne lying dead beside Dad‘s bed. I wrapped his still form in the rag rug he had slept on. As Dick and I buried him near a favourite fishing hole, I silently thanked the dog for the help he had given me in restoring Dad’s peace of mind. The morning of Dad’s funeral dawned overcast and dreary. This day looks like the way I feel, I thought, as I walked down the aisle to the pews reserved for family. I was surprised to see the many friends Dad and Cheyenne had made filling the church. The pastor began his eulogy. It was a tribute to both Dad and the dog who had changed his life. And then the pastor turned to Hebrews 13:2, “Do not neglect to show hospitality to strangers, for by this some have entertained angels without knowing it.” “I’ve often thanked God for sending that angel,” he said. For me, the past dropped into place, completing a puzzle that I had not seen before: the sympathetic voice that had just read the right article ... Cheyenne‘s unexpected appearance at the animal shelter ... his calm acceptance and complete devotion to my father ... and the proximity of their deaths. And suddenly I understood. I knew that God had answered my prayers after all. Sent to Inside Time by Reg Burgess Deltona, USA



Andy Thackwray



M



y man’s in jail. We often used to go out walking together then cuddle up tired on the sofa. He bought me nice things. I never had to work - I lounged around the house, kept; waiting for him to come home. I was bored sometimes, yes, but he’d always take me out on his return. Sometimes we’d go walking, sometimes to the pub. I made friends with his friends, they all told him how lucky he was. Sometimes we’d go out at the weekends, together, all of us, into the countryside to the rivers and the lakes. Now, my man’s in jail. He always paid me attention; never took me for granted. He was very generous, I seldom wanted for anything. They let me keep some of my possessions, some of which he bought me when we first got together. It was love at first sight. I still wear one now around my neck: a permanent reminder of our bond. When they came to take him away, my life changed, definitely for the worse. I sense I’ll never see him again. I’m sure he misses me like I miss him. It was nice while it lasted. Now, my man’s in jail. Temporary accommodation they said, ‘it’s not forever.’ If he comes out we can find somewhere else, but I know things will never be the same. Suppose he doesn’t, then what about me … his faithful partner? For I too have had my freedom taken away. I’m back on the shelf and time’s running out, no one will take me at my age, despite their optimism. What’s the future hold? Another two weeks, that’s my future. If no one wants me by then, it’s death by lethal injection for me, that’ll be the end of it. I sit here waiting, anticipating, and hoping someone will take me, but I know if they do they’ll never be able to replace my man, my man who’s in jail. Andy Thackwray is formerly HMP Doncaster This is one of a collection of short stories from The Fruits from an Innocent Mind by Andy Thackwray, which is available in all good bookshops and also through Amazon, www.lulu.com or from Inside Time.
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Prisoners: Transfers



Management Service (NOMS) will not be buying licences to enable the playing of music in prisons. Prison Service Instruction (PSI) 1/2010 (available in the Library of the House) instructs prisons that music must not be played in staff offices, rest rooms, canteens, prisoner work places and prisoner recreational areas from 25 January 2010. Licences are not required for the playing of music in prisoner residential areas, for educational purposes and for religious worship. Figures for the consequent savings are not available as final quotations have not been supplied by the licensing bodies, but indications were that the cost would be at least £200,000 a year. NOMS recognised that the restrictions would be unpopular, but it was not considered an appropriate use of public funds to purchase licences to allow the playing of music in all areas of prisons. Governors have discretion to purchase limited licences to meet specific local needs, and the impact is being monitored.



Lord Corbett of Castle Vale: To ask Her Majesty’s Government what are the (a) shortest, and (b) longest, periods for the Secretary of State for Justice to respond to a Parole Board recommendation that a convicted prisoner be transferred to open conditions prior to release. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): The National Offender Management Service has a target of 42 days from the date of receipt of the recommendation for considering a Parole Board recommendation for transfer to open conditions and issuing a final decision. In a sample of 100 recent cases, this target was met in 86 per cent of cases. Based on the same sample, the average period of time spent considering whether to accept a recommendation was 29.6 days. In some complex cases, it will take longer to deal with a recommendation, due to aspects of the case that require closer scrutiny. Since 1 January 2008, the shortest amount of time taken from receipt of the recommendation to issuing the response is the same day. The longest case recorded since 1 January 2008 is, exceptionally, 438 days. However, since that recommendation was first received and considered, new streamlined processes have been put in place which have significantly improved the timeliness of consideration and have prevented such delays from recurring.



Prisoners: Foreign Nationals



Baroness Warsi: To ask Her Majesty’s Government how many foreign nationals were sentenced to (a) first, (b) second, (c) third, and (d) fourth or more custodial sentences in (1) 2006, (2) 2007, and (3) 2008. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): The requested information is not available. The Ministry of Justice uses an extract of data taken from the police national computer (PNC) to analyse the criminal history of offenders in England and Wales.



Prisons: Radio Broadcast



Lord Lucas: To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they have decided not to renew licences for the broadcast of music and radio programmes in certain areas of prisons; if so, which areas of which prisons; what the consequent annual savings are expected to be; and what assessment they have made of the likely effects of that decision. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): The licences in question apply to the playing of copyright music by any method outside the home rather than the playing of radio programmes. The National Offender



News from the House Lord Paul, (pictured) winner of the ‘Pride of India Award 2008’, a multi-millionaire non-dom donor peer investigated by the police for claiming £38,000 for overnight expenses’ for a flat he owned in Oxfordshire but in which he had never even stayed the night. As long ago as 2002 Paul blamed difficulties in the world of business on ‘greed, coupled with the abdication of personal responsibility.’ And Baroness Uddin (pictured) described by a Muslim website as ‘a gutsy Bangladeshi Muslim apparently on the take’ has also been investigated by the police for claiming a staggering £200,000 for ‘night subsistence’ at an address she has never lived in when all the time she has lived in London for ‘over 30 years’ (as her website says). Both Peers have escaped prosecution because the expenses rules were so lax.
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Adjudications Lifer Panels Categorisation & Transfers Appeals HDC Licence Conditions Lifer Issues MDTs & VDTs Parole Applications Recall ROTL Tariff Reviews For help, advice and representation throughout the midlands & the south Contact: Harriett Mather at CDMK Solicitors 62 The Queensway Bletchley , Milton Keynes MK2 2SA
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However, the recording by the police on the PNC of the nationality of offenders is optional as there is no legislative obligation on individuals to provide this information. For this reason reliable statistics on the nationality of offenders and their criminal history cannot be compiled.



Prisoners: Education



The Earl of Listowel: To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether their approach to prisoner education takes account of the
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Insidetime April 2010 www.insidetime.org research by A. Pike and T. Irwin into improving access to higher education and distance learning in prisons. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (Lord Young of Norwood Green): Yes it does. The Government have taken close account of the research conclusions in Improving access to higher education and distance learning in prisons in developing strategies for the delivery of learning in custody through modern technologies. The Earl of Listowel: To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they plan to adopt in England and Wales the use of prison officers as learning advocates, as in Northern Ireland. To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether their approach to prisoner education takes account of Wings of Learning: the role of the prison officer in supporting prisoner education by T. Braggins and J. Talbot. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): There is no explicit reference to learning advocates in the prison officer role. The majority of education delivered in prisons in England and Wales is delivered by trained teachers though there are a number of officer instructors who work and supervise prisoners in workshops. Prison officers have a number of tasks to fill which will change depending on their existing role. But a key component of the vast majority of an officer’s role will involve interacting, supporting and encouraging prisoners. Part of this process will be to encourage and motivate those prisoners who will benefit from education.



Prisons: Costs



Lord Laird: To ask Her Majesty’s Government what is the average annual cost of keeping a prisoner in jail in (a) Northern Ireland, and (b) England; and what is the average length of time it takes to bring a prisoner to trial in each of those jurisdictions. Baroness Royall of Blaisdon: In 2008-09 the average cost per prisoner place in Northern Ireland was £81,340, and in England and Wales it was £45,000. Information specific to the average length of time it takes to bring a prisoner to trial in Northern Ireland is not available;



Prisoners: Foreign Nationals



Baroness Warsi: To ask Her Majesty’s Government how many foreign national prisoners are currently serving sentences in United Kingdom prisons.



To ask Her Majesty’s Government what is the average length of sentence for foreign national prisoners currently serving sentences in United Kingdom prisons. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): At the end of June 2009 there were 7,502 foreign national prisoners (FNPs) serving sentences in all prison establishments in England and Wales. The following table gives the average sentence length by sentence length band for all FNPs serving determinate sentences within prison establishments in England and Wales as at the end of June 2009: Sentence length bands



Average length in months 4 9



Up to and including 6 months Over 6 months and less than 12 months 12 months and less than 4 years 4 years and less than life All determinate sentences 



25 95 55



Prisoners: Foreign Nationals



Baroness Warsi: To ask Her Majesty’s Government how many foreign prisoners have been freed without being considered for deportation in each of the past five years. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Home Office (Lord West of Spithead): In 2006, 1,013 individuals were identified as having been released from prison without consideration by the UK Border Agency for deportation and by the end of 2006 all had been considered for deportation. Steady progress continues to be made on these cases despite their age and complexity. The chief executive of the UK Border Agency has provided regular updates on this group of cases to the Home Affairs Committee. She reported in February this year that 782 of the 1,013 cases have been concluded, 371 of which have been removed or deported from the United Kingdom. Also, 125 cases are still going through the deportation process and a further 25 are still serving custodial sentences, while 81 are still to be located. As the chief executive also made clear in her latest letter to the HASC, the UK Border Agency receives around 850 referrals a month, about half of which meet the criteria for deportation. In a caseload of this size, there are challenges in referral and consideration for deportation particularly around short-term and remand prisoners. Improved processes with the courts and



COMPENSATION



FOR VICTIMS OF CHILDHOOD ABUSE We specialise in helping adults who were abused as children in the care system. If you suffered abuse in care and want our team to help you achieve justice call David Greenwood confidentially on 01924 330002 or write to:-



NOMS and a new notification and recording system mean that the UK Border Agency is able to identify cases where the referral did not take place as it should. This system has identified five cases in the more/most serious category where referral did not take place as it should and consideration for deportation was pursued retrospectively. Baroness Warsi: To ask Her Majesty’s Government how many foreign national prisoners who have completed their sentences are currently resident in United Kingdom prisons. Lord West of Spithead: In 2009, for an average month, approximately 550 foreign national prisoners were detained in prison beyond the end of their sentence-so-called time-served prisoners. In addition, for an average month, approximately 1,250 foreign national prisoners were detained in an immigration removal centre.



Prisoners: Voting



Lord Lester of Herne Hill: To ask Her Majesty’s Government what were the responses to their second public consultation on prisoners’ voting rights, which concluded on 29 September 2009; and what is their evaluation of the responses. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): The second stage consultation closed on 29 September and we are currently considering the responses. Details of the views received and the Government’s evaluation of the responses will be published in due course. Lord Lester of Herne Hill: To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether the Prison Service has expressed concerns about enabling sentenced prisoners to vote in parliamentary elections. Lord Bach: The National Offender Management Service responded to the first consultation on prisoner voting rights that there were “a number of complex practical issues that would need further consideration” in relation to facilitating postal voting



by prisoners. They further indicated that there was a “fundamental need for further clarity on the administrative procedures that would need to be adhered to should Parliament decide to amend the current UK electoral law”. NOMS, as part of the Ministry of Justice, was engaged in the development of the options for practical implementation on which the second stage consultation paper sought views. That consultation closed on 29 September 2009 and an analysis of the responses is being undertaken. The responses, and the Government’s evaluation of them, will be published in due course.



Prisoners: Voting



Lord Lester of Herne Hill: To ask Her Majesty’s Government what is their response to the view expressed by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe in the Interim Resolution of 3 December 2009 that the delay in implementing the Hirst judgment has given rise to a risk that the next general election will be conducted in a way that does not comply with the European Convention on Human Rights. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Justice (Lord Bach): The Government acknowledge the concerns raised by the Committee of Ministers in its Interim Resolution of 3 December 2009 and in its decision of 2 to 4 March. The Government are currently considering the most appropriate way forward in the light of the responses to the second stage consultation. The Government remain committed to implementing the decision of the European Court of Human Rights in Hirst v UK (No 2). However, the judgment does not have the effect of striking down the national law to which it relates. It is for Parliament to translate the obligations into domestic law. Until that point Section 3 of the Representation of the People Act 1983 remains in force.



Statement on the Bulger case



Baroness Butler -Sloss: My Lords, I declare an interest as the judge who made the order for the anonymity of these boys. I respectfully agree with everything that the Government have done so far. I have a rather different question. This young man may or may not be tried; he may or may not have committed offences. There is at least the possibility that he has committed no offence. Consequently, he may, therefore, be allowed again to be out on licence. I hope the Government will take carefully into account the enormous importance of protecting his anonymity now and if he is released. Those who wanted to kill him in 2001 are likely to be out there now.
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The Special Investigations Unit is coming! The legal aid’s own fraud squad are hot on the trail of legal aid cheats, warns John Atkins



W



hy is your legal aid being slashed to the bone? It’s not just the masses of money spent by non-specialist solicitors dabbling in wasteful types of prison law work (although they do have a lot to answer for), no, just like on the out, a small number of people inside with the money to pay for their own legal bills are cheating the system; lying on their legal aid forms to save themselves a few quid. So what? Well, it’s you they’re cheating if they do this and shrug if you like, but the Legal Services Commission (LSC) has caught on and is moving in fast to catch up with legal aid cheats in prisons, just like everywhere else; witness loads of Social Security cheats now running scared or inside doing time for their fraud.



doing this work and only proper prison lawyers will remain after that.



You don’t have to tell them, but …



Cheats are stripping the system bare for those of you who genuinely can’t afford to pay the solicitor.



Think about it. You sign to say your income and savings written on the form are true. They warn you not to lie on the form. That’s not just words. The LSC’s Special Investigations Unit (SIU) is busier than ever and determined to stamp out the cheats.



“



From July 2010, you’ll see legal aid rationing biting hard. You are going to pay the price of the cheat’s greed!



”



The facts



Does this really go on? Oh yes! People recently telling probation about owning one, two or even three houses; and large, five-figure ‘nest eggs’ to come out to. So the good news is that they have great release plans there. But why are they lying to the LSC, and writing “Nil” next to questions about savings and income? They are cheating on you! Talk about MPs expenses! And the losers? Well, no prizes for guessing that answer – YOU!



Rationing From July 2010, you’ll see legal aid rationing biting hard. You are going to pay the price of the cheat’s greed! The LSC is knocking out hundreds of firms from



1. You’re allowed up to £1,000 as a single person in savings and still get legal aid for the usual things like adjudications and other such problems. 2. You’re allowed up to £3,000 in savings as a single person and still get legal aid for advocates to represent you at adjudications and Parole Board hearings.



They tell me they even have direct links to check you out with other government departments like HM Revenue & Customs, who obviously know about your savings and any other income, for that matter. The SIU can check bank accounts, too. They mean business and are expanding the number of prosecutions they bring. It’s not rocket science. They even have phone lines for whistleblowers, just like Crimestoppers. So be sure you really do qualify for legal aid.



So, if you’ve got cash what can you do?



What to do now



If you have savings in a building society, bank, or with a friend or family, houses, ISAs or any other access to money; tell your solicitor when you’re asking for legal aid.



If you do have money then make sure you invest it wisely. Avoid the LSC’s fraud investigators by talking to an expert. Why get another conviction and an extra prison term heaped onto the present one for the sake of saving a few pounds?



Get the solicitor to double check you’re eligible for legal aid. Don’t just sign the form if you’re not sure because it is you the SIU will come after, not the solicitor – you sign the form!



APPEALS MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE contact the specialists



ASHLEY SMITH & CO For an immediate response, wherever you are, call



Ashley Smith or Stuart Young



0208 463 0099 (24 HOUR)



Our team are experienced, professional, dedicated & approachable Ashley Smith & Co Criminal Defence Specialists 4-6 Lee High Road LONDON SE13 5LQ



&CO



KNOX SOLICITORS



Knox & Co help many inmates through a wide range of problems including: • Parole Applications • Re-categorisation applications/appeals • Appeals sentence/conviction • Maltreatment • Recalls We are also immigration specialists: • Deportation • Immigration • Detention • Bail applications • Extradition proceedings We have substantial expertise in dealing with issues arising from unlawful detention, miscalculation of the length of sentence and civil claims for compensation for unlawful detention, injuries suffered in prison etc, often leading to sizeable payouts.



The high standards of integrity of our personnel are matched by our uncompromising approach to quality of service and professional ethics. For more information please contact Mladen Kesar at:



Knox & Co



2nd Floor, 85-87 Borough High Street LONDON SE1 1NH



020 7407 1010



[email protected] www.knoxand.co.co.uk



Top ways to use your money Do your research If you have money, then do what everyone else in the community does. Choose your private solicitor carefully. Check out their experience; ask how much it will cost before s/he starts the work. For example, my firm offers attractive fixed price, up front, deals based on a massive experience of prison law. Get your relatives to check the prices on-line at our website and see they are no-catch and transparent; no tricks! You can even have an initial assessment deal for under £160 all in! You could even ask Education to download the pages and prices to check for yourself. Research every firm you think can do the job and compare prices.



Check the small print Check that the prices are what they say they are. Look for the ‘Ifs, buts and maybes’. No prices shown? Ask the solicitor how much. “Ermmm?” isn’t the answer you’re looking for. Quoted an hourly rate? Ask ‘how many hours’ and don’t be content with the sucking in of air and a shrug! Get a written estimate or, as in my firm’s case, get a solid quote!



Above all, if you have the funds then don’t risk another sentence It’s just not worth wrecking your chances of early release. You could be inviting yourself to a whole new extra stay where you are, and for quite some time to come, and don’t forget, they can catch you after you’re released, off licence conditions even, and you could quickly be facing another visit to an HM Prison near you.



John Atkins is a solicitor-advocate at Atkins Law solicitors www.atkinslaw.co.uk



Monro Campbell SOLICITORS



Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists Looking for a dedicated legal team to fight for your rights? Need a professional, efficient and prompt service? We offer Independant Legal Advice and Representation in the following areas: • Criminal Proceedings and Appeals • Confiscation Orders & Proceeds of Crime • Adjudications • Categorisation & Transfer • Complaints and Maltreatment • Recalls • Lifer Panels and Parole Hearings • CCRC Cases • HDC Conditons and Breaches Please contact Alexander Owusu Monro Campbell Solicitors LLP 441 New Cross Road London SE14 6TA



0208 692 9400



For a friendly and immediate response EMERGENCY 24HR 07760 625612
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Highly subjective assessment Lisa Gianquitto examines the OASys assessment tool and considers it to be far from an exact science and not set in stone



O



ASys is the abbreviated term for the Offender Assessment System, used in England and Wales by HM Prison Service and the National Probation Service. It is considered to be the most advanced system of its kind in the world. It is the foremost risk assessment tool for the purposes of sentence management and resettlement. This risk assessment tool was rolled out in 2002 to measure the risks and needs of criminal offenders under their supervision. It also has an important part to play in reducing re-offending and improving public protection. A similar system known as ASSET is used for offenders under 18 years of age. The OASys is a sequence of computer based forms which are broken down into twelve different areas addressing each of the factors listed below: u Offending history and current offence; u Social and economic factors: including access to accommodation; education, training and employability; financial management and income; lifestyle and associates; relationships, drug and/or alcohol misuse;



examines the above factors which research has shown can predict the likelihood of an offender being reconvicted and the risk of harm he or she poses to the public. OASys also contains a section on sentence planning as well as a self-assessment questionnaire which the offender is asked to complete. The questionnaire gives an important opportunity for the offender to comment on how he or she sees himself/ herself and his/her offending.



I have seen OASys assessments that have been over-scored and contain factually incorrect information that offenders have been trying to challenge for years



u Personal factors: thinking and behaviour; attitude towards offending and towards supervision; emotional factors such as anxiety and depression.



The OASys document is based on previous documentary records and an interview The main part of the OASys document with 15:12 the prisoner. Insidetime_Advert_160x130mm_FIN:Layout 1 23/05/2009 Page 1 It scores the offender



WE WILL FIGHT YOUR CORNER. • • • • •



u Low - No significant, current indicators of harm; u Medium - There are identifiable indicators of risk of harm. The offender has the potential to cause harm but is unlikely to do so unless there is a change in circumstances, e.g. loss of accommodation, a lapse back to drug or alcohol misuse; u High - There are identifiable indicators of risk of harm. The potential event could happen at any time and the impact would be serious; u Very high - There is an imminent risk of harm. The potential event is more likely than not to happen imminently and the impact would be serious. An OASys assessment will be carried out at the stage that the pre-sentence report (PSR) is produced, with further assessments conducted periodically throughout the sentence (whether in custody or in the community) and at the end of the sentence when an offender may be on licence. Typically this is carried out every 16 weeks for offenders in the community or annually for IPP prisoners. Any prisoner subject to release by the Parole Board can expect to have an OASys document included within the parole dossier.



u Assess how likely an offender is to re-offend; u Identify and classify offending-related needs, including basic personality characteristics and cognitive behavioural problems;



u Assess risk of serious harm, risks to the individual and other risks e.g. to the public at large; u Assist with management of risk of harm; u Link assessments, supervision and sentence plans; u Indicate the need for further specialist assessments or intervention; u Measure change in risk during the period of supervision or sentence. The difficulty with an OASys assessment is that it is highly subjective. This means that one qualified probation officer may not interpret the same information in the same way as another qualified probation officer. Risk assessment is not an exact science and not set in stone. Unfortunately, this results in an inconsistent approach. Continuing on from this is that historically, the responsibility for preparing an OASys used to lie with the prison. The prison assessed on what the position was there and then i.e. in prison. A different criteria has been adopted by probation, who assume for the exercise the offender is to be released into the community on the day of the assessment. It is not surprising therefore that when the prison undertook assessment the scores obtained were often lower than when it was undertaken by probation. In these instances it is important to consider both the previous and current OASys, to check for obvious errors. Given that several people have access to the document over a period of time, it is important the ‘opinions’ don’t suddenly turn into ‘facts’! I have seen OASys assessments that have been over-scored and contain factually incorrect information that offenders have been trying to challenge for years. When that happens it is important to contact a specialist prison law solicitor to assist in challenging the contents of the document. The OASys is often referred to as a ‘locked document’, which means any information stored on it cannot be removed. It can however be amended by way of further entries by the probation officer. A probation officer is entitled to express their professional opinion within the document which can only be challenged by way of representations, however factually incorrect material which affects the assessment of risk should be challenged at the earliest opportunity.



Lisa Gianquitto is a Partner at HINE & Associates Solicitors in Buckinghamshire



Mang & Co Solicitors CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS FOR THE MIDLANDS AND WORCESTERSHIRE AREA



HEALTHCARE SENTENCE CALCULATIONS TRANSFERS RECATEGORISATION GENERAL COMPLAINTS



We represent prisoners in all aspects of prison law including: ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾



Our highly knowledgeable and experienced team will provide you with straightforward, easy to understand advice. For more information visit our website or contact Matt Aldwinckle at: First Defence Solicitors, 30-32 Bromham Road, Bedford. MK40 2QD. Tel: 01234 263 263 Email: [email protected]



An assessment of the risk of harm an offender poses is also contained within the document. It is based on the nature and circumstances of previous offending. The levels of risk of harm used in OASys are:



PSO 2205 states that the key aims of OASys are to:



IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF LEGAL REPRESENTATION, OUR DEDICATED PRISON TEAM CAN PROVIDE YOU WITH FAST, EXPERT LEGAL ADVICE, INCLUDING: • PAROLE / EARLY RELEASE / HOME DETENTION CURFEW • LIFER PAROLE APPLICATIONS • RECALL APPEALS • ADJUDICATIONS



on both the risk of re-offending and the factors that have contributed to their criminal behaviour, whether it’s lack of a job or home, or a problem connected to drug or alcohol abuse. Scores are attributed to each of the areas and totalled together. The total score will be out of 168 points. A score of 0-40 will indicate a low risk of reconviction; 41-99 a medium risk of reconviction and 100-168 a high risk of reconviction.
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Recall Hearings and challenging recall proceedings Parole, Lifer and License reviews IPP hearings Adjudications and MDTs Recategorisation Transfers HDC and ROTL



Thomas Horton LLP is a recognised firm of leading criminal defence solicitors, committed to quality with a friendly, personalised service and high standard of client care.



www.firstdefencesolicitors.co.uk



For immediate assistance please contact Sharon Simkiss or Kate Oliver on 01527 839424 Or write to us at Thomas Horton LLP, Strand House, 70 The Strand, Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, B61 8DQ



24 Hours Prison Law and Criminal Defence Specialists • Parole Applications /Hearings • HDC • Licence Recalls • Categorisation • Transfers • Confiscation Orders • Proceeds of Crime • Appeals against Conviction/Sentence • CCRC Referrals Contact Elizabeth Mang at:



Mang & Co Solicitors 800 High Road London N17 0DH



0208 808 5898



or Mobile 07958 202588 (Emergency 24/7)



N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E
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Legal Comment



This is no April Fool’s joke



insideinformation the Comprehensive Guide to Prisons & Prison Related Services Published by insidetime - the National Newspaper for Prisoners www.insidetime.org



›› UK Establishments: Details of the Regime and Visiting arrangements and facilities in all UK establishments. A vital resource for prisoners considering transfer and those working in the field of penal affairs. ›› Help and Support: A directory and summary of the services provided by the various organisations that offer help and support to prisoners and their families.



Solicitor Advocate Julian Young offers a glimpse into the crazy world of our legislators



by Solicitor Advocate Julian Young



I



thought that I would give Inside Time readers an insight into even more knee-jerk and meaningless legislation which will become law shortly. As all readers will be aware, virtually all criminal offences, especially those which attract imprisonment or substantial financial penalty or loss of reputation, should consist of two parts; the ‘actus reus’ – the deed, and the ‘mens rea’ – guilty mind. More recently, the Government has tried to make certain offences one of strict liability; that is where the state of knowledge of the suspect of an essential ingredient of the offence is irrelevant. The best known is the new firearms legislation – possession of certain firearms is an offence of strict liability with a starting sentence of 5 years. This is whether the Defendant knows that what he or she possesses is a firearm or any other item [such as stolen money or drugs]. The rationale is that public policy demands a strong approach to firearms offences due to the risks of death and serious injury. Logically, the same should apply to knives, but strangely it does not. For another unexplained reason, the Court of Appeal [Criminal Division] has not indicated that this law is not Human Rights Act compliant. Let us pass on to what I consider to be a totally unacceptable law which I am setting out for you all to read. Paying for sexual services of a prostitute subjected to force etc: England and Wales After section 53 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003 (c. 42) insert: “53A Paying for sexual services of a prostitute subjected to force etc. (1) A person (A) commits an offence if— (a) A makes or promises payment for the sexual services of a prostitute (B), (b) a third person (C) has engaged in exploitative conduct of a kind likely to induce or encourage B to provide the sexual services for which A has made or
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›› The Hardman Trust Prisoner Funder Directory: A directory of organisations providing Grants and Funding for prisoners.



promised payment, and (c) C engaged in that conduct for or in the expectation of gain for C or another person (apart from A or B). (2) The following are irrelevant— (a) Where in the world the sexual services are to be provided and whether those services are provided; (b) Whether A is, or ought to be, aware that C has engaged in exploitative conduct; (3) C engages in exploitative conduct if— (a) C uses force, threats (whether or not relating to violence) or any other form of coercion, or (b) C practises any form of deception. (4) A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale. If one looks at that legislation it seems that prostitution itself is not made unlawful [that might be one way of resolving the problems] but an innocent person who engages with a prostitute commits a fairly serious offence even if he knows nothing about the background of the way in which the prostitute is being controlled. How on earth is the Crown Prosecution Service going to find legally admissible evidence of activities of C? What happens if the prostitute says one thing and C denies that she is telling the truth? Will the prostitute ever attend the Magistrate’s Court to give live evidence? Would C ever be expected to attend a Court to admit to such conduct? Will she be able, in certain circumstances, to understand precisely what she is saying and its’ legal effect? What is the position if she lies? Is any man required to get a prostitute to sign a document confirming that she is telling the truth and that she is not being forced, coerced, deceived etc.? Who will witness this document? A passing police officer? I ask myself, what planet are we living on; what principles of law underpin this legislation; what on earth have we blundered into and how will this principle be extended for other offences? So I have drafted what might be a suitable note for signature by both parties. By this document the prostitute [name] of [address] confirms that she has not been forced, coerced, threatened or deceived



›› Fact Sheets: Brief expla nations written in simple terms explaining the legal issues regularly queried by prisoners. Also includes special Human Rights, Insurance, the Criminal Process and Religious Festival Dates. ›› Legal Directory: A directory of Solicitors and Barristers’ Chambers specialising in Criminal, Prison and Family Law.



On l £2 y 5



A comprehensive ‘not for profit’ 816 page guidebook, designed and compiled by former prisoners!



›› Rules and Regulations: Prison Rules, PSOs, PSIs, Offences against Discipline, Disciplinary Charges, Governors Punishments, MDTs and Prison Library Publications.



insideinformation is published by Inside Time, the National Newspaper for Prisoners, and a free copy has been donated to every UK prison library.



›› Useful Addresses: Prison Service, Courts, Police, Probation, Embassies, MP’s and countless other useful and otherwise difficult to obtain addresses.



Additional copies can be purchased from Inside Time PO Box 251 Hedge End Hampshire SO30 4XJ at the reduced price of £25 including p&p.



›› Glossary of Terms & Abbreviations: Understand the hundreds of acronyms and abbreviations used in reports, documents and forms.



Librarians, order your extra copies now!



UPDATES ... UPDATES ... UPDATES ... UPDATES HMP Wellingborough - now offers email booking for social visits [email protected] HMP Hull - New Booking Line number: 01482 282016 HMP Littlehey - Littlehey is now HMP-YOI Littlehey with the opening of a new unit for 480 Young Offenders. This has caused a change in visiting arrangements. Governor/Director Changes at HMP/YOI Ashfield, HMP Ashwell, HMP/YOI Askam Grange, HMYOI Brinsford, HMP Bullwood Hall, HMYOI Brinsford, HMP/ YOI Doncaster, HMP Eastwood Park, HMP Elmley (Sheppey Cluster), HMYOI Glen Parva, HMP Highpoint, HMP Kirklevington Grange, HMP Lincoln, HMP/ YOI Low Newton, HMP Lowdham Grange, HMP/YOI New Hall, HMP Noranside (SPS), HMYOI Prescoed, HMP Standford Hill (Sheppey Cluster), HMP Swaleside (Sheppey Cluster), HMP Usk. Full details at www.insidetime.org into providing sexual services to [name of customer] by any other person and confirms that she will give evidence to that effect, and that there is no known reason for the said customer to not accept what is contained herein. Dated this … day of ... 2010 at … am/pm Signed ........................................................... Witnessed by ................................................ Ridiculous, isn’t it?



Of course the easy solution is to decriminalise prostitution and legalise brothels which can be monitored and licensed. But that would be far too easy for our legislators. PS. I am not and never have been the user of such sexual services - sounds rather like a statement at the HUAC during the McCarthy era!



Julian Young is a Solicitor Advocate at Julian Young & Co. in London.



Legal Advice
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Conspiracy



against X and therefore could be disclosable under the disclosure rules. In preparation, care always needs to be taken to take the right approach to sensitive disclosure issues and, importantly, the drafting of the Defence Statement. This is even more so in conspiracy cases, as the very fluid nature of the charge means that the defence have to concentrate as hard as they can on what concrete ‘facts’ led the prosecution to their theory in the first place.



Law Tactics & Strategy in Defending in Conspiracy Allegations Aziz Rahman and Jonathan Lennon Definition of Conspiracy There are two types of conspiracy – statutory and common-law. Common law conspiracy is seen less frequently – though even with the dawn of the statutory regime for fraud offences under the Fraud Act 2006, we still see the Crown using the common-law offence of conspiracy to defraud and cheating the revenue. However, in this article we will concentrate on what is by far and away the most common of conspiracy allegations; statutory conspiracy. Under section 1 of the Criminal Law Act 1977 it is an offence “if a person agrees with any other person or persons that a course of conduct shall be pursued which, if the agreement is carried out in accordance with their intentions…” results in the commission of an offence. This simply means that just as it is a criminal offence to rob or murder or steal, so it is a criminal offence for two or more persons to agree with one another to commit that offence. The essence of the offence of conspiracy is agreement. The Law: ‘Agreement’ Judges will also remind juries that for the prosecution to prove an ‘agreement’ they do not have to produce a signed contract agreeing to commit an offence. Juries are invited to make common-sense inferences from the evidence – for example, a series of suspicious meetings or links to other coDefendants by telephone calls or taped conversations taken by a covertly placed bug or, more riskily for the police/customs/SOCA, the use of an undercover officer in the alleged pre-offence discussions. Often the facts in such allegations are agreed but the inferences that can be drawn from these facts are not agreed. This is what lawyers call a ‘confess and avoid’ case. In a ‘confess and avoid’ case it can be tempting just to let the Defendant do the explaining – i.e. the ‘avoiding’. That approach risks failing to see which parts of the evidence are the prosecution’s highlights and tackling them in the preparation stage as well as before the jury. Care and skill is required to identify these areas and consider how best to attack the prosecution’s case – e.g. cross-examining an officer about how many times he didn’t see the suspect, or establishing that a series of calls in isolation may look suspicious but against the background of the parties history is not so suspicious. The advantage of a conspiracy indictment for the prosecution is the lack of precision required. For example, where there is a large haul of drugs or guns and more than one person has been arrested, the police will almost automatically charge this as a conspiracy to supply rather than a substantive offence of possession with intent to supply. That way the Crown can make assertions about different Defendants’ roles but are not



locked into proving that a particular act was committed by a particular Defendant on a particular day. The Evidence: ‘Acts and Declarations’ In conspiracy cases there will often be significant areas of evidence which on the face of it seem damming but which in fact are not admissible against a particular Defendant. A basic rule of evidence is that, ordinarily, acts done or words uttered by ‘A’ cannot be evidence against ‘B’. But in conspiracy cases there is the so-called ‘acts and declarations’ rule. This provides that the acts or declarations of any conspirator or co-accused made in furtherance of the alleged common design may be admitted as part of the evidence against any other conspirator. The Criminal Justice Act 2003 preserves this rule – i.e. as an exception against the common-law exclusion of such evidence; s118(1). To be admissible against a co-Defendant the declaration in question must be in furtherance of the common design; it must “be demonstrated to be one forming an integral part of the machinery designed to give effect to the joint enterprise” – R v Reeves, unrep. Dec 4, 1998. Descriptions of past events etc are not made in furtherance of the common design and are therefore not admissible against anyone other than the maker. For example, say an undercover officer covertly records a suspect X discussing the preparations for an offence where Y is mentioned. This could be admissible evidence against both X and Y in a conspiracy case. But the acts and declarations rule can, and very often should, be tested by the defence. In R v Gray and Liggins [1995] 2 Cr. App. R 100 the Appeal Court went back to basic principles by recalling that “the basic reason for admitting the evidence of the acts or words of one against the other is that the combination or pre-concert to commit the crime is considered as implying an authority to act to or speak in furtherance of the common purpose on behalf of the others. From the nature of the case it can seldom happen that anything said by one which is no more than a narrative statement or account of some event that has already taken place ... can become admissible under this principle against his companions in the common enterprise.” Thus it maybe that X’s comments can in truth be shown to be no more than ‘grandstanding’ or describing past events – and even if that is not clear, there remains a discretion for the Judge to direct the jury not to hold X’s words against Y. Preparation: Investigation & Disclosure The Crown may not have to pin their colours to the mast too firmly in a conspiracy case, however there must be a case – a theory of what role a suspect is said to play in the alleged conspiracy. The police will sometimes get it wrong and build a case against a suspect who has ‘appeared on the radar’ during their investigations; or it may be that the suspect is actually guilty of something entirely different to the plot being hatched by others. For example, say, X is seen by police whilst they were keeping Y, a suspected major drug dealer, under surveillance. X is seen going frequently to the channel ports. X is then
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arrested prior to Y’s arrest. X’s home is searched – nothing is found but phone contacts between him and Y are clearly established and all around times when X is going to or coming from the Continent. It is plain in the police interview however that the police are really at a loss about what to say X’s supposed role is. The two men are clearly close and the police are very suspicious. X says nothing in interview aside that he is not guilty of any involvement in drugs offences and the police reluctantly release him. Y is then arrested and says in interview, ‘I am not a drug dealer, I get my money from bringing in cigarettes from the Continent and I get the cigarettes from X’. The police of course don’t believe that it is cigarettes that are being smuggled in and X is re-arrested and suddenly a positive case is put to him about his role as an importer of drugs. In those circumstances there could be scope for X at least to demand disclosure of at least some of the initial intelligence. It may be that the original police case started from an informant’s information that Y got his drugs from a source in London; i.e. not from the Continent. That could undermine the case



Problems for the Prosecution The requirement for a proved agreement can raise other very thorny issues for the prosecution. What if, for example, A, B and C agree to import cannabis where C provides a car but in fact A and B import cocaine (a Category A drug)? In that situation C would in fact be acquitted (see R v Taylor [2002] Crim LR 205). But the point is made – there are many difficult scenarios. What is the situation for example where A and B agree to commit an offence abroad? What if A and B agree with C to commit an offence but C, in reality, had no intention to go through with it, or if B later changed his mind? What if A, B and C agreed with D, and D turned out to be an undercover officer? What if A agreed with B but did not meet C or even know D? It would take a book to explain all the many variables of this offence. The essential thing to remember is that conspiracy really means ‘agreement’– the Crown must always show that an agreement of some sort has been reached and that a Defendant is a party to it – that is sometimes easier said than done Aziz Rahman is a partner at Rahman Ravelli Solicitors specialising in human rights, large scale conspiracy allegations and serious crime. Jonathan Lennon is a Barrister specialising in serious and complex criminal defence cases at 23 Essex Street Chambers in London.



Services •  Serious Crime •  Serious Fraud •  Covert/Human Rights •  Health & Safety •  Assets Forfeiture •  Regulatory Crime



If you feel we can assist you please do not hesitate to contact our Serious Crime Department



Call:



01422 346666 (24 Hour)



Saracen House, 10 Pellon Lane, Halifax HX1 5SP. www.rahmanravelli.co.uk ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



SOLICITORS



Specialists in Defending Serious Crime Rahman Ravelli has built an enviable reputation as a leading criminal defence firm. Our Practice is nationwide and we have developed an expertise in handling substantial and complex cases particularly those involving difficult legal challenges, especially in the Human Rights area. We continue to successfully protect the rights of the individual in all areas of criminal law. We recognise that criminal cases today are not merely decided on eye witness testimony, but on other issues such as whether evidence can be successfully argued to be inadmissible or the prosecution made to disclose evidence helpful to the defence case. Our dedicated team of criminal lawyers are always up to date with the latest developments in the law to ensure that no stone is left unturned. The lawyers have wide ranging experience of defending cases of significant complexity and seriousness. Our reputation means that we are able to instruct the most able counsel to conduct trials. We appoint Counsel, Queen’s Counsel and Experts who have passed our vigorous vetting procedures. High Profile Cases Rahman Ravelli routinely deals with large, high profile cases and is experienced in dealing with criminal matters all the way to the House of Lords. RIPA Our speciality is defending cases involving large scale police operations where authorities have been granted under the Regulations of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA); i.e. The use of Informants / Covert Surveillance (including Covert Listening devices) / Undercover Offices; and Material which demands an expertise in disclosure & PII concerns
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Legal Q&A
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Inside Time Legal Forum Answers to readers’ legal queries are given on a strictly without liability basis. If you propose acting upon any of the opinions that appear, you must first take legal advice. Replies for the Legal Forum kindly provided by: ABM Solicitors; Chivers Solicitors; de Maids; Frank Brazell & Partners; Henry Hyams; Hine & Associates; Levys Solicitors; Morgans; Oliver & Co; Parlby Calder; Petherbridge Bassara Solicitors; Stephensons Solicitors LLP; Stevens Solicitors; Switalskis Solicitors and WBW Solicitors see individual advertisements for full details. Send your legal queries (concise and clearly marked ‘legal’) to our editorial assistant Lucy Forde at Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. For a prompt response, readers are reminded to send their queries on white paper using black ink or typed if possible. Use a first or second class stamp. that I can’t contact her but she sent me a letter and some photos but the prison sent them back. Are they allowed to do this? There is nothing that says she can’t contact me. When we were able to speak she told me that CPS had advised her to write and request the order be lifted, which she did but was declined because it was after the 28 day limit. Is there anything else we can do?



A It appears that it is the individual’s partner that the prison is preventing contact with. It is arguable that such a decision would not be proper as it breaches Article 8 of the European Court of Human Rights; the individual’s right to respect for private and family life. However the prison will comply with any order made by the Court, therefore until this order is lifted and for as long as the order exists, the prison will continue to rely on this order. The individual’s partner therefore needs to get the formal Court order lifted.



............................................... BH - HMP Leeds



Q CD - HMP Bristol Q I am serving a four-year



sentence for various offences and when I was sentenced the Judge made an order preventing contact with my girlfriend, directly or indirectly as all my offences were against her. Two days after I was sentenced we got back together. I told my probation officer as I thought that we might get some help to rebuild our relationship. Probation informed the prison, without my knowledge, and they have now stopped all visits, phone calls and letters. I understand



SCOTTISH SOLICIT ORS Par ole Board Repr esentation, Prison Law and Human Rights



• Life Prisoner Tribunals • Licence Recall Hearings • Parole Applications for Long Term Prisoners • Downgrades from the Open Prison Estate • Judicial Review and Human Rights • Foreign National Prisoners - Parole - Access to Open Prisons - Deportation



Contact: Mark Templeton



0141 429 4354



Quinn Martin & Langan 87 Carlton Place Glasgow G5 9TD



Enquiries from Scottish prisoners ONLY please



In February 2005 I was sentenced to six and a half years for offences committed in and prior to October 2004. I was eventually released in June 2009 having served four years and eight months, including 110 days added for adjudications whilst in custody. I was recalled in July for breaching my order, not for committing any further offences. I have served over two-thirds of my sentence, am past my LED date, Boxing Day, and due for release on my SED in April 2011. How can this be under the old law and is what is happening lawful?



A



The new law applies retrospectively - the individual is not eligible or suitable for



automatic release under the automatic 28 day recall for those serving a sentence for a violent offence listed in CJA 2003, Schedule 15. Therefore all standard recall prisoners are liable to remain in custody until the end of the sentence, irrespective of whether their original licence was under the CJA 1991 or CJA 2003. The individual’s detention will be subject to annual parole reviews; unless the Parole Board authorise release he can be held in custody until the SED. However, the Parole Board or the Secretary of State may direct early release if they are satisfied that continued detention was no longer necessary for the protection of the public. It is worth noting however that the individual is now serving a part of the sentence that was intended to be served in the community. As such the arguments the individual has for release should be relatively strong and the Parole Board must only refuse release if they consider continued detention is necessary for the protection of the public. The individual should seek urgent legal advice and assistance from their solicitor and see what is happening with a parole review.



............................................... MJ - HMP Nottingham



Q



I have three queries that I hope you can help me with. The first is relating to recall; I have been back on recall for 31 days and have not received my recall dossier which I should have got within 28 days so that I could write the representations. I would like to know if I can go for immediate re-release. I was arrested for an alleged offence but no charges were brought against me and yet probation claim that I was recalled for committing a further offence. Can I make a claim against my recall as being unjustified? I did not breach any conditions regarding appointments and curfews, will this go in my favour? My second relates to exercise, or lack of it. Over a four week period recently we were only offered exercise on eleven days; staff claim that they did go round the wing but not all 50 prisoners could be lying could they? They maintain that exercise was offered and declined by all. This is pure fabrication and it is not down to staff shortages, is there any action I can take over this? Finally; I suffer from type two diabetes and borderline personality disorders and am on a VP landing. We are currently denied access to the main chapel. PSO 2855 [paraphrased] states that a prisoner should not be discriminated against or denied access to any part of the prison, goods or services. Is the lack of exercise and no access to the chapel discrimination?



A Your correspondent needs to contact a solicitor regarding the delay of the prison to provide the recall dossier and to assist with challenging that delay. In the meantime he can exhaust the Form Comp 1 process; however he needs to seek legal advice as the prison is under a duty to perform a speedy review.



reasons the Probation Officer recalled him and if unreasonable, this could be potentially challenged, so the individual would need to get legal advice and request the recall dossier. Regarding the lack of exercise, there is a requirement that prisoners who are not engaged in outdoor work or in an open prison should have one hour’s exercise per day if the weather permits. Rule 30 states “If the weather permits and subject to the need to preserve good order and discipline, a prisoner shall be given the opportunity to spend time in the open air at least once a day, for such period as may be reasonable in the circumstances’. Detailed guidance on this provision is given in PSO 4275. It also makes clear that healthcare advice is that all prisoners should ideally have one hour in the open air. Where time in the open air is cancelled because of weather or in the interests of good order and discipline, prisoners should be able to spend the time in association, with access to recreational or PE facilities where possible, subject to the need to maintain good order and discipline’. As such therefore, the Prison Rules suggest that the provision of one hour’s exercise a day in the open air should be mandatory. With regards to your correspondent’s concerns relating to access to the chapel, services and bible classes, section 10(5) of the Prison Act 1952 requires the governor to ‘record the religious denomination to which the prisoner declares himself to belong’ and Prison Rule 13 states that a prisoner ‘shall be treated as being of the religious denomination stated in the record’. PSO4550 confirms that the Prison Service ‘recognises and respects the right of prisoners to participate in worship and other religious activities and to receive pastoral care’ (para 11). It sets out the religious rights of prisoners, and confirms that they must have access to appropriate places of worship, ministers, diet, dress and religious artefacts. The individual should seek further legal advice in order to potentially challenge the above breaches.



>> Please note our new address for



all Prisoner correspondence: Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Career Opportunities



If you have a vacancy use this space to fill it. Contact: [email protected] nominal costs to legal firms free to help organisations.



He needs to get the recall pack and see the



Training Event Wednesday 17th May 2010



Practical Issues for Prison Lawyers: ‘Risk and Resettlement’ Venue: eOffice, 1 Portland Street, Manchester, M1 3BE. To reserve your place please visit:



www.associationofprisonlawyers.co.uk/training.html or contact



Andrew Sperling, Association of Prison Lawyers c/o Office 7, 19 Greenwood Place, London NW5 1LB



Association of Prison Lawyers, in conjunction with Doughty Street Chambers



Legal Q&A
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Banks on Sentence Answers by Robert Banks, a barrister who writes Banks on Sentence, the book the Judges use for sentencing more than any other.



www.banksr.com Q I was sentenced to a total of 5 years. It was made up of the full 9 months for a suspended sentence, 3 months consecutive for possession of heroin and 4 years consecutive for a burglary on a Vet’s surgery where I stole valium and £400 cash. There were 5 TICs for other burglaries on Vet’s premises. I pleaded guilty. What are the guidelines for this offence and was the sentence excessive? The Judge said the sentence was to deter others and he put the case alongside housebreakers. Is he allowed to do that?



A Without seeing your papers it is very difficult to say whether the sentence is excessive. You should ask for a written advice from your counsel/advocate. It may depend on your record and the TICs which I know nothing about. Whether the judge can equate this with a house burglary is not subject to any guidance that I am aware of. What the judge should do is to start with the relevant guideline and then adjust it to reflect the aggravating and mitigating factors. The aggravating factors would appear to be that there were 6 burglaries and that the motive was to steal drugs which are not available over the counter. The judge would then arrive at a figure from which he or she would make a deduction for your guilty plea. If the plea was entered at the first reasonable opportunity it would be worth a third off. The guidelines are as follows: I print them in full so all those who are awaiting sentence for offences for which there is a guideline can see how a guideline is written. This guideline is in a typical format to all guidelines.



Theft and Burglary in a building other than a dwelling Guideline 2009 Factors to take into consideration



At the lower end are cases of opportunistic offending by a single offender where there was no forced entry, no damage caused and nothing stolen. Towards the other end of the spectrum are cases involving significant planning and professionalism, multiple offenders going equipped with implements to facilitate the commission of the offence, targeting of particular premises and the theft of property or cash or damage and consequential losses of a significant value. The guideline indicates that, in these circumstances, a sentence in excess of 7 years imprisonment may be appropriate. In relation to harm, the greater the loss, the more serious the offence. However, the monetary value of the loss may not reflect the full extent of the harm caused by the offence. The court should also take into account the impact of the offence on the victim (which may be significantly greater than the monetary value of the loss; this may be particularly important where the value of the loss is high in proportion to the victim’s financial circumstances even though relatively low in absolute terms), any harm to persons other than the direct victim, and any harm in the form of public concern or erosion of public confidence. When assessing the seriousness of an offence, the courts must always have regard to the full list of aggravating and mitigating factors in the Council guideline Overarching Principles: Seriousness. The following factors from the general list may be particularly relevant, deliberate and gratuitous violence or damage to property, over and above what is needed to carry out the offence; abuse of a position of trust.



Additional aggravating factors are:



(i) Targeting premises. Some offenders deliberately target premises because high
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PRISON LAW DEPARTMENT Catherine McCarthy



CIVIL DEPARTMENT Edward Colquhoun



All aspects of prison law, including adjudications,parole, DLP, categorisation, Judicial Review



Housing problems on release.



All aspects of criminal law, including Appeals/CCRC/Confiscation Orders.



Assault and any other civil claims against the Police or Prison Service.



Employment and discrimination claims, especially on behalf of Prison Officers.



FAMILY DEPARTMENT Bridget Barford



All aspects of matrimonial and child care law, including proceedings involving Local Authority or individuals in relation to children, all aspects of domestic work, both for Applicant and Respondent, all aspects of financial proceedings between married or formerly married parties and non-married parties between each other and in relation to children



2-4 Bradford Street Tonbridge Kent TN9 1DU Tel: 01732 360999



value, often easily disposable, property is likely to be found there. This is an aggravating factor as it indicates a degree of professionalism and organisation in the offending, as well as an intention to derive a high level of gain. Community premises, including schools, clubrooms, places of worship and doctors’ surgeries, may be particular targets. Burglaries of such premises may result in a higher than usual degree of harm in terms of, for example, the inconvenience caused by the theft of the property and this should be regarded as an aggravating factor. Premises which have been burgled on a prior occasion are also sometimes targeted, often on the assumption that security is weak or that goods stolen in the earlier burglary will have been replaced. This indicates planning, organisation and professionalism and, therefore, should be regarded as
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increasing the offender’s culpability. Repeat victimisation may also increase the harm caused by the offence in terms of distress, inconvenience and expense to the victim. (ii) Possession of a weapon. In cases where it is not clear whether the offender was in possession of a weapon at the time of entry into the building (which may fulfil the requirements for a more serious charge of aggravated burglary), an additional charge of possession of an offensive weapon may be before the court. If, however an offender found with a weapon is charged solely with burglary, possession of that weapon may be regarded as an aggravating factor, subject to the overriding principle that an offender can be sentenced only for the offence of which he or she has been convicted.



First time offender aged 18 or over who pleaded not guilty Type/nature of activity 



Starting point 



Range



Burglary involving goods valued at £20,000 or more 



2 years custody 



12 months 7 years custody



Burglary involving goods 18 weeks custody valued at £2,000 or more but less than £20,000



Community order (HIGH) - 12 months custody



Burglary involving goods Community order (MED) valued at less than £2,000 



Fine-26 weeks custody



Where the effect on the victim is particularly severe, the goods are of particularly high value, the cost of damage or consequential losses is significant, or there is evidence of a professional burglary and/or significant planning, a sentence of more than 7 years custody may be appropriate. Additional aggravating factors: 1. Targeting premises containing property of high value 2. Targeting vulnerable community premises 3. Targeting premises which have been burgled on prior occasion(s) 4. Possession of a weapon (where this is not charged separately).



Please Note: If prisoners leave out key matters like relevant and serious previous convictions or that the Court of Appeal has already rejected an appeal the answers given will be often incomplete or wrong. Please make sure questions relate to sentences and not conviction or release. Unless you say you don’t want your question and answer published it will be assumed you don’t have an objection to publication. No-one will have their identity revealed. Facts which indicate who you are will not be printed. Letters without an address cannot be answered. It is usually not possible to determine whether a particular defendant has grounds of appeal without seeing all the paperwork. Going through all the paperwork is normally not an option. The column is designed for simple questions and answers. Please address your questions to Inside Time and mark the letter clearly for Robert Banks.



Second Chance! 1 in 5 people are routinely refused insurance



WE COVER THE RISKS THAT NOBODY ELSE WILL • MOTOR • HOUSEHOLD • COMMERCIAL • FINANCIAL Contact a member of our friendly team



SIS Insurance 13 Northenden Road Sale, Cheshire M33 2DH



0161 969 6040 [email protected] www.saleinsurance.co.uk Sale Insurance Services Limited are authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority



Liz Solicitors W W W. L I Z S O L I C I T O R S . C O . U K



Criminal Defence & Prison Law Specialists For fast, efficient and friendly advice in all aspects of Criminal Defence & Prison Law including: • Appeals - Convictions & Sentences • Applications to CCRC • Confiscation Proceedings • Unlawful Detention & Death in Custody • Adjudications & Parole Board Hearings • Tariff Review & Licence Recall • Re-Categorisation & Transfers • ALP/DLP/HDC/MDT/VDT/ROTL • Challenging IPP & Extended Sentences • Judicial Reviews • Immigration/Deportation/Human Rights



Contact: Val, Ade or Chuks Liz Solicitors



46a Church Street, Enfield, EN2 6AZ



020 8370 4980



24Hrs Emergency 07796 064 373
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Book Reviews



Operation Mincemeat by Ben Macintyre Gerard McGrath is of the opinion that a book should never be judged by its cover or title By way of a preface I have to admit this is the first novel I have read from the pen of columnist and Associate Editor on The Times, Ben Macintyre. That is no reflection on Ben; rather it is symptomatic of my slight aversion to this genre of literature. All too often, authors take liberties with an historical event, sensationalize it in novel form and plead ‘artistic licence’ by way of justification. Take my word - the book reviewing business can be a tad vexed and somewhat demanding. On one hand you are at liberty to indulge personal bias and be as subjective as you like; on the other hand you feel compelled to be as fair and objective as possible. The latter is decidedly the ideal reviewer, to which state I vaingloriously aspire. In opting to review this book it seemed a good exercise in self-discipline and evidence that I am as secular and eclectic as I like to think I am. That stated, what do I conclude about Operation Mincemeat? The title was something of a magnet in that I wondered what manner of author opts for such a seemingly banal and off-putting title, albeit an empirical historical fact that there was such a codenamed intelligence operation. As a student of history, I am quite familiar with this particular brilliant intelligence coup that hoaxed the Germans during World War 11. I set my immediate response to the title aside on the basis one should not judge books by covers or indeed by titles. I am pleased I subscribe to that paraphrased maxim as there is little to fault about Operation Mincemeat. I say little because whilst not a fault per se, I found Ben’s depiction of certain characters lacked the impact he could have created, but that is just my subjective opinion and the only slightly pedantic adverse criticism I have of his book. Essentially, by way of light
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entertainment this is a good yarn, an absorbing and educational page-turner of a book. A sceptical brow or two may well be raised by my revealing the means by which the Germans were deceived was the seemingly callous use by British Intelligence of the body of a dead indigent. An example of ‘the end justifying the means’ and of the maxim: ‘All is fair in love and war.’ The corpse, disguised as a serviceman, is found floating in the sea off the coast of Spain. It is intended the corpse would be found. The discovery of the body and what is discovered on the body are a catalyst for a series of events which have a profound effect on the course of the war. The German high command is deceived into believing that the Allies intend to attack Greece rather than Sicily. As a consequence, German troops are deployed accordingly thereby saving many Allied lives and increasing the likelihood of the successful invasion of Sicily; as proved the case. There is an adage to the effect that truth is often far stranger than fiction and Operation Mincemeat is a classic example. Few if any authors would have the temerity to construct a tale as fanciful as this one however fecund their imaginations. Notwithstanding my previous observation, the book is replete with colourful diverse characters too numerous to list in full in this review. To cite just four, there are: the RAF officer who conceived the plan; a forensic pathologist; a cross-dressing English spymaster; and a beautiful, alluring secret service secretary. It is self-evident that Ben has done diligent research in the writing of this book. In the manner of a gifted author he melds together: documents, letters, photographs, diaries and intelligence material recently released from the files of Naval Intelligence and MI5 to tell the compelling story of Operation Mincemeat. The photographs of various characters are an astute inclusion which enhanced my enjoyment. Ben has accomplished what any author worthy of the name should in drawing the reader into the story he is telling. At no point in the book did I experience boredom and the ensuing urge to put it down as lacking interest and feasibility. As aforementioned a page-turner of its genre; I recommend it and compliment Ben Macintyre. Operation Mincemeat by Ben Macintyre is published by Bloomsbury Publishing and available in all good bookshops and from Amazon price £8.48. ISBN 978 -07475-98688 Gerard McGrath BA Hons is currently resident at HMP Haverigg



Recollections of a Racketeer by Patrick Lane Review from ‘MacNutty’ HMP Peterhead As an avid reader, the genre into which this book falls is one I delve into occasionally. If someone has a worthwhile story to tell, I’ll commit with my undivided attention. The last time I felt this strongly about a true crime/biography was the discovery of ‘Borstal Boy’ and ‘Confessions of an Irish Rebel’, the life story of Brendan Behan. Patrick Lane delivers an informative, interesting and surprising insight into his life as a smuggler. In my opinion he would be a gentleman and not the stereotypical ‘waster’ who would normally fall into that line of work. As for the claims of being a racketeer, I’ll quote the man himself: ‘this notion is an unexpected honour bestowed upon him by the US Government’. He introduces his life with no apologies or guilt laden recollections in what can only be described as a ‘warts and all’ account. He never blames anyone else; taking responsibility for his part in the dodgy dealings. Simply put by the man himself, ‘If you remember the 60’s you weren’t there’. By the end of chapter one I was totally hooked. The question at the forefront of my mind was who were the real crooks; Patrick Lane and his gang of smugglers or the bankers who happily laundered the cash - taking their 2% commission with no questions asked? The one ambition that Patrick had since being a small boy was to become a smuggler. He managed to achieve this from an unlikely starting place as an accountant; while carving out a legitimate career, making useful contacts, walking the walk and talking the talk, climbing the career ladder while carving out the boyhood dream as a smuggler; learning from the best of both worlds - including how to dress for business meetings while being prepared for a ruck in the street … grabbing opportunities to dupe custom officers while having the audacity to pull off bigger scams under their noses.



The book isn’t just about an ex-con reminiscing on his glory days but a social account of the changes that have taken place around the world in the last 45 years. The drug smuggling operations revealed within these pages do not glorify the illegal trade. Indeed the methods used would be easily exposed today due to modern detection methods and developments in technology and travel methods. The surprising lack of violence was also a major difference compared to other books in the genre; this made it all the more enjoyable as it focussed on Patrick and his associates and says that they were all gentlemen rather than career gangsters. One particular escapade that stands out and that was the Scottish adventure involving a castle, a film (that got moderate success) the hospitality of the locals and what must have been the biggest drug smuggling operation ever to go undetected (at the time) on Scottish shores despite the local policeman stumbling upon the scene accidentally. In the last 40 years, British drug laws have changed beyond recognition but it’s still the same old war cry. As a 20 year-old student, Patrick became a registered drug addict collecting government approved heroin and cocaine from the pharmacy, similar to the substitute Methadone programme that exists today, but the argument of providing the drugs on prescription to cut crime continually rears its ugly head from time to time. Patrick Lane has a few regrets and is embarrassed and ashamed about his involvement in the drug trade but doesn’t apologise for it. The only remorse he shows is for the pain and suffering he caused to his wife and children due to his involvement. The money didn’t matter at the end of the day, Patrick realised all that mattered to him was the love of his wife and children. If this book becomes available through the library or club then get together and buy a copy to share. Perfect for that weekend lock-up and if you become interested, the paperback contains a list of other perspectives from the other parts of the gang and family members. The title that caught my eye was ‘Redemption of a Racketeer’, which leads on from the end of ‘Recollections of a Racketeer’. A knock out read, try it, you won’t be disappointed.



Recollections of a Racketeer by Patrick Lane is published by Mainstream Publishing and available in all good bookshops and through Amazon: price £7.99 ISBN 978-1-84596-578-5
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DVD Review
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The Hurt Locker Follows a United States Army Explosive Ordnance Disposal team during the Iraq War. The film was directed by Kathryn Bigelow and Won 6 Oscars, 6 Baftas and 3 Golden Globes



home-made bombs and roadside traps. It is clear that James is the character to root for. Preternaturally calm under pressure, painstakingly attentive to detail, always determined to see the job through to its end, generous to those around him, brave as hell, and ruggedly individualistic, he embodies all the values of an all-American hero - and, in his refusal to obey orders, follow procedures, maintain communications or wear proper gear, he conforms to all the specs of that most beloved of war film figures, the maverick. One Colonel (David Morse), having witnessed James’ courage under fire, can barely contain his admiration: “That’s just hot shit. You’re a wild man, you know that?” Sanborn’s reaction to the same incident is to punch James full in the face - and later Sanborn and Eldridge will half-jokingly plot to murder James, hoping to be rid of this ticking bomb in their midst.



‘The rush of battle is often a potent and lethal addiction, for war is a drug’. This quote, lifted from renowned Middle East correspondent Chris Hedges’ book ‘War Is a Force That Gives Us Meaning’ (2002), is the text that opens Kathryn Bigelow’s The Hurt Locker - itself scripted by journalist Mark Boal and drawn from his experiences embedded with an Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) team in Iraq in 2004. Viewers would do well, amidst the high-tension chaos that follows, to remember Hedges’ words, as they represent one of the only verbal articulations of the film’s principal theme. Like all the best directors, Bigelow prefers showing to telling, and so she immerses viewers in a physical, moral and psychological landscape that is always compelling to watch, but never so easy to read. The introductory sequence, reminiscent of the opening of 2007’s Beaufort which dealt with the South Lebanon conflict, barely gives viewers time to register that team leader Sergeant Thompson is played by Guy Pearce before he is killed when the improvised



explosive device that he is trying to disarm is remotely detonated. Later, Ralph Fiennes will have a similar, and similarly short-lived, cameo - so short, in fact, that his character is not even named. Here, in the guerrilla warfare on the streets of US-occupied Baghdad, life is frail, all men are vulnerable to sudden attack, and death equalises even the big-name actors in the cast. No sooner have Thompson’s body and belongings been packed away in their white box than his replacement arrives in the form of Staff Sergeant William James (Jeremy Renner), whose ways in the field are soon unnerving the surviving EOD unit members, by-the-book Sergeant JT Sanborn (Anthony Mackie) and death-fearing Specialist Owen Eldridge (Brian Geraghty).



›› Anyone in establishments using the service can receive emails from their family and friends, solicitors and other organisations registered. ›› Solicitors and organisations registered can provide clients with a fast and efficient service and keep them fully updated with progress. Note: Not suitable for Rule 39 correspondence. ›› Over 60 UK prisons and IRC’s are using the EMAP service and more are being added each month.



Prisons and Solicitors should call Derek Jones on 0844 873 3111 for further details or visit the website
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Without question wars, not to mention war movies, need men like James, and can create
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HHHHH Verdict: Bigelow’s gripping yet subtle study in the psychology of war is set to the urgent rhythms of a ticking bomb, exploding the myth of the maverick hero.



See Jailbreak page 54 for how to order
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Shot up close and personal and brilliantly edited, The Hurt Locker captures the paranoia, grit and confusion of urban warfare so grippingly that it takes a while for the film’s moral disorientation to catch up - but when it does, the film becomes, not unlike Sam Mendes’s Jarhead (2005), a war movie concerned less with ‘war is hell’ cliches than with the psychological make-up of those who can thrive in such an infernal environment. As a study of bunkered masculinity in extremis, Bigelow’s film is of a piece with her earlier Point Break (1991), but it is far more understated and adult than the Keanu Reeves/Patrick Swayze face-off, and as such will no doubt be seen by fewer people. More is the pity, as it is one of the best films to examine the mix of audacity, intransigence and ignorance that fuelled the invasion of Iraq in the first place.



Review by Andrew Cousins who is Managing Director of Gema Records, the leading supplier of Music, Games and DVDs to UK prisons.



As the days count down to the end of Bravo Company’s current rotation, these three men face fiery death on every mission as they try to keep fellow soldiers and civilians safe from
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One suspects that viewers will be similarly divided in deciding whether James is a “rowdy man” or merely “reckless”, but certainly by the end Bigelow has deftly dismantled James’ brand of death-defying machismo, exposing the explosive danger that he represents both to himself and to others. Eldridge might be the one regularly seeing an army doctor (Christian Camargo) to discuss his mortality anxieties, but we are left to wonder, in keeping with the principles of Catch-22, whether dauntless, risk-loving adrenaline junkie James might be the one who is truly in need of help.



such men too - but that is precisely what makes Bigelow’s film such an interesting comment on the nature of war itself. It almost goes without saying that as a husband, as a father, and as a member of peaceful, civilian life, James proves to be an abject failure - and as a corpse, of course, he will have no value whatsoever.
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Inside Poetry



H



If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



H Anger



of the HStar PoemH Hmonth Congratulations to Callum Dunn - HMP Exeter - who wins our £25 prize for ‘Star Poem of the Month’.



Cheers Dad



Callum Dunn - HMP Exeter When I was young my dad said to me Stick with me son We’ll live a life of crime The moneys great But you might do some time So here I am sat in my cell I’m on basic So all I’ve got is a light and a bell But what’s worse and really sad It’s the safest home I’ve ever had Cheers dad thanks a lot You are so crap But you’re all I’ve got So put pen to paper and drop me a line Because compared to you I’ve turned out fine



This Is My View Jason Smith - HMP Birmingham Woolly blue dashed donkey jackets Thin grey and maroon jumpers Shoulders hunched against the cold Barred Victorian cross hatched windows Against a crumbling brick façade This is my view People walking the yard Trying to avoid icy puddles Moving anti clockwise Time does not go back Forced laughter once emitted Goes nowhere This is my view All the talk of this and that Where’s and when’s, who’s and what’s Like circling on exercise Avoiding real realities: This time’s eating my life I’m not happy here Let me home while it’s there This is my view



An Ode to Boredom



Pat O’Riordan - HMP Wayland



Richard Patterson - HMP Norwich



An ode to Scotty Barrett Who claims he’s really bored I read your catchy poem And laugh…I nearly roared



Anger in the newspapers And shown upon the news From the angry man in the street And his angry views



You’re in a single cell With your DVD’s You’ve got a play station two You drink Earl Gray tea



Because of: Angry soldiers left on crusades Over in Iraq As anger bleeds from Muslims And stains the sand so dark Then there’s anger over soldiers Dead in the dust of Afghanistan Due to the angry rhetoric Of the angry Taliban Anger from their officers There’s no choppers on the books But when a prince came visiting He had his own fleet of Chinooks Anger at the banks For money down the drain And angry cries of ‘Foul’ They get their bonus again Anger from the voters Over dodgy MP expenses Anger at their second homes And accounts at Marks and Spencers With all this anger in the air And people living in fear I bet that angry Nick Griffin Will be PM this year But when he was on Question Time He didn’t do that well And if he got in power Britain would be an angry hell!!
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How to fill my time? Craig Valentine - HMP Chelmsford The days, the weeks, the years My actions, my mates, my fears The hate, the love, the feelings My crimes, my money, my dealings The freedom, the girls, the fresh air I’m free and don’t have a care How to fill my time? The party, the drink, the drugs My choice, my gun, my slugs The victim, the police, the handcuffs My solicitor, my sentence, my bluffs The lies, the verdict, the Judge I’m in jail now and still hold a grudge How to fill my time? The change, the prison, the cell My mother, my job, my hell The bucket, the mop, the broom My cell mate, my landing, my room The yard, the office, the showers I’m a cleaner now, just to waste the hours How to fill my time?



We will award a prize of £25 to the entry selected as our ‘Star Poem of the Month’. To qualify for a prize, poems should not have won a prize in any other competition or been published previously. Send entries to: Inside Time, Poetry, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire, SO30 2GB. Please put your name, number and prison on the same sheet of paper as your poem. If you win we can’t send your money if we don’t know who or where you are! By submitting your poems to Inside Time you are agreeing that they can be published in any of our ‘not for profit links’, these include the newspaper, website and any forthcoming books. You are also giving permission for Inside Time to use their discretion in allowing other organisations to reproduce this work if considered appropriate, unless you have clearly stated that you do not want this to happen. Any work reproduced in other publications will be on a ‘not for profit’ basis. WHEN SUBMITTING YOUR WORK PLEASE INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING PERMISSION: THIS IS MY OWN WORK AND I AGREE TO INSIDE TIME PUBLISHING IT IN ALL ASSOCIATE SITES AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS AS APPROPRIATE.



Your cupboards are full of goodies And your quilt weren’t cheap Some look in your cell And just want to weep Your carpet and curtains Are a matching pair You’re not really strugglin’ mate Let’s be fair I don’t see you bored When you’re crackin’ a frame Or picking the teams For the Sunday game Then out to play football But avoidin’ the dirt In your Nike boots And your Gucci shirt I don’t see you bored When you’re cadgin’ a brew Whilst beating me at poker As you so often do Oh but I know why There’s a smile on your face For in about 12 weeks time You’ll leave this place Back to home life And all its drama So heed my words For here’s your karma I’ll give you 6 months And you’ll be praying to the Lord For a bit of peace and quiet So you can be bored Correction: Please note that the poem ‘The Bully’ published in the March poetry section should have been credited to CHRIS REED HMP Parkhurst and not Craig Topping. Our apologies to Chris.



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SPECIALISTS



Raj Law Solicitors WORKING FOR THE WELFARE OF PRISONERS AND DEFENDANTS



Crown Court/Court of Appeal Representation • All types of cases undertaken ! • All aspects of prison law and criminal law work undertaken ! • Full Legal Aid Help W E A L S O S P E A K F R E N C H , TA TA M I L , MAURITIAN CREOLE, HINDI & URDU



Call us now and we will arrange a visit immediately!



020 8516 7730



or



020 3133 0000



EMERGENCY 24/7 MOB 07947 641876 ( FA X 0 2 0 8 5 1 6 7 7 3 1 )



89 Bickersteth Road, Tooting Broadway, London SW17 9SH



Copies are available at a special discount price of £7.50 for Inside Time readers, family and friends. Inside Time, P.O.Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. Telephone: 0844 335 6483 ISBN 978-0-9562855-0-8
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If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



The Moonlight Shines



Les Tomkins - HMP Wormwood Scrubs



Written Off



Kyle Chambers - HMP Norwich Sitting down the pub on a Saturday night The music was loud and the lights shined bright I don’t usually drink, so I took the car And if we had to walk back it wasn’t that far Everyone seemed happy, the atmosphere was great The band stopped playing and it was getting late Then out of nowhere, my mate got down on one knee And asked his girlfriend; “Will you marry me?” She answered him yes and we all gave a cheer How could I say no, as he bought me a beer One led to another as the hours went past Started to feel tired, I’ll make this my last Didn’t tell my friends, as I knew what they would say So I finished off my pint, then quickly slipped away Got into my car without a second thought What are the chances that I will get caught? Put in the key then typed in the code Started the engine and drove down the road Half a mile in, I didn’t get far Head on collision with another car



Contradict myself, stutter and stammer Or just blurt out “Ya Nan’s been in the slammer” Somehow I can’t see This being a good bedtime story Not exactly showing days of glory



A raindrop falls from an empty sky Clouding the vision, of my eye A gentle dance from the shadows aloft As I sit on this bench Listening to the voices of the wind that are so soft



I listen to my Nan, what a picture she can paint Of the good old days, war, love, Lord and Saint Of times of woe, though filled with love Society joined by the hands of God above



My mind is clear, and free from thought Apart from what, time just brought I while away the hours each day With nothing on my mind, and nothing to say I seem to drift from my body to space And always end up in a different place



Innocence, Interrupted N. Jarrett - HMP Swaleside



Breathless with guilty pleasure My country life disrupted For I was just a boy My innocence, interrupted.



beesleyandcompanysolicitors



We specialise in: OUTSIDE ADJUDICATIONS. Have you committed an offence whilst in custody? We can provide representation for you in front of the adjudicator. PAROLE BOARD HEARINGS. We can supply written representations and attending oral hearings. CATEGORISATION. If you want us to assist by way of written representations – we can help.



PRISON RECALL. Have you been recalled and do you think the decision is justified? We can prepare written submissions and appear on your behalf before the parole board. PRISON COMPLAINTS AND REFERRALS TO THE PRISON OMBUDSMAN. If you feel you are treated badly in prison, you can make a complaint. We can help you through the procedure.



Call us on freephone: 0800 374388 (24 hours). Keith Park Solicitors Claughton House, 39 Barrow Street, St Helens WA 10 1RX E: [email protected] CRIMINAL DEFENCE LAWYERS



S Costello - HMP Drake Hall



The breeze is cold, but the air is fresh A woman walks by, in an evening dress Her hair is blowing from the gentle wind She has a sparkle in her eye, ‘n’ a pretty grin An angel from the sky, who has never sinned



Went to crown court and gave my guilty plea I was sentenced seven years in HMP Lost everything I had, my house, my job and girl It feels to me like it’s the end of the world



At Keith Park Solicitors we have many years experience representing our clients, not only before sentencing but also once they are in custody. There are many ways we can help you with advice and representation once you are on the ‘inside’. Our team of Legal experts will be your friends on the outside.



Jack ‘a’ Nory



Will I be telling my grandchildren? The story of my youth Passing down my wisdom And how to tell the truth



I soon awoke, in a hospital bed Being told by the nurse, I am lucky I’m not dead Questioned by the police, no chance of bail I knew there and then that I was going to jail



YOU NEED A FRIEND ON THE OUTSIDE...
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Silent waters flow under the bridge The moonlight shines on the silvery fish The shadows flicker along the walls It’s always the same, when darkness falls



I found myself in the city With crowds of people but no friends; I moved from shadows of darkness To lanterns and neon lights Taunted, tempted by sensual voices From four corners of the street Pockets empty, pulse racing A stranger to love torn nights



INSIDE?



Inside Poetry



Personal Injury and Civil Action against the Police and other authorities • Personal Injury (accidents both in & out of custody) • Assault • False imprisonment • Malicious prosecution • Negligence • Interference with property/goods • Allegations of mistreatment/injury caused by inmates or staff Contact: Mark Lees



Beesley & Company 736-740 Wilmslow Road, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 2DW 0800 975 5454 (FREEPHONE) [email protected] www.beesleysolicitors.co.uk Nationwide service available in certain cases Legal Aid available



How uniting together, helped our country survive No matter how poor, they’d fight with pride From riches to rags, rations for the poor Homeless people knocking at every door Yet together love brought them through To a whole new future, for all society new And what have I brought, that’s all as great? Well, let’s see, what picture can I paint Well my darlings, when I was your age I was sent to a place, not unlike a cage To write home, we were given an envelope with a stamp, No, no my dears not a concentration camp Though some did say it could be mistaken for With all the screws who lock your door Rationing yes! My Nan went through the same Though I don’t think, quite as much pain Rationed of food, money, sleep and medication Fighting for freedom of intimidation There’s a lot more I could add to this story But as I’ve said before, these aren’t no days of glory So somehow when I sit my grandkids on my knee It will be bedtime story, from the old Jack-a-Nory



Chartwell and Sadlers SOLICITORS



PRISON LAW SPECIALIST Wrongly Convicted? Long Sentence? Tired of knock back?



Has the Justice system let you down? Act now! We can provide clear advice and effective representation in all areas of prison law such as:



• Licences Recalls, Parole, IPP, Extended Sentences and Lifer Reviews • Adjudications, Complaints, Mistreatment and access to medical treatment • Action against the Prison Service, Human Rights and Judicial Reviews • Civil claims and duty of care (excl. medical negligence) • Foreign National Prisoner Rights • ROTL and HDC • D Cat and Transfer • Criminal Appeals, CCRC and Tariff Reduction • Challenging Security intelligence reports and Sentence Calculation We can also provide assistance in



Immigration,Criminal Court Proceedings & Appeals and Confiscation proceedings . Please write to Joshua or Rita at:



Chartwell and Sadlers Solicitors 111 Asylum Road London SE15 2LB or call us on 0207 635 5255 (Mob 07507 431045)
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9. During the First World War, cigarettes were handed out to soldiers along with their rations



“Quotes” Match the following quotes to the pictures below, answers on the back page



“



(A) If vibrators could light the barbie and kill spiders in the bathtub, would we need men at all?



”



“



(B) If you swear in a book, you’re some kind of clever guy. If you swear in a song: oh my God, what a groundbreaker! If you swear as a comedian, you’re a vulgarian and foul-mouthed. When did this happen?



There are fifteen facts below. Your task is to read them carefully and try and work out which one is not true. Fourteen are true, only one is false.



(C)



”



“ “



”



Civilisation needs all the help it can get



10. The USA bought Alaska from Russia



(D) I did go a bit Sylvia Plath: staring at the condensation on the window and wondering where it comes from



11. Canada has more inland waters and



(E) Along with draught Guinness in cans, Sky+ is one of the great inventions of our times



12. The smile is the most frequently used



(F)  Every line begins, ‘I’ve just put him down upstairs...’ If they make me pregnant again I’ll be leaving instantly



for 2 cents an acre



lakes than any other country in the world facial expression. A smile can use anywhere from a pair of 5 to 53 facial muscles



13. The left lung of a human is larger



than the right one. This is because of the space and placement of the heart 



1. Female alligators lay about 40 eggs that hatch in 60 - 70 days



“



”



“



”



“



(G) I think Jesus was a compassionate, super-intelligent gay man who understood human problems



”



“



(H) Trying to determine what is going on in the world by reading newspaper is like trying to tell the time by watching the second hand of a clock (I)



2.  Toronto was the first city in the world



”



”



“ “



”



Ofsted is to blame for our bad schools



(J) A woman’s dress should be like a barbed-wire fence: serving its purpose without obstructing the view



with a computerized traffic signal system



3. Seniors who drink a cup of coffee before



”



a memory test score higher than those who drink a cup of decaffeinated coffee



4. Venus is the only planet that rotates clockwise



5. Some octopuses have been known to eat their arms off when they are exposed to stressful situations 6. The youngest Pope was 11 years old 7. Did you know you share your birthday



14. Walt Disney had originally suggested



using the name Mortimer Mouse instead of Mickey Mouse



1. Prince of Wales on the loss of The South Bank Show



3. Ben Hecht - 4. Billy Connolly 5. Harriet Sergeant



2. Billie Piper



The Sunday Times



Hollywood screenwriter



15. Ramses II, a pharaoh of Egypt, died in



with at least 9 million people in the world



1225 B.C. At the time of his death, he had fathered 96 sons and 60 daughters



8. The longest chapter in the Bible is Psalm 119, which is 176 verses



Answer on the back page



6. Sophia Loren 7. Kathy Lette



8. Nina Wadia



9.



David Cameron10. Sir Elton John



healeycolbon judicial review categorisation sentence planning appeals lifer hearings



IPP Hearings/Progression



miscarriages of justice parole



transfers human rights issues



adjudication hearings medical issues Problems inside? Don’t know where to turn? Need a specialist prison lawyer? Whether you are coming up for parole or require advice about a Judicial Review against the Prison Service, we can help. So, if you need professional, confidential legal advice, call Howells’ prison law specialists on Sheffield 0114 249 6717. 15 -17 Bridge Street Sheffield S3 8NL



Specialists in Criminal Defence & Prison Law



All aspects of Prison Law including: • • • • • • • •



Adjudications/Disciplinary Matters Parole Review/Refusal Recategorisation/Cat A Review Release on Temporary Licence Lifer Reviews Requests/Complaints Licence Conditions/Recall Home Detention Curfew/Early Release plus



Criminal Defence Work, Appeals and CCRC applications Please contact: Minal Raj or Sabreena Quadri



Healey Colbon Solicitors 64 - 66 Stuart Street Luton, Bedfordshire LU1 2SW



01582 405500



www.howells-solicitors.com



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



[email protected]



24hour Contact: 07774 883818



TWENTY QUESTIONS TO TEST YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 1. Which Brazilian author wrote The Alchemist? 2. Darjeeling is a type of tea that comes from which country?



11. Who is the Roman equivalent of the Greek god Poseidon?



IQ



5. Which unit is used to measure the size of horses?



13. In which decade of the twentieth century was BBC2 launched? 14. With which European country are the dishes known as tapes most closely associated? 15. By what name is Jeanne Poisson, the official mistress of Louis XV of France, most commonly known?



7. In 1985, which Welsh singer and TV presenter had a UK top ten hit single with ‘Walking in The Air’?



16. In 1901, which monarch succeeded Queen Victoria on the British throne?



9. ‘Should auld acquaintance be forgot and never brought to mind’ is the opening line of which song? 10. Which British comedian was born Michael Pennington in the Lancashire town of St Helens in 1971?



3.



18. In the 1998 film comedy Shakespeare in Love, which British actress played the character of Queen Elizabeth? 19. Which British actor played Robert McCall in the TV series The Equalizer? 20. Bengal and Siberian are varieties of which animal?



Matthew Williams - HMP Stocken



ATTRIDGE



Members of the Serious Fraud Panel



Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists We p r o v i d e l e g a l a s s i s ta n c e w i t h t h e following matters:



*



* * * * * * * *



* *



* * *



Adjudications Appeals Complaints Licence Recalls and Reviews Extended Licence Reviews Categorisation P r i s o n Tr a n s f e r s P a ro l e B o a r d H e a r i n g s Ta r i f f R e v i e w s Lifer Hearings Home Detention Curfew ROTL Sentence Calculation CCRC Assistance Human Rights



Contact Miriam Altaf at EBR Attridge Solicitors 23 Southampton Place London WC1A 2BP 0207 842 8600



Start on the left with the first number and work your way across following the instructions in each cell. See how quickly you can do each puzzle and how your times improve month by month! Answers on back page. If you would like to submit similar puzzles we will pay £5 for any that are chosen for print. Please send in a minimum of three puzzles together with the answer!



Mind gym



It’s a Con



SOLICITORS



Which piece fits back into the grid to complete the pattern?



17. Completed in 1964, what popular name is given to the National Sports Centre in South London?



ANSWERS CAN BE FOUND ON THE BACK PAGE



EBR



What letter is missing?



12. Which England footballer is the father of twins Georgie John and Summer Rose?



6. Of which food product is Spain’s Manchego a variety?



8. Found after the name of a UK company that can sell shares to the public, what do the initials plc stand for?



2.



Answers 1 - 10 past 8 - Starting at the top, and moving clockwise, the minute hand moves back 25 minutes each time, while the hour hand moves forward 3 hours each time. 2 - A Working in columns, the sum of the numerical values of the letters is written in the lower box. 3 - 2 Splitting the diagram vertically and horizontally, the same 5X5 pattern is displayed in each quarter.



4. Which word is both a type of singing bird and the name of a wharf in London’s Docklands?



Challenge



1. Where does the missing hand go?



?



3. Ichthyology is the study of which type of animal?



*
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84 256 11.5



APPLEBY HOPE & M AT T H E W S SOLICITORS



We specialise in:-



• Recall • Parole Applications • Licence Conditions • Criminal Defence • Adjudications • Judicial Reviews • Lifer Panels ALP/DLP • Cat ‘A’ Reviews • Categorisation & Transfers • HDC • Tariff Reviews • Lifer Issues Contact Kate Clark or Carroll Slaney



Appleby Hope & Matthews



35 High Street Normanby Middlesbrough Teesside TS6 0LE



01642



440444



[email protected]



Service throughout the North of England



4/



12



/ +26 /



2/



6



/ x5 / 1/2 / +76 /



7/ 11



/ x3 / -77 = ???



√ / x8.5 / 1/2 / +117 / 60% / ÷18.5 / x itself / x3 /



7/ = 9



??



x56 / 6/7 / 1/2 / ÷12 / x itself / -168 / √ / x28 / 75% = ???



4781032652986473 3268781032652986



YOU’RE NOT JUST A NUMBER!



Shepherd Reynolds



Experts in Prison Law all over the UK



Solicitors Here to help you throughout your sentence



• Tariff Settings



• Parole Refusal



• IPP’s



• Adjudications



• Cat A Reviews



• Recalls



• Categorisation • Judicial Reviews • Lifer Reviews



• Oral Hearings



• LIFE SENTENCE APPEALS



Link eo Vi d i l i t i e s Fac



• CROWN COURT CASES



Special Advice Hotline Service for Adjudication and Parole Issues Call Us Now!!! Contact: David Reynolds



Shepherd Reynolds Solicitors 2nd Floor, 6 Broad Road Sale Cheshire M33 2AL



0161 969 6415
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CAPTION COMPETITION



Gema Quiz Pot luck - music and movies 1. Who took the 2010 Brit award for best International Female? 2. What 1995 movie was the first film to feature characters who attend weekly “plastic corrosion awareness meetings”? 3. Which reality show could not boast their usual Christmas number one in 2009? 4. What was the first animated Disney feature not based on an existing story? 5. Robbie Williams is a former member of which boy band? 6. What movie did Ewan McGregor get in character for by shaving his head and shedding 30 pounds? 7. What were the real names of the Spice Girls (before any of them got married)? 8. What actor dropped dead of a heart attack during the filming of Gladiator, forcing Ridley Scott to superimpose his head on another actor’s body? 9. Harry Webb is the real name of which British pop star Knight?



The new Gema Records catalogue is out now! (Winter 2009/10)



The fish that I caught was this big and then I got zapped by its self defence taser



This new catalogue is packed with over 12,000 new releases as well as a back catalogue of over 20,000 CD’s and Music DVD’s covering all genres over the last 5 decades. The catalogue also contains a Special Offers section listing over 5,000 budget priced CD’s and a RAP section listing over 5,000 titles specially imported from the US. The Games section in the catalogue contains a number of games for the PS2 that have been considerably reduced since the last catalogue as well as containing all of the major new titles.



Last month’s winner



Mr Willard HMP Bullingdon



£25



prize is in the post



For your own personal copy, please send a cheque or PO (payable to Gema Records) for £2 to Gema Records, PO Box 54, Reading RG1 3SD and we will immediately despatch a copy to you along with a £2 voucher to use against your first order.



Another £25 prize is on offer for the best caption to this month’s picture. What do you think is being thought or said here?



We also have just finalised a completely updated DVD Films catalogue containing New Releases as well as Classic films, many of which are available at reduced prices. GEMA RECORDS - SUPPLIER OF THE UK’S LARGEST BACK CATALOGUE OF MUSIC Last month’s winners



Gema sponsors of Jailbreak Anthony Dudok HMP Forest Bank D Loxley HMP Littlehey Terry Emm HMP Littlehey



10. Who wore 39 hats, 45 pair of shoes and 56 pairs of earrings as the title character in the movie Evita? See below for details of how to enter. The first three names to be drawn with all correct answers (or nearest) will each receive a £15 Gema Record Voucher & free catalogue



Answers to last months quiz: 1. You’re beautiful - James Blunt, 2. I just called to say I love you - Stevie Wonder, 3. When I’m 64 - The Beatles, 4. Lady in Red - Chris De Burgh, 5. How deep is your love - Bee Gees, 6. Everything I do - Bryan Adams, 7. When a man loves a woman – Percy Sledge, 8. Have I told you lately - Rod Stewart, 9. Eternal Flame - The Bangles, 10. Wonderful tonight - Eric Clapton



insideknowledge The prize quiz where we give you the Questions and the Answers!



All the answers are within this issue of Inside Time - all you have to do is find them!!



?



The first three names to be drawn with all-correct answers (or nearest) will receive a £25 cash prize. There will also be two £5 consolation prizes. The winners’ names will appear in next month’s issue. 1. What percentage of prisoners at HMP Liverpool do not have a sentence plan/OASys? 2. How long does the planet Mercury take to orbit the Sun? 3. Whose destination was a hostel in the North? 4. Who is in the safest home he’s ever had? 5. Who abolished ex-gratia compensation in April 2006? 6. Who feels it is ‘time for someone else to take up that baton’? 7. What is due in the week commencing 3rd May 2010? 8. What percentage of Muslim prisoners at Long Lartin told Inspectors they had been victimised, threatened or intimidated by prison staff?



>> To enter any of the above prize competitions



Please do not cut out any of these panels. Just send your entry to one or all of these competitions on a separate sheet of paper. Make sure your name, number and prison is



Jordans Solicitors LLP Specialists in all aspects of Prison Law, Appeal Work and Judicial Review



We offer help UK Wide: • Serious and complex criminal cases • Lifers – sentence to release • IPPs – sentence to release • Appeals For a guaranteed prompt response please contact Rachel Baldwin at:



Jordans LLP



4 Priory Place Doncaster DN1 1BP 01302 365374 www.jordansllp.co.uk



• Adjudications • Parole Applications • Licence Recalls • CCRC applications ess , awl ppeal L n a y a I n d o nted b e s e a rele repres wby e s a kN w Mar



9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 



David Beckham raises a smile - in a TV comedy sketch filmed just weeks before he was KO’d from the World Cup. The crocked England and AC Milan ace appears with Gavin and Stacey star James “Smithy” Corden in a hilarious spoof for BBC Sport Relief.



Whose pay has plummeted to £4 per week? Who could have saved £200 million if only he’d read Inside Time? Who wonders what would happen if the entire prison population decided to become Muslims? Outside Chance is currently active in how many male young offender units? Who visits the UK annually and will be back again in November? In whose view is racism absolutely rife and has been allowed to become endemic within the Prison service? Who was ‘at the top of her game’ in recruitment in the City of London?



Answers to Last Month’s Inside Knowledge Prize Quiz 1. Harwinder Sangha, 2. The Sun, 3. San Quentin in 1942, 4. Scott Hurford, 5. Impotence, 6. Guy Pottle, 7. P-Nomis, 8. Lawrence Spiers, 9. Fink On Theatre Company, 10. 6.5 million, 11. Andrew Blastland, 12. Benjamin Franklin, 13. 2,500, 14. Castington, 15. None



Last month’s winners



Our three £25 Prize winners are: Darren Stewart HMP Long Lartin, Isaac Devell HMP Brixton, James Horner HMP Garth Plus our £5 Consolation prizes go to: D Smith HMP Elmley, Robert Bradley HMP Moorland



on all sheets. Post your entry to: Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. You can use one envelope to enter more than one competition just mark it ‘jailbreak’. A 1st or 2nd class stamp is required on your envelope.



Closing date for all is 27/04/2010



NOBLE SOLICITORS Specialising in Criminal Defence and all aspects of Prison Law



Offering advice and assistance covering:• Appeals against Sentence & Conviction • Adjudications • Lifer panel Representation • Licence Recall & Parole Reviews • Request and Complaints For an immediate visit, advice and Representation call:-



Noble Solicitors



21 High Street Shefford Bedfordshire SG17 5DD 01462 814055



Hefty Confiscation Order? Bank Account frozen? We are a team of Solicitors and High Court Advocates with considerable experience in Confiscation Proceedings. Legal Aid Available. Somos un equipo de abogados y de abogados de la tribunal superior con considerable experiencia en procedimientos de la incautación.Ayuda legal disponible. Chúng tôi là một nhóm các Solicitors và High Court Advocates với kinh nghiệm đáng kể trong Tịch thu Proceedings. Trợ giúp Pháp lý có sẵn.



CLL Solicitors



(formally Rose, Williams and Partners) 8 King Street, Wolverhampton, WV1 1ST



01902 710822



Work undertaken throughout England and Wales



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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Comedy Corner Send in your jokes, you will receive £5 for every one we print! Ê A drunk sees a man looking under the bonnet of a car. “Anything wrong?” he asks. “Piston broke” he replies. “Me too” says the drunk. Darryl Winter - HMP Everthorpe ......................................................... Ê My wife sat down on the couch next to me as I was flipping channels, she asked: “What’s on TV?” I said “Dust”. And then the fight started. DJ Clarke - HMP Littlehey ......................................................... Ê Husband and wife are out driving but not talking because they have had a row. They pass a field of mules and pigs. Wife asks sarcastically ‘relatives of yours?’ ‘Yes’, says the husband, ‘the in laws’. Samuel Caddis - HMP Preston ......................................................... Ê A woman goes to buy a parrot and has a choice of three, one for £200, one for £100 and one for £15. She asks why the third is so cheap and is told that it used to live in a brothel. The woman says she doesn’t mind and buys the £15 parrot. She gets it home and the parrot sits on his perch and says ‘here we are, a new brothel’. The woman laughs and puts the parrot in the front room. A little later her daughters arrive home and again the parrot speaks, ‘look, it’s two new prostitutes’, again the woman laughs. Later on her husband arrives home, the parrot squawks and says ‘bloody hell John, I haven’t seen you in weeks!’ Ben Redfern-Edwards - HMP Full Sutton ......................................................... Ê Two old men talking in the pub, one says to the other: ‘How’s your grandson coming along with those German language discs you bought him?’ ‘Don’t ask’ replies the disgruntled grandfather. ‘Youth of today have no respect, every time I see him he calls me a gross farter’. Kevin Skaith - HMP Whatton



Ê I read that President Obama has fallen out with the Tibetan leader. The headline read: “Obama Lama Ding Dong”. Paul McAndrew - HMP Everthorpe ......................................................... Ê Condoms come in different packs: Pack of 3 for the jack-the-lad who goes clubbing at the weekend. Pack of 6 for an experienced young bachelor who gets lucky nearly every night of the week, and the 12 pack is for the married man, one for January, one for February, one for March…! Josh Sweet - HMP Ranby ......................................................... Ê Bob is recovering from day surgery when a nurse asks him how he is feeling. “I’m ok” Bob says, “But I have to say, I didn’t much like a certain four letter word that the doctor used in the operation theatre” “Oh dear, what was it he said?” asks the Nurse. “Oops!” Bob replies. Colin Halstead - HMP Lancaster ......................................................... Who is the coolest person in the hospital? The ultra sound guy! Kevin Gibson - HMP Shotts ......................................................... Snow White arrived home to find her home destroyed by fire. She was really worried because she’d left all the seven dwarfs asleep inside. As she scrambled around in the wreckage, frantically calling their names, she suddenly heard a cry; ‘Portsmouth for the cup’ Oh thank goodness, sobbed Snow White, at least Dopey’s still alive! James Abrahams - HMP Wayland



Do you have any jokes (printable) that you would like to share with our readers? If so, send them in to: Inside Time (Jokes), Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. If you do not want your name or prison to appear please make it clear. You will receive £5 for every one we print so don’t forget to include your details even if you don’t want them printed.
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Famous April Fools pranks before him. When a door in the craft popped open, and a small, silver-suited figure emerged, the policeman ran in the opposite direction. The saucer turned out to be a hot-air balloon that had been specially built to look like a UFO by Richard Branson, the 36-year-old chairman of Virgin Records. His plan was to land the craft in London’s Hyde Park on April 1. Unfortunately, the wind blew him off course, and he was forced to land a day early in the wrong location.



The Body of Nessie Found



The Swiss Spaghetti Harvest



1957: The BBC news show Panorama announced that thanks to a very mild winter and the virtual elimination of the dreaded spaghetti weevil, Swiss farmers were enjoying a bumper spaghetti crop. It accompanied this announcement with footage of Swiss peasants pulling strands of spaghetti down from trees. Many people called the BBC wanting to know how they could grow their own spaghetti tree. To this the BBC diplomatically replied, “place a sprig of spaghetti in a tin of tomato sauce and hope for the best.”



The Left-Handed Whopper



1998: Burger King published a full page advertisement in USA Today announcing the introduction of a new item to their menu: a “Left-Handed Whopper” specially designed for the 32 million left-handed Americans. According to the advertisement, the new whopper included the same ingredients as the original Whopper (lettuce, tomato, hamburger patty, etc.), but all the condiments were rotated 180 degrees for the benefit of their left-handed customers. Thousands of customers went into restaurants to request the new sandwich. Many others requested their own ‘right handed’ version.



1972: On March 31 1972, a team of zoologists from Yorkshire’s Flamingo Park Zoo, who were at Loch Ness searching for proof of Nessie’s existence, found a mysterious carcass floating in the Loch. Initial reports claimed it weighed a ton and a half and was 15 ½ feet long. The zoologists placed the body in a van and began to transport it back to the zoo. However, the police chased down their truck and stopped it under a 1933 act of Parliament prohibiting the removal of “unidentified creatures” from Loch Ness. The body was then taken to nearby Dunfermline for examination. The discovery of the carcass received worldwide media attention. The British press dubbed it “Son of Nessie.” But upon examination, Edinburgh scientists identified the creature as a bull elephant seal from the South Atlantic. The next day John Shields, Flamingo Park’s education officer, confessed he had been responsible for the body. The bull elephant seal had died the week before at Dudley Zoo. He had shaved off its whiskers, padded its cheeks with stones, and kept it frozen for a week, before dumping it in the Loch and then phoning in a tip to make sure his colleagues found it. He had meant to play an April Fool’s prank on his colleagues, but admitted the joke got out of hand when the police chased down their van.



Big Ben Goes Digital



UFO Lands in London



1989: On March 31, 1989 thousands of motorists driving on the highway outside London looked up in the air to see a glowing flying saucer descending on their city. Many of them pulled to the side of the road to watch the bizarre craft float through the air. The saucer finally landed in a field on the outskirts of London where local residents immediately called the police to warn them of an alien invasion. Soon the police arrived on the scene, and one brave officer approached the craft with his truncheon extended
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1980: The BBC reported that Big Ben, in order to keep up with the times, was going to be given a digital readout. Not only would it be going digital, it would also be featuring advertisements. The announcement received a huge response from listeners shocked and angered by the proposed change. The BBC Japanese service also announced that the clock hands would be sold to the first four listeners to contact them. One Japanese seaman in the mid-Atlantic immediately radioed in a bid.



Swedish Color TV



1962: Sweden’s only TV channel broadcast in the news that viewers could get their black-and-white TV sets to display in full color by pulling a nylon stocking over the front of their TVs. Thousands of people tried it - until the gag was revealed as an April Fool’s hoax. Color TV finally came to Sweden 8 years later.
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